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This book is intended for readers who, while mature mathematically, have no knowledge of mathematical logic. We attempt to introduce the reader to the most important approaches
to the subject, and, wherever possible within the limitations of
space which we have set for ourselves, to give at least a few
nontrivial results illustrating each of the important methods for
attacking logical problems. Since Lewis' survey of symbolic
logic and Jorgensen's treatise on formal logic, both of
which are now obsolete, the only work of this nature has been
the excellent book of Church, which is not suitable for beginners
and which is not easily accessible. Thus the present book differs
from those which confine themselves to the detailed development of one particidar system of formal logic. We have emphasized instead the modern tendency of analyzing the structure of
a system as a whole. We feel that too many authors in this field
have overlooked the necessity of exhibiting the power of logical
methods in non-trivial problems. Otherwise mathematical logic
is a mere shorthand for transcribing results obtained without its
aid, not a tool for research and discovery.
Thus in the chapter on the logic of classes we have a section
on the structure and representation of Boolean algebras, which
is applied in the next chapter to the study of deductive systems.
In the third chapter we sketch the methods of Russell, Quine,
Zermelo, Curry, and Church for the construction of logics of
propositional functions. Finally, we give a brief introduction
to the general syntax of language, with applications to undecidability and incompleteness theorems.
We have attempted to make the exposition as elementaryas
possible throughout. Nevertheless, those who are unfamiliar
with modern algebra may find it advisable to skip the proofs
in Chapter I, Section 3, on the first reading.

In the last chapter we use the profound and beautiful ideas of
Post. We hope that one by-product of this book will be a more
widespread recognition and appreciation of his work, which
amounts to the creation of a new branch of mathematics of the
same fundamental importance as algebra and topology.
The connoisseur may find of some interest (1) the insistence
on the demonstrable properties of a formal system as a criterion
for its acceptability, (2) the simple proof of the completeness of
the theory of combinators,* (3) the simple explicit example of a
recursively unsolvable problem in elementary number theory,
(4) the first connected exposition of all the essential steps in the
proof of Church's theorem on the recursive unsolvability of the
decision problem for the restricted function calculus.
Much of the material was presented in a course given by the
author at Lund University, Sweden, in the spring of 1948.
It is impossible for me to express adequately my debt to the
late Professor H. B. Smith for his constant kindness and generosity. I am grateful to Professors Churchman, Post, Curry,
McKinsey, Huntington, and Stone for their friendly encouragement when I was beginning my mathematical career. I
cannot refrain from also thanking Professors Cohen and Nagel,
since it was a misinterpretation of a footnote in their book
which led me to abandon chemistry for mathematics twelve
years ago! I thank Dover Publications, Inc. for its unfailing
courtesy and helpfulness during the preparation of this book.
Finally, I should like to express my gratitude to my beloved
wife, Elly, for providing the stimulus and the working conditions without which the book could not have been written.
October 11, 1949

PAUL C. ROSENBLOOM

Syracuse, New York

*Curry has arrived independently at essentially the same simplification
of the theoryof combinators. This appeared since the above was written in
Synthase, Vol. VII, 1948^9, No. 6-A, p. 391-398.
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In this book we shall study the laws of logic by mathematical
methods. This may seem unfair, since logic is used in constructing mathematical proofs, and it might appear that the study of
logic should come before the study of mathematics. Such a pro-

cedure is, however, typical of science. Our actual knowledge is a
narrow band of light flanked on both sides by darkness. We
may, on the one hand, go forward and develop further the consequences of known principles. Or else we may press backward
the obscurity in which thefoundations of science are enveloped.
Just by using mathematical methods, i.e. by working with ideograms (symbols for ideas) instead of ordinary words (symbols
for sounds), we can throw new and important light on the logical
principles used in mathematics. This approach has led to more
knowledge about logic in one century than had been obtained
from the death of Aristotle up to 1847, when Boole's masterpiece was published.
We begin with the simplest branch of the subject, the logic of
classes. After an informal introduction, in which we derive the
properties of classes by a free use of naive intuition, weformulate
that theory as a deductive science, that is, as a science in which
the assumptions are explicitly stated, and in which everything
else follows from the assumptions by means of explicitly stated
rules. The assumptions are stated in terms of certain notions
which are not analyzed further and are taken as undefined. All
other concepts of the science are defined in terms of these.
We then proceed to a study of the system as a whole. That is,
instead of developing more and more consequences of the assumptions, we try to find general characteristics of the science
itself. This is typical of the modern tendency to emphasize the
structure of a science, to derive theorems about the science,
rather than to concentrate on the detailed derivation of results
i
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within the science. This study of the structure of the logic of
classes culminates in Chapter I, Section 3.
We then apply the same methods to the logic of propositions.
In doing this, we uncover a striking similarity between this
science and the logic of classes. It is precisely through formulating these logics as deductive sciences that we see that both are
special examples of a general theory.
The logic of propositions has been the subject of much controversy among logicians and mathematicians. We discuss the
various alternative approaches which have been proposed.
We then try to construct general logical theories which are
adequatefor at least a large part of mathematics. Here we run
into difficulties since the unreined use of naive intuitive reasoning leads to devastating paradoxes. Thus we must seek a theory
which admits as much as possible of the reasoning intuitively
accepted as valid, but includes such restrictions as to evade the
paradoxes. But a profound theorem of Godel shows that no
logical theory of a very general type can include methods of
reasoning strong enough for the proof of its own consistency.
Indeed, in any system of logic of this general type, there are
propositions which can be proved by an argument outside the
system but which cannot be proved within the system. Thus no
formal logical system of this type, which includes all adequate
logics so far proposed, can contain all valid modes of reasoning.
All that we can hope for is stronger and stronger systems which
are adequate for more and more powerful arguments, or else
some system radically different from anything so far proposed.
In order to arrive at such results as Godel's, it is necessary for
us to scrutinize our tools more closely. In a deductive science
the undefined terms are denoted by certain symbols, which may
be blobs of printer's ink, speech sounds, printed marks representing the latter, etc. The propositions of this science are communicated by means of these signs. These signs, together with
the rules governing their use and combination, constitute a
language for stating relationships within the science. This is
called the object language. In an exposition of the science the
assumptions must be communicated in a language whose mean-
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ing is already assumed to be known, say English. This is called
the syntax language. We use the object language to talk within
the science and the syntax language to talk about the science.
In ordinary usage the confusion between the two leads to no
difficulty, but when the science under consideration is logic itself
we must lean over backwards to avoid unclarity.
The primitive signs of the object language are called its alphabet. Certain combinations of these signs may be assigned meanings. Such combinations are often called words or sentences. If a
certain combination of signs denotes an object, then this com-

bination will be a name for that object. In speaking about the
object we use a name for it. Thus "Dewey smiled" is a sentence
wherein we mention the man Dewey by using his name, the
word "Dewey." When we are talking about a name or a symbol,
it is convenient to use a specimen enclosed in quotation marks
as a name of the nameor symbol. Thus, " "Dewey" " is aname of
"Dewey," which is, in turn, a name of Dewey, who is a man.
Again, on p. 2, 25th line from the bottom, we are speaking about
a name of the universal class, while on the next line it is the null
class itself which is mentioned. To avoid the use of names of
names of names and the like, we shall also use such phrases as
"the letter —" or "the sign —" as names of the symbols of
which specimens are exhibited. It is often overlooked that while
we cannot put a man on the printed page and are thus forced
to use a name when writing about him, we do have greater
resources when we wish to write about symbols.
In particular, a sentence is a name of a proposition. We shall
say that the sentence expresses the proposition, and we shall
often use "statement" as a synonym for "sentence." We shall
often use the phrase "the proposition that p" to indicate the
proposition expressed by "p." Careful attention to these matters
helps in discussing ticklish questions.
We are thus led, in chapter IV, to the mathematical analysis of
language. Whereas in the previous chapters our attention is
centered on the relationships expressed by the object language,
in the last chapter we focus our attention on the structure of the
language apart from its meaning. The former process is some-
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times called the semantical study of language, i.e. the study of
the meanings expressed by the language, while the latter is often
called the syntactical study of the language. The methods we
use were developed especially by Post. We find in this chapter
that certain classes of languages, which include practically all
languages which have been precisely formulated, can be singled
out and possess important common properties. It is exactly the
mathematical method of abstracting from the special features of
particular languages which enables us to prove rigorously a
number of profound general truths, where metaphysicians would
argue back and forth for centuries without ever reaching a conclusion which could be tested.
Mathematical logic is, then, no mere shorthand for expressing
in ideograms what has already been discovered by reasoning in
ordinary language. It is, rather, a powerful and versatile tool for
solving problems which are inaccessible to other methods.

In the following we shall make references thus:
1112
denotes section 2of chapter III;
T2
denotes theorem 2 of the present section;
T5.2.3 denotes theorem 3of section 2of chapter V;
[27]4
denotes number 4by author 27 in Church's Bibliography, J. Symbolic Logic, vol. 1, no. 4;
[11]35 denotes the article beginning or reviewed on page 35 of
vol. 11, J. Symbolic Logic.

Chapter I
THE LOGIC OF CLASSES
SECTION 1 INFORMAL INTRODUCTION
FUNDAMENTAL THEOREMS

Logic is the science of the valid processes of reasoning. In
we investigate these processes by mathematical methods. In this first chapter we shall study the simplest
branch of this science, the logic of classes.
For the moment we shall not attempt to analyze the concept
of "class." Rather we shall take it as undefined but shall assume
that its intuitive meaning is known. By a class we shall mean any
collection of things, for example, the class of all men or the class
of red-headed baboons. The members of the class may be abstractions or may be in some other sense not tangible; thus the
class of positive integers and the class of jabberwockies are
perfectly good classes. We shall denote classes by small Greek

mathematical logic

letters.

We shall say that the class a is the same as the class fi if and
only if they have exactly the same members. Thus the class of
even primes is the same as the class whose only member is the
number 2. We shall denote therelationship "a is the same as fi"
by the symbols "a = fi." The following propositions are evident:

TI. a = a',
T2. if a = then fi = a;
T3. if a = fi and fi = y, then a =

y.

In most statements, if a = fi, then "a" may be substituted for
"fi" at any point without changing the truth or falsity of the
statement.
L
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We shall symbolize the statement "x is a member of a" by
"x c a."
If a and fi are classes, we shall denote by "a (~\ fi" the class of
all objects which are members of both a and fi. Similarly,we shall
use "aVJ fi" for the class of all things which are either in a or in fi
or in both. Thus if a is the class of females and fi is the class of
engineers, then a C\ fi is the class of female engineers, and aKJ fi
is the class of all objects which are either females or engineers or
both. By a' we shall mean the class of all objects which are not
in a. The class a fi = a f~\ fi', by definition, so that a — fi is
the class of all objects which are in a but not in fi. Two special
classes are of importance, the universal class, denoted by "1",
which is the class containing all things, and the null class, 0,
which is the class which has no members.
These symbols have been introduced so that we may construct an algebra of classes. They enjoy the following properties:

—

T4.
T5.
T6.
T7.
TB.
T9.
TIO.
Til.
Tl2.
Tl3.
Tl4.
Tl5.
Tl6.
Tl7.
TlB.
Tl9.
T2O.

af^fi = fit^a;

n 7) = (anfi)C\y;
a\J fi = fiKJ a;
a KJ (fi VJ 7) = (a VJ fi) \J y;
aP\a = aWa = a;
a r\ (fi \J y)
(a P. /8) U (a Pi 7);
a U (18 H 7) = (a\J fi) n (aKJ y)\
a*Ja' = 1;
a H a' = 0;
aHI = aUO = a;
o-U 1
1;
aC\O = 0;
(a!)' = a;
0' = 1; 1' = 0;
(a \J fi)' = a' C\ fi';
(a C\ fi)' = a'\J fi';
aU(ar\jB) =«n(aU^) = a.
a r\ (fi

-

-

These propositions are for the most part obvious. Thus T4
says that if x is in a P\ fi, i.e. if x is in both a and fi, then x is in
fi C\ a, and conversely. Let us check one of the more compli-
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cated properties, say TIO, as an illustration. We must show that

every member of the class on the left-hand side of the equation
is also a member of the class on the right, and conversely. If
x £= a \J (fi P 7), then either x £ a or x £ fi P 7 or both. If
x £ a, then certainly x £ a vj fi and also x £ a vj 7. Hence
x £ ( a vj 0) P(a VJ 7). Alternatively, if a: £OP. 7, then xG fi
and x £ 7. From the first, x £ a vj fi, md from the second,
x £ aVJ 7. Hence 2 £ (a VJ 0) P (a VJ T ). We have thus
shown that if x £ a KJ (fi Pi 7), then x £ (a U /?) P (a J y).
The converse may be shown in a similar manner. In view of T5
and T7, we shall write a P fi P 7, for (a P fi) P 7, and
aVJ \J jfor (a VJ fi) vj 7 , etc.
We say that a is included in fi, or that a is a subclass of fi,
(in symbols, a C. fi) if every member of o. is also a member of fi,
i.e. xG a always implies that x £ fi. The following propositions
are easy to prove :

T2l. a = fiif and only if a C fi and fi C a;
T22. a C fiif and only if a P fi = a;
T23. a C fiif and only if a\J fi = fi;
T24. a C fiif and only if a
fi = 0;
a'
KJ
only
T25. a C fiif and
fi = I
if
Ca;
T26. a
T27. C.P/3CC.CO.VJ/3;
T2B. 0 C a C 1;
T29. if a C 0, then a = 0;
T3O. if I C a, then a = 1 ;
T3l. if a C fi and fi C y, then a C 7;
y and a\J y C fi^J
T32. ifaCfi, then aC\y C fi
T33. ifaCfi, thenfi' C a';
T34. if aC fi and aC y, then aC 0 7;
T35. if a C y and fi C y, then aKJ fi C y-

-

y\

We have thus shown that if the operations with classes are

symbolized in the above fashion, we obtain an algebra similar
to our ordinary algebra of numbers. The similarity becomes

more striking if we introduce the "exclusive" either-or. Let
fi) VJ (fi
a), by definition; i.e. a + fi is the class
a + fi = (a

—

-
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of all things which are in one of a and fi but not the other. If for
the moment we abbreviate "a P fi" by "afi", we obtain the
follpwing propositions:
T36.
T37.
T3B.
T39.
T4O.

afi = fia; a(fiy) = (afi)y;
+ fi = fi + a;a+ (fi + y) = (a
a(fi + 7) = afi + ay;
a + 0 = a = al;
a + a = 0.
a

+ fi) +

y

It is unnecessary to go back to the original meanings of the
symbols in order to prove these statements. We can instead use
the properties already stated. Thus
a(fi

+ y) =
=

and a/3 4-

ay

=
=
=
=

a P ((fi P 7') <J (fi' P 7))
(a Pfi P 7') VJ (a pop 7)

c.o7' VJ c.o'7,

((a P fi) P(a P 7)') vj ((a p 0)' p( a p 7 ))
((a r\fi)n (a' VJ 7')) \J ((a' VJ 0') P( a P 7))
(((a P0) P a') VJ ((a nfi)!^ y'))
VJ (((a P 7) H a') VJ ((« P 7) p 0'))
= aa'o VJ afiy' \J aa'y VJ c.O' 7
=00 VJ a07 ' VJ O7 VJ afi'y
= 0 VJ afiy' VJ 0 VJ c.o'7
= a07r VJ aoy

Here we have used the definition of a + fi, and equations T9,
T4, T5, Tl9, Tl2, and Tl3 above.
By virtue of equations T36 to T4O the algebra of classes is
what mathematicians call a ring with respect to the operations
afi and a + fi. Indeed, this ring is a very special one because of
T8 and T4O, which show that the algebra of this ring is much
simpler than our ordinary algebra since there are no exponents
or coefficients.
By virtue of T2l, T22, T23, T26, T27, T3l, T34, and T35,
(or alternatively, by T4, T5, T6, T7, TB, and T2O) the algebra
of classes is also what mathematicians call a lattice. This is a
very special type of lattice because of TIO to Tl3.
We shall not use the knowledge already accumulated concern-
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ing rings and lattices in our present work. In more advanced
work, however, these points of view are useful.
The algebra of classes is called Boolean algebra after the man

(G. Boole, Irish, 1815-1864) who first studied it intensively.
All the formal laws of Boolean algebra can be obtained from
one general principle. We must first define the concept of a
"Boolean function" step by step. Iff(a) = y, where 7 is a constant class, for all a, then / is a Boolean function. If f(a) m a
for all a, then / is a Boolean function, the so-called identity
function. If /is a Boolean function, and if g(a) = (f(a))' for all
a, then g is a Boolean function. If / and g are Boolean functions,
and if h(a) = f(a) VJ g(a) and k(a) = f(a) P g(a) for all a,
then h and k are Boolean functions. The class of Boolean functions is the smallest class of functions satisfying these conditions, i.e. it is the class of all functions which can be obtained
by starting with constants and the identity function, and applying the operations a, a f~\ fi, and a VJ 0 a finite number of times.
Thus /(a) s (7 P a) VJ (8 P a'), where 7 and 8 are constant
classes, is a Boolean function.
The fundamental theorem of Boolean algebra is
Theorem 41.

Iff is a Boolean function, then

/(«)

Proof. If f(a)

-

(/(I) H a) U (f(0) P a')

a y, where 7 is a constant, then

(f(l) P a) U (f(0) P a') = (7 H a) U (7 P a')
=7P (a U a') (by T9)
(by Til)
= T Ol
(by Tl4)
7
f(a).
=

-

If f(a)

=

a,

then

(f(l) n a)VJ (f(0) P a') = (1 P a) U (0 P a')
(by Tl3, Tl5)
= aUO

-

(by Tl3)

/(«}"
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Suppose the theorem is true for
Then

/. Let g(a)

= (f(a))' for all a

(a) = ((/(l) na)KJ (/(O) H a'))'
(by T18)
= (/(l) P a)' P (/(O) P «')'
= (f(l)' VJ a') P (/(O)' VJ («')') (by Tl9)
(/(i)' n /(O)') vj (/(i)' p (a')o
VJ (a' P /(O)') VJ (a' P (a')O
(by T9, applied twice)
= (/CD' n /(0)0 vj (f(iy n a)Kj (f(oy p «')
(by Tl6, Tl2, Tl3)
((/(I)' r\ f(oy) n(aKJ a')) vj (f(iy p«)
VJ(/(o)'Pa')
(by Til)
= C/W n /(i)' n a)vj (f(iy p /(o)' p a')
VJ (/(l)' P «) VJ (/(O)'P a') (by T4, T5, T9)
(by T2O).
= (/(!)' na)\J (f(0)' P a')

-

-

Suppose the theorem is true for / and g, and let
h(a) = f(a) VJ g(a) and k(a) = f(a) P #(«) for all a. Then
h(a) = (/(I) na)\J (f(0) P a') VJ (g(l)
a) VJ (g(0) P a')
= ((/(l) VJ 0(1)) P «) VJ ((/(O) VJ 0(0)) P a') (by T9)

Also
*(«)

-

((/(I) r\a)VJ (f(0) P a')) P ((0(1) P a)
VJ (0(0) P a'))
= (/(I) H 0(1) P a P a) VJ (/(l) P 0(0) P « P a')
V (/(0) n 0(1) P a' P a)
v (/(o) n 0(0) n a'r\ a') (by T9, T4, ts)
= (((/(l) n 0(1)) f^a)VJ ((/(O) P 0(0)) P a')
(by TB, Tl2, Tl3, Tl5)

If / is any Boolean function, then it can be built up in a finite
number of steps from constants and the identity function by
means of the operations a', a P fi, and a KJ fi. Therefore, by
combining these results, we immediately obtain the theorem.
This theorem shows that in order to prove that two Boolean
functions, / and g, are equal for all a, it is sufficient to prove
that /(0) = 0(0) and f(l)
g(l).

-
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All these considerations can be extended to Boolean functions
of several variables. Thus if / is a Boolean function of two
variables, then
(/(O, l)«'/3)
f(a, fi) = (/(I, 1)«0) U (/(1» °)^')
VJ (/(O, O)a'0').
As a corollary we obtain
f(a VJ 0) VJ f(a P 0) = f(a) VJ f(fi)

-

any Boolean function. For let g(a, fi) = f(a VJ fi) VJ
f(a) VJ f(fi). Then g(l, 1) = h(l, 1),
f(a P 0), h(a, fi)
g(a, fi) = h(a, fi) for all a and 0.
Therefore,
g(l,0) = h(l,0), etc.

if

/ is

exercises

Ex. 1. Verify T4-T4O.
Ex. 2. (a). Prove T8 from T27, T34, and T2l.
(b). Prove Til from T26 and T25.
(c). Prove that a" C a from Til, T6, and T25.
(d). Prove T35 from T34, T33, TlB, and Tl6.
Ex. 3. Show that if / is any Boolean function of one variable,
then
(a). f(a) = (f(l) VJ a') P (/(O) VJ a).
(b). /(/(O)) = /(O) P /(l) C /(«) C /(O) VJ /(l) =
/(/(!))"
(c). f(a) = y + Ba, where y and 8 are constants,
(d). If /(0) P /(l) C v C /(0) VJ /(l), then the
equation /(a) = r? has a solution. Find all solutions.
(c). If the equation /(£) = r? has a unique solution for
then it has a unique solution,
one value of
namely f(y), for all values of n.
(f). If /($,) C /(&) whenever aC.iC^Q, then
0 H /(0) C a VJ f(l), and conversely.
then /(/(f)) C /(/(*?)).
(g). If £ C
(h). If aC fi and /(a) C / (0), then /(£,) C /(£_)
whenever a C £1 C £2 C fi-
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SECTION 2

BOOLEAN

A DEDUCTIVE

In the previous section we assumed that the concept of a
class and the simpler properties of this concept were intuitively
known. In the "proofs" of the propositions T1.1.1-T1.1.41
properties of classes were used which were not explicitly stated.
This leaves the foundations of our previous work completely in
the dark. In the present section we shall remedy the situation by
presenting Boolean algebra as a deductive science.
By a deductive science we mean a body of propositions constructed in the following way. We start out with a certain set of
undefined ideas which we make no attempt to analyze further,
and a set of unproved propositions stated in terms of these
undefined ideas. All other propositions in the science must be
proved using only the unproved propositions and previously
proved propositions. Similarly, all other concepts in the science
must be defined in terms of the undefined ideas and previously
defined ideas. For in any exposition of the science, i.e. in any
setting forth of the science in a sequence of propositions, there
must be a first proposition. If this is proved on the basis of other
propositions, then its proof depends on propositions whose truth
is not known at this time. Similarly, in any exposition there must
be undefined terms.
Furthermore, among the assumptions there must be rules
telling us how we can obtain one true proposition from others
known to be true. These we call rules of inference. These will
be perhaps of theform : "if p, g, r are true, then sis true." Here
p, q, r, s,
are stated in terms of the concepts of the science.
The words "if," "are," etc., are in ordinary English and are not
part of the language of the system under construction. Otherwise
we would not know the meaning of this rule and therefore could
not apply it. This shows us that in communicating our science
we must use to some extent some language which we already
know in order to describe the rules of operating within the
science. This "embedding" language we call the syntax language;
it is used to talk about the system while the undefined terms of

...
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the system constitute a basis for a language which we use to
talk within the system. The language of the system is called the
object language. This is analogousto the problem of teaching a
new language. We describe the language in terms of a known
language before we can communicate within the new language.
Of course, it is desirable to use as simple a syntax language as
possible in order that as few unanalyzed notions as possible be
used. The undefined terms in our science will be a non-empty
class of objects C and two operations P and '. The unproved
propositions are:
Al. If a is in C, then a and a P 0 are uniquely determined
members of C.
A2. If a and fi are in C, then a P 0 = 0 P a.
A3. If a, fi, and y are in C, then (a P 0) P y = a P (0 P 7).
A4. If a, fi, and. 7 are in C, and a C\ fi' = y C\ y', then
a f~\ fi = a.
A5. // a, fi, and 7 are in C, and a P 0 = a, then a P fi'
7 P y'.
AQ. If a and fi are in C, and a = fi, then a = fi'.
A7. If a, fi, and 7 are in C, and a = fi, then a P 7 = 0 P 7 and
7 P a = 7 P. 0.
Here the relation " = " is taken to be part of the known syntax
language. The only properties of this relation which will be used
are T1.1.1, T1.1.2, T1.1.3, and their consequences in conjunction
with Al-A7. Hence we could alternatively take "= " as an
undefined term and postulate T1.1.1-T1.1.3. A relation satisfying the latter conditions is called an equivalence relation.
We shall show that this is a deductive science whose true
propositions are those and only those of the algebra constructed
informally in 11.
Note that since the propositions of this science are all consequences of Al-A7 and the primitive terms are undefined, then
if C, P, and ' are given any concrete interpretation in which
Al-A7 are true propositions, all their consequences are automatically true in this interpretation. Thus this science is, like all
deductive sciences, abstract; that is, its concepts have no specific
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meaning, and its propositions apply whenever specific meanings
are assigned to its undefined terms in such a way that the assumptions become true propositions. For example, if C is the
class whose only member is the number 1, and ' and P are
defined by the equations 1/ = 1 P 1 = 1, then it is obvious that
Al-A7 are true with this interpretation. A less trivial example is
this: let C be the class of all positive divisors of 210, i.e. C is the
class whose members are 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 10, 14, 15, 21, 30, 35, 42,
70, 105, and 210, a P 0 is the least common multiple of a and 0,
and a' = 210/ It is slightly more laborious but still easy to
verify the assumptions in this case. Of course, in formulating
these assumptions we had in mind the algebra of 11, and intend
that algebra to be one concrete interpretation of our science.
Indeed, if Cis the class of all classes, and a(~\ fi and a' are interpreted as in 11, then Al-A7 are true.
We shall use throughout this section the convention that small
Greek letters denote members of C. This amounts to a hypothesis not explicitly stated in the formulations of the following
theorems.
It is convenient to begin with the following definitions:

a.

Dl. a P 0 P 7 = (a P 0) P
(a P 0 P 7) P 8, etc.
D2. a C fifor aC\fi = a.

7, a

C\ fi

n y C\

8

We now have the following theorems:

Tl. a P a = a.
Proof, a P a' = a P
T2. aPa' =

7

a. Now apply A4.

P y''. (Tl, A5).

This justifies the definitions:

D3. 0 = a P a. 1 = o'.
T3. aCfi if and only ifaC\fi' =0. (T2, A4, A5).
T4. a C a.
T5. IfaCfi and 0 C 7, then a C y.
Proof. If a P 0 = a and 0 P y = fi, then a P 7 =
(a PO)P7=aP(OP 7) = a P 0 = a. (A3).

11
a. (A2, A3, Tl).
and
aC
fi
fi Ca, then a = fi. (A2).
T7. If
0C 0.
=
0.
ono
TB.
C\
o=fi
fi' C fi. (T2, T6).
Proof.

T6. aPO C

T9. a" = a.
Proof, a" Pa' =

a

Pa" =0.

(A2, T2)

.-.

a" Ca, for any member aof C. (A4
Hence a'" C a and a"" C a".
a"" Ca. (T5).
a"" Pa' -0. (T3).
a' C a!". (A2, T3).
a' = a'". (T7).
/. a P a'" -0. (T2).
/. AC«".
(T3).
.'. a = a". (T7).
D4. aVJ fi = (a' P o')'.
TIO. aP 0 = (a' VJ fi')'. (T9).
Til. a C fiif and only if fi' C a.
Proof. If a C fi, then a (^ fi' = 0; hence fi' P a" = 0
(A2, T9), which implies that fi' C a.'. If 0' C a', then
a" C fi", by the case just proved, and therefore
a C fi, by T9.
Tl2. a C fiif and only if'a VJ fi

Proo/.

-0.

0 if and only if fi' C a', which means that
P
a' = fi'. The latter is true if and only if
fi'
fi = fi" = (fi' P. a')' = (a' P. o')' = « VJ 0.
a C

Tl3. a VJ fi = 0 VJ a. (a VJ fi) VJ y = a VJ (fi VJ y).
(A2, A3, D 4, T9).
Tl4. aVJ a= a. (Tl, D 4, T9).
Tl5. aVJa' = 1. (D4, D3).
Tl6. a C a VJ fi.
Proof, (a VJ fi)' = (a' P fi')" = a' HOC a\ (T9, T6
Til).
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Tl7. aVJ (a P 0) = a P (aVJ fi) = a.
Proof, a VJ (a P 0) = a
a P (a VJ fi) = a

(T6, Tl2).
(D2, Tl6).

y and aVJ y C fiVJ y.
TlB. IfaCfi, then aC\y C fi
C\
(fi C\ y)
then
C\
(a
y)
IfaCfi,
Proof.
(A2, A3, Tl)
=a P 0P 7

=

(D2).

a

The rest follows in the same way by Tl2.
Tl9. If a Cy and fi Cy, then a VJ fi Cy.
If 7 C a and y C fi, then y C a P fi.
Proof. If 7 C a and y C fi, then 7 = 7Pa = 7PO, so
that 7 H (a P 0) = (<y P a) P 0 = 7 H 0 = 7.
The other part is proved similarly.

-

T2O. al^ (a'VJ fi)
a P fi.
Proof, a A (a'VJ fi) = a (~\ (a" P fi')' =

a

P (a P o')'.

Hence (a P (a' VJ fi)) P fi' = 0
(T2, A2, A3).
.'. ar\(a'VJ fi) = (aH (a' VJ fi)) P 0
(A3, Tl7).
= al^ ((a' VJ fi) P 0) = a P 0.
T2l. a P (0 VJ 7 ) = (a P0) VJ (a P 7).
(Tl3, Tl6).
Proof, fi CfiKJ y,y CfiVJ y.
.'. a P 0 C a P (0 VJ 7), a P 7 C a P (0 VJ 7).
(T18).
(a P0) VJ (a P 7) £ a P (0 VJ 7).
(Tl9).

.-.

Now a C\ (fiVJ y) f\ ((a n fi) VJ (a C\ y))'
= a P (0 VJ 7) P (a P 0)' P (a P 7)'
(D4, T9)
= a P (0 VJ 7) P (a' VJ 0') P (a' VJ 7')
(D4, T9)
= fi' VJ y' P (0 VJ 7)
(T2O, A2, A3)
0
(D4, T2).

-

Hence a P (0 VJ 7) £ (« P0) VJ (a p 7 ).
T22. aVJO =a, aVJI = l, aPI = a. (TB, Tl2, Til).
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We now have everything necessary for the proof of T1.1.41,
with the slight simplification that the combination / P g need
terms
not be considered separately since it may be expressed in
completeness,
by
TIO.
For
the
sake
of
of the operations VJ and '
we give also a proof of the analogous theorem for functions of

several variables.
Theorem 23. // /(«.
f(ax

,

"" "

, a ) is a Boolean function, then
k

, "" ' ,a )
k

=

E E

...0

""■

E/dM".

t't = 0

=0

""">

I<V,' """«""

Remark. Here "a*" means a if * = 0 amd a' if i = 1;
(<

m

EO/
3=o

11

means 0O VJ 0 X VJ

"" "

VJ 0m

We use juxtaposition for "P" as on p. 4.
Proof. The theorem is true for k = 1. If it is true for /r-l,
then
f(ax ,a2

,

-"'

,ak )

£

"--

.- = 0

But /(ax ,1'",
vj(f(i\r',

"""

"""

t, f(ax,r',

,n ='(/(I°, I'-i

"'"

"""

,i*'>2* """«;*

.1>")

,iik )a\),

by T1.1.41; now an application of T2l yields the desired result.
The question arises, are the postulates Al-A7 complete in the
sense that all generalformal laws in the algebra of classes which
can be formulated in terms of P and ' can be proved from them?
The answer is given by Theorem 24 below.
We say that B is a Boolean algebra whenever B is a triple
(C, P, ') consisting of a class C and two operations P and
defined in C and satisfying Al-A7.
A quadruple (C, P, ', =) satisfying Al-A7 and T1.1.1-
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T1.1.3 will be called a Boolean algebrawith respect to the equivalence relation =

.

Lemma 1. If B is a Boolean algebra in which C has at least
two members, then 0 j^ 1.
= 1, then a = aPI = aPO = 0, so that C has
only the single member 0.

Proof. If 0

Theorem 24. Let B be a Boolean algebra with at least two
elements.

Let f(ax , "" " , ak) and g(ax , "" " , ak) be two Boolean functions
containing no constants in their construction. If f = g for all
ax , "" " , ak in C, then f = g is provable from AI-A7, and is
therefore true in all Boolean algebras.
By hypothesis f(a x
" , a ) = g(ax
" , a ) for all
, """,akin C, in particular when the a's have thevalues oor 1.

Proof.
ax

k

k

Now

1P 1 = 1, IPO= OP 1 = OPO =0, 0' = 1, 1' =0,
and all these equations are consequences of Al-A7. Hence if the
a's take on the values oor 1, then f(ax , "" " , a k) and g(ax , "" ,
ai) have the values 0 or 1, and these values are deducible from
Al-A7. By Lemma 1,0 1. Therefore if the a's have the values
oor 1, then f(a x , "" " , ak) = g(ay " , ak) if and only if this
equation follows from Al-A7. By theorem 23, then, the equation
"f(a x
" , ak) = g(ax
" , ak)" is valid for all values of
a, , "" " , ak in any Boolean algebra and is deducible from
Al-A7.
■

Corollary 24a. Let f and g be Boolean
functions as in theorem
24. Suppose thatfor all a. , """ , ak in C such that f(ax , "" " , ak ) =
1, the element g(ax , "" " , ak) = 1 also. Then "f(ax
" , ak ) C
g(ax
" , ak)" is provable from Al-A7, and is therefore valid in
all Boolean algebras.
" , a ) P (g(ax
" , ai))'.
, " " " , a take on only the values 0 or 1, then f(ax , " ,

Proof. Let h(a x ,--- ,ak) = f(ax
If a x

k

k

—
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,ak ) =0, then h(a x
" , ak) =0. If
=oorl. If /(«i ,
and
)
' a*) =
=l|
*
ttl
f(ax ." * ' i a*) = l > then ai ' afc
'
'
a
a
,
,
for
all
in
theorem
Cby
=
,
x """
k
0. Hence h(ax , "" <*i) 0
valid
in all
deducible
from
Al-A7
and
23 and is therefore
by
T3.
g"
inclusion
follows
"/ C
Boolean algebras. The
We now know that all generally true equations between Boolby theoean functions are provable from our assumptions and,
procedure
proving
for
them or
systematic
simple
rem 23, have a
study
of
going
deeper
to
a
validity.
Before
on
for testing their
deducmake
a
few
remarks
about
wish
to
algebras,
we
Boolean
tive sciences in general.
First, whatis to prevent us from laying down any assumptions
we please? From a logical point of view, there is nothing but the
requirement of consistency to restrict the possible assumptions;
that is, it must be impossible to prove some proposition and also
a
its falsityfrom the postulates. The simplest way to prove that
system of postulates is consistent is to exhibit a concrete interpretation of the undefined terms in which all the postulates are
of
true. Thus we have given three concrete interpretations
could
"C" "P" ""' in which Al-A7 hold. If a contradiction
follow from the postulates, this contradiction would be true
of the concrete interpretation. But anything actually existing in
the real world must be self-consistent; hence the postulates
must be consistent. The last sentence might be contested by
some philosophers, notably Berkeley, but we shall not enter into
any further discussion of such questions. A more serious difficulty is that the real world, so far as we know, contains only a
finite number of objects. Therefore it is impossible to give a
concrete model of a system of postulates requiring that some
class have an infinite number of members. Hilbert has proposed
another method of proving consistency whereby on the basis of
an analysis of the methods of proof in the deductive science we
show that no contradiction can arise. This method requires the
machinery of Chapter IV.
While logically we can take any consistent set of assumptions
and construct a deductive science from them, actually our
choice of postulates is constrained by other considerations.
ak )

""■

''

'""
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Usually we have one or more concrete interpretations in mind
and we know, roughly speaking, some of the propositions which
we wish to be true in the deductive science to be constructed.
Aesthetic considerations also play an important role. We want
the postulates to be simple and the proofs based on them to be
elegant. Here science merges inseparably with art; we wish not
only to build up a body of knowledge but also to create a thing
of beauty. Finally, the principle first enunciated by E. H.
Moore—"The existence of analogiesbetween the central features
of various theories implies the existence of a general theory
which underlies the particular theories and unifies them with
respect to those central features"—also serves as a valuable
guide in constructing deductive sciences.
Another desirable, though not essential, requirement of a
system of postulates is that they be independent; that is, that
none of them be deducible from the rest. If the postulates are
not independent then some of them can be omitted without
changing the totality of true propositions in the deductive
science. For the sake of economy, then, we want the postulates
to be independent. To say that a postulate p is independent of
the others is equivalent to saying that "p is false" is consistent
with the rest. Having thusreduced the problem of independence
to that of consistency, we can use the methods described above
to prove the independence of a system of postulates. Thus, if in a
concrete interpretation of the undefined terms all of the assumptions except p become true propositions, then p is independent
of the others.
For example, if we define C as the set whose members are the
numbers 0, 1, and 2, and define P and ' by the following tables:
r\ \
0
1
2

0

I

2

0
1

0
1
2

2

a

a'
1
0
0

then it is easy to verify that all of Al-A7 except A2
are true.
Here we read the table for P as follows: a P 0 is found in the
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row and oth0 column; for example 1P2=1,2P1 = 2,
Since 1P 2 2P1,A2 is false. Similarly we
postulates independent.
the
other
prove
can
independenceof a system of postulates led
the
problem
of
The
discoveries
of non-Euclidean geometry and the
important
to the
theory of relativity.

a

th

th

2po = 0, etc.

exercises

.

.

.

Ex. 1 Deducethe rest of Tl 1 .4-T1 1 .40 from the postulates.
Ex. 2. Prove that if (C, P, ') is a Boolean algebra and if we
define VJ as above, then (C, VJ, ') is also a Boolean
algebra. For the moment let us denote a VJ 0 by
"a P *fi", so as to suggest the corresponding operations
in the new algebra. Let T(a) = a' for all a in C. Show
that
T(a') = T(a)',
T(a P 0) = T(a) P* T(fi),
T(a) = T(fi) if and only if a = 0,

and for every 0 in C there is an a such that T(a) = fi.
Hence these algebras have exactly the same structure
This is called the law of duality.
Ex. 3. Verify that all the postulates except A3 are valid in
the following model :
/

P

0

1

2

a

a

0

0

2

1

0

0

1

2

1

0

1

2

2

1

0

2

2

1

Ex 4 Construct a model showing the independence of A4.
Ex 5 Show that the arithmetical interpretation on p. 10
works if 210 is replaced by any square-free number n,
i.e. any number n such that no perfect square except 1
divides n. Does it work for any other values of n?
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THE STRUCTURE AND

SECTION 3

REPRESENTA-

OF BOOLEAN ALGEBRAS

We now ask how completely does the deductive science constructed in the last section describe the algebra of classes. In
other words, are there Boolean algebras essentially different
from the algebra of classes? If so, what is theirrelation to that
algebra?

Let us begin with the case where Chas m members, where m is
finite and greater than 1. We say that a is an atom whenever
a 9^o, and fi C a implies that 0 = 0 or 0 = a. If we think of the
relation 0 £ a as meaning that 0 is contained in a, then an atom
is an element of C which contains no others but itself and 0.
Tl. If a ?± 0, then there is an atom fi such that 0 £ a.
Proof. If a is itself an atom, then the conclusion immediately
follows. If a is not an atom, then there is an element ax such that
ax 9* 0, a x 5^ a, ax £ a. If ax is not an atom, then there is an
element a 2 such that a 2 0, a 2 at ,a2£ ax Now a 2 a,
for if a 2 = a, then a £ ax ,a, £ a, and therefore a = a x If a 2
is not an atom, there is an element a3 such that a3 0, a3 a
and a3 C a 2 Proceeding in this way we show that there are
distinct elements ax , a 2 , " " " , a k such that

.

.

.

ak C

a__i

,a

k

x

£ aA

_

,a

2

2

£ax, ax Ca,

and ak 9^ 0. If ak is not an atom, then we can extend this chain
to one more element. But there are only m elements altogether
in C. Consequently after at most m - 1 steps, the chain must
stop and it must be impossible to add another element to it.
Hence if ak is the last element in the chain, then ak must be an
atom contained in a.
Let R(a) denote the class of all atoms 0 such that £ a.
0
Then R(l) is the set of all atoms in C.
T2. // 7 is an atom, then either y £ a or y P a = 0.
Proof. 7 P a C y. Therefore y P a = 7 or y P. a = 0.
T3.R(a P0) = R(a) P R(p) R(a >) = fl (1)
R (a) and
R(a) - R(fi) if and only if a = fi.
, ak are distinct
If a x ,

_

}

■ ■ ■
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atoms,

then R(a t VJ a2 VJ

"""

VJ ak ) is the class whose members are

Notice that here a P 0 is the combination defined in B, while
R(a) P R(fi) is the common part of the two sets R(a) and R(fi).
Proof. If 7 £ R(a H 0), then y £ a P fi. But a P 0 £ a and
a P 0 £ fi, by T1.1.27. Hence y C a and y C fi- Therefore
y Cß(a)nß(fi). Conversely, if y £ R(a) P 72(0), then 7 £ a
and y C fi- Consequently 7 £ a P 0 by T1.1.34. Hence
7 £ i.(a P 0).
then 7 £ #(«) H R(a) =
If 7 £ R(a') and 7 £
R(0). Therefore 7 C 0, and, by T1.1.2, 7 = 0,
fl(a P a')
which is impossible. Hence if 7 £ R(a), 7 £ R(l) — R(a).
R(a), then 7 is not in R(a). Hence
Conversely, if 7 £ R(l)
by
a"
0
=
T2, so that 7 £ a', and finally,
a
P.
=
P
7
7
R(a')c
7
If _R(a) = R(fi) and a 5* fi, theneither a £ 0 or 0 £ a must be
false, say the first. Then a P fi' 5* 0, so that, by Tl, there is an
atom 7 £ a P o'. But R(a P 0') = R(a) P fl(0') = R(a) P
(#(1) - R(fi)) = R(a) R(fi). Since 7 £ #(«) and not in R(fi),
then #(a) 5^ R(fi), contrary to hypothesis.
, ak are members of R(a x VJ """ VJ ak ). If
Finally, ax ,
,y 5* ak , then, by T2,
VJ ak) and y9± ax
7 £ R(ax VJ
7Pa!="""= 7 P a* = 0. Hence 7= 7 P (ai VJ """ VJ ak ) =
(7 P ax ) VJ """ vj (7 p ak) =0, which is impossible.
By a one-to-one correspondence between two classes we mean a
relation whereby to each member of one class corresponds a
unique member of the other and vice versa. Thus at a dance in
which there are no wallflowers, the relation between each girl
and her partner is a one-to-one correspondence between the
girls and the men. We say that two Boolean algebras B x and B2
are isomorphic if there is a one-to-one correspondence between
the classes C x and C 2 such that whenever a x corresponds to a 2
and 0! to 02 , the subscripts indicating to which algebra the elements belong, then a[ corresponds to a. and ax P fix corresponds
to a2 P 02 If Bx and B 2 are isomorphic, then they have exactly
the same structure. We are now in a position to prove
Theorem 4. // B is a Boolean algebra in which C has m ele-

-

—

-

■""

"■"

.
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ments, where m is finite and greater than 1, then B is isomorphic
to B x , the Boolean algebra of all subclasses of the class of all atoms
n
in C. If n is the number of atoms in C, then m = 2

.

Proof. By T3, therelation between a and R(a) is a one-to-one
correspondence between C and Cx , and B and Bx areisomorphic.
If ax , " " , an are the atoms in C, then to each class R(a) corre, an of o's and l's where ak = 1 or 0
sponds a sequence a x ,
according as ak is in R(a) or not. There are two possible values
for each of the a's; therefore, there are 2" possible sequences of
a's, and hence also 2" subclasses of R(l).
■

■■ ■

IfBx and B2 are Boolean algebras with the same
elements,
then they are isomorphic.
number
finite
of
Corollary 4a.

Proof. If nx and n2 are the numbers of atoms in Bx and B 2
respectively, then 2 = 2"a , so that nx =n2 =n. Let «_,""-,«„
be the distinct atoms of B x and let fi x , " " " , 0n be those of 82.B2
If a£ C, then R (a) is some subclass of R(l) ; say that it has the
distinct members a it , "" " , a ik Then R(a) = R(a <t VJ """ VJ
aik) by T4, so that a= au VJ
VJ aik Let T(a) = fi it VJ
"" " VJ fi ik Then therelation between a and T(a) is a one-to-one
correspondence between B x and B 2 By T3, R(a') = R(lx) —
a ik
R(a) = the set of all those ais different from a tl ,
Hence T(a') = fi v VJ "" " VJ fi in k . where the o's are all those
Pi's which are not in R(T(a)). This shows that R(T(a')) =
B(l2 )
R(T(a)) = R((T(a))'), so that T(a') = (T(a))'.
Similarlywe can show that T(a P 0) = T(a) P T(fi). Therefore
Bx and B 2 are isomorphic.
In order to handle the more difficult case where C has infinitely many members we need the so-called Zorn's Lemma.
The pair (A, R) consisting of a non-empty class A and a relation
R defined for the members of A is called an ordered system if
a R b and b R c always imply a R c. (Here "a R b" means "a has
the relation R to 6.") A non-empty subclass B of A is called a
linear subsystem if for every pair of distinct members, bx and b2 ,
of B either * x R b 2 or b2 Rb x or both. If Bis a subclass of A and a
is a member of A such that b R afor all 6 in __?, then a is said to
ni

.

.

.

.

_

-

.

■■■
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B.lf a Rb implies b R a for all b in A, then
be an upper bound of
element of A.
a is said to be a maximal
each of whose linear subZorn's Lemma. An ordered system,
contains
a maximal element.
bound,
upper
systems has an
This will be taken as an axiom in what follows. We shall

in 1117.
discuss Zorn's Lemma in greater detail later
We
introduce some
algebra.
Boolean
arbitrary
Let B be an
to
useful in the
prove
very
which
be
algebra
concepts of modern
mean
a nonideal
we
By
algebras.
an
deeper study of Boolean
all
a
and
in
C
the
element
such
that
for
0
empty subclass I of C
C the element a P 7 C Ia VJ fi £ /, and for all a £ I and 7 £
not
identical
with C. The dual
which
is
A proper ideal is one
a sum ideal if and
ideal,
i.e.
S
is
of
a
sum
concept is the notion
a, fi £ S implies
of
C
such
that
subclass
non-empty
only if S is a
a U 7 £ #"
implies
E
C
that
S,
and
a
£
7
S,
that a P 0 £
condition
that a £ S
equivalent
to
the
condition
is
This last
T1.1.27).
Similarly a
S.
(T1.1.23,
imply
that
£
0
and aCfi
proper sum ideal is a sum ideal £ different from C. By a produci
implies
system we mean a subclass X of C such that a, 0 £ X
that a P 0 £ K. By a maximal sum ideal (abbreviatedMSI) we
mean a proper sum ideal which is contained in no other sum
ideal. If B is the algebra of all subclasses of a given class U, then
the simplest type of maximal sum ideal is the set of all a's such
that x £ a, for a fixed element x in U. Note that S is a proper
sum ideal if and only if S is a sum ideal and 0 $ S. Also 1 £ S
whenever S is a sum ideal. In the proof of theorem 7 below, the
maximal sum ideals play a role similar to that of the atoms in
the case where C contains only a finite number of elements. The
chief difficulty is the proof of theorem 5, whose corollary corresponds to Tl. It will be helpful in following this analysis to
refer constantly to the corresponding points in the proof of
theorem 4.
Theorem 5: IfK is a product system, andQ(£K, then there is a
maximal sum ideal S containing K.
Proof. Let A be the class of all product systems XxK x such that
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XC Xx and o(£A^ , and let "Kx R K2 " mean that XxKx £ X

Then A is non-empty, for X itself is in A. Hence (A, R) {$ an
ordered system. If L is a linear subsystem of A, let X* be the
class of all a's such that there is a product system 7v , £ sucl
that a £ 7_\ We claim that A* is an upper bound of L. For jj
«i , «2 £ 7v*, then there are product systems, XxK x and K 2 in L
such that ax £7fx and a2 £ A" 2 Since Lis linear, either XxK x £ X
or K 2 C Xx If, for example, i^ £ 7_" 2 , then a x , a2 £ K 2 , so
that ax P a2 £ 7£2 £ X*. Thus 7T* is a product system. If
0 £ X*, then there is aKx £ L such that 0 £ XxK x But this is
impossible since L £ A. Hence ZC* £ A, and is therefore an
upper bound of L. Let S be a maximal element of A. Then £ is a
product system containing X and not containing 0. We wish to
prove that S is a sum ideal, for which it now suffices to show that
if a £ S, 7 £ C, then a VJ y £ S. If 7 £ C, let & be the class
consisting of all members of S, and all elements of C of theforms
a P (0 vj 7) or a VJ y, where a, 0 £ 5. If 0 £ & , then there are
elements a, fi £ S such that a P (0 VJ 7) =0. Then a n fi =
a P (0 VJ 7) p 0 = 0 £ S, which is impossible. Thus 0
£ Sx
Clearly S x is a product system containing S, and therefore X, so
that SxC A. Since £is a maximal element of A, then *S X £ S. In
particular, a VJ 7 £ £ for all 7 £ & It is now trivial that S is a
MSI.

__

.

.

.

.

.

Corollary 5.

If a

ideal containing a.

£ C,

a

5*

0, then there is a maximal sum

For the set X whose only member is a is a product system not
containing 0.
a

Theorem 6. If Sis a maximal sum ideal andaCC, then either
£ S or a' £ S.

Proof. Suppose that aP 0 0 for all 0£ S. Let Kbe the
class consisting of S and all elements of the form aH where
fi
0 £ S. Then X is a product system and 0 t£ _ff. Let Sx be a
maximal sum ideal containing K. Then S C Sx , and since £ is a
maximal ideal, we must have S = Sx But a=aP 1£ X C Sx

.

.
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On the other hand, if there is a 0 £ S such that a P 0 = 0, then
a' = fiVJ a' ES.
Corollary 6a. If S is a maximal sum ideal and aVJ fi £ S
then a £ S or fi £ S.
For if a £ 5, then a' £ S, so that OP. a' = (a VJ 0) pa ' £
and therefore fi = (fi P a') VJ fi £ S.
Let _T(a) be the class of all MSI which contain a, and let Cx be
the class of all classes of the form T(a).

Theorem 7. The triple (Cx , n, *), where T(a)* = T(l) T(a)
is a Boolean algebra isomorphic with B. This isomorphism is
generated by the relation whereby a corresponds to T(a).

-

Proof. First we shall prove that T(a P 0) = T(a) P T(fi). If
P £ T(a) P T(fi), then a £ P and 0 £ P. Hence a P 0 £ P, so
that P £ T(a P 0). Conversely, if P £ !T(« H 0), then
aH fi C P- Since a P 0 £ a and a P 0 £ 0, then a £ P and
0 £ P, so that P £ !T(a) P T(fi).
Next we show that T(a') = _T(1) - r(a)
Now by
what we have just proved, T(a) P T(a') = T(0). But no MSI
contains 0; hence T(0) is the null class and T(a) P T(a') = 0.
But -T(l) contains all MSI. It follows that T(a') £ T(l)
T(a) = T(a)*. Now suppose that P is a MSI which does not
contain a. Then, by Theorem 6, a' £ P, so that P £ _F(a').
Putting all this together, we see that _T(1) — T(a) £ T(a'),
from which we infer that T(a') = T(a)*.
All that remains is to show that the correspondence between
C and Cx defined by therelation between a and T(a) is a one-toone correspondence. But if a fi, then either a n fi' 9* oor
fi n a' 9* 0, say a P fi' 9^ 0. Then there is a MSI P such that
anfi'CP. That is, PCT(an fi') = T(a) P (T(l) - T(fi)) =
T(a) - T(0). Therefore _T(a)
T(fi).
If 5 is a Boolean algebra, and Cx is a subclass of C which is
closed under the operationsP and ' (i.e. whenever a and 0 are in
Cx , then an fi and a' arein C_), then the triple B x = (Cx ,P, ')
is also a Boolean algebra. In such a
case we say that B x is a
subalgebra of B. Then the algebra (C_ , P, *) defined in Theorem

-
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7 is a subalgebra of the algebra of all subclasses of T(\), which is
the class of all maximal sum ideals of 73.
Corollary 7a. Every Boolean algebra is isomorphic to a subalgebra of the algebra of all subclasses of some class.

Thus every Boolean algebra is isomorphic to some algebra of
classes. This to a large extent justifies the prominent place given
to Boolean algebras in the study of the logic of classes.
Under what conditions is a Boolean algebra isomorphic to the
algebra of all subclasses of some class? In order to answer this
question we must introduce a few additional concepts.
If B is a Boolean algebra and A is any class of elements in C,
then we say that 0 is a least upper bound, or union, of A if
and

(1)
(2)

for all a£A, a £ fi,
if a£ 7 for all a£ A, then 0£ 7.

Clearly, if 0 and 8 are unions of A, then o=s. For by the second
condition, 0 £ 8 and 8 C fi- Thus A has at most one union, so
that we may speak of the union of A if one exists. In that case we
shall denote it by \J(A) or \Jc.e_i« If every non-emptysubclass
A of C has a union, we say that B is a complete Boolean algebra.
A Boolean algebra is called distributive if for every subclass A of
C such that \J(A) exists, and for every element 0 in C, we have

OpU(A)

=

U

(fin a).

ASA

We say that B is an atomic Boolean algebra if for every non-zero
element a there exists an atom 0 such that 0 £ a.
Theorem 8. A necessary and sufficient condition that the Boolean algebraB be isomorphic to the algebra of all subclasses of some
class is that B be complete, distributive, and atomic. In that case B
is isomorphic to the algebra of all subclasses of the class of atoms
in C.

Proof. Suppose that B is isomorphic to the algebra of all subclasses of some class SI. Let the subclass of St which corresponds
to a given element a of Cbe denoted by A (a) Nowif x £ 21 and

.
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{x} is the class whose only member is x, then for some 0 in C,
= {x}. We claim that 0 is an atom. For if 7 £ 0, then
.4(7) £ A(0). Hence A(y) contains at most one member, namely
x. Therefore either A(y) = 0, whereupon 7 = 0, or A(y) = {x},
whereupon y = fiif a E C and a^O, then A (a) 9^ 0. Let x £ A(a), and let
0 £ C be such that A(fi) = {x}. Then 0 is an atom and fi C a
since A(fi) C A («)" Hence B is atomic.
If 2d is any subclass of C, let 3) be the class of all elements x
such that x £ A (a) for some a £ 51 1 Let obe the element of C
such that A 08) = £>. Then if a £ 51. , then A(a) £2) = A(0),
so that a £ 0. Also, if a £ 7 for all a £ sli , then A (a) £ A (7)
for all a in sli But if x £ SD, there is some a in sli such that
x £ A (a), and therefore x £ A (7). This shows that £) £ A (7)
so thatfi Cy- Thus we have proved that ois the union of 5l x , and
therefore that B is complete.
Lastly, if 51. is any subclass of C and 0 is any member of C,
we must show that 0 P U(sl_) = U_«e_._(o H a). Let $) =
A(U(5I0) and 5D_ = A(U.e «_(/3 H a)). If x £ A(0 P U(5I,))
= A(fi) n 3), then there is an a in 51. such that x £ A (a), by the
preceding paragraph. Hence x £ A(fi) P A (a) = A(^ H a) £
SDj Consequently 0 P U(2l_) £ U«e«_(.3 H a). Conversely, if
z £ -Di , then there is an a in 5lx such that x £ A(0 P a) =
AGS) P A(a) £ A(0) P 2D. Hence Ua_a.(o H a) £ 0 P
VJ(SIi), which completes the proof.
Now suppose that 5 is complete, distributive, and atomic.
Let 51 be the class of all atoms in C, and let A (a) be the class of
all atoms 0 such that 0 £ a. We shall show that the relation
between a and A(a) is a one-to-one correspondence between C
and the class of all subclasses of 51 whereby B and the algebra
of all these subclasses are isomorphic.
Firstly, we show that A(a P 0) = A(a) P A(0). If
7 £ A(a P 0), then 7 is an atom and 7 £ a P fi, so that 7 £ a
and 7 £ 0. It follows that 7 £ A (a) P A(0), and further, that
A(a n fi) C A(a) n A(fi). Conversely, if 7 £ A(a) P A(0),
then 7 is an atom and 7 £ a and 7 £ 0. Hence 7 £ a P 0, so
that 7 £ A(a P 0).

.

.

.
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-

Nextwe prove that A (a') = 51 A(a) = A(a)*. If 7 £ A( a'),
then 7 is an atom and 7 £ a'.lf 7 £ M<*) as well, then 7 C a,
so that 7 £ a P a' = 0, and therefore 7 = 0, which is impossible. This shows that A(a') C 51 - A(a). Conversely, if
A(a), then, by T2, 7 H a = 0, so that 7 £ a. As a
7 £ 51
consequence, 7 £ A (a').
Thirdly, we show that if A (a) = A(fi), then a = 0, which
implies that the correspondence is one-to-one. If a 9^ fi, then
either a P fi' r± 0 or 0 P a' ?± 0, say a P 0' 5^ 0. Then there is
an atom 7 such that 7 £ a P o'. Hence 7 £ A(a P 0') =
A(a) P. (St - A 08)) = A (a) - A 08); therefore A (a)
A(0).
Finally, we prove that if Sli is any subclass of 51, then there is
an element am C such that A (a) = Sli Now Sli is also a subclass
of C, and therefore, by the completeness of B, has a union. Let
a = U(Sli). We claim that A(a) = Sti For if 7 £ H_ , then
7 £ a, so that 7 £ A (a). Conversely, if 7 £ A (a), then 7 £ a.
«.(t 0). Now if
Therefore 7 = 7*^ =7^ U(Sli) =
by
an
atom
and
then
theorem
4,
7,
is
5^
0
0
0 P 7 = 0. It
follows that if 7 were not in Sti , then 7 P 0 = 0 for all 0 in Sli ,
and therefore 7 = 0, which is impossible. Hence if 7 £ A (a),
then 7 £ sli This completes the proof.

-
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EXERCISES

Ex. 1. We say that the descending chain condition holds if
there is no infinite sequence of distinct elements
such that a £a„ for all n. Similarlyfor the ascendingchain condition. Show that (a) in a Boolean algebra
either implies the other, (b) the descending chain condition implies Tl, (c) the descending chain condition
implies that the number of elements in C is finite.
Ex. 2. Show that if the number of elements of C is finite, and
/ is a Boolean function of one variable, then the number of solutions of the equation /(£) = v, for any i\
such that /(0) P /(l) £ 77 £ /(0) VJ /(l), is equal to
2 , where k is the number of atoms contained in

SW

+ f(i).

Ex.3.

Ex.4.

Ex. 5
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Let B be the Boolean algebra of all subclasses of some
class St. What are the atoms of B?
Let C be the class of all classes of integers. Define
11
a _=. fi" to mean that a -f- 0 has a finite number of
elements. Show that = is an equivalence relation, and
that (C, n, ') is a Boolean algebra with respect to =.
Prove that there are no atoms in this algebra.
In problem 4 let "a =i 0" denote that a = fi and that
the integer 2 is not contained in a + 0. Show that
(C, n,')is also a Boolean algebra with respect to = ,
What are the atoms of this algebra, if any?
In problem 3 show that if St is infinite, then there are
MSI differentfrom the simple type mentioned on p. 21.
Hint: Choose a suitable product system and apply
theorem 5. Tarski and Ulam, Fundamenta Mathematica, 1930, have proved that the non-trivial MSI
outnumber the trivial ones by far. No way is known for
constructing one, however, or even of proving their
existence without some such assumption as Zorn's
lemma or the axiom of choice (III7).
Prove that if a is an atom, then the class of all 0 such
that a £ 0 is a MSI.
Let C be the class of all classes a of integers such that
either a or a' contains only a finite number of elements.
Show that (C, P/) is a Boolean algebra. Is it complete?
Show that in a complete Boolean algebra if A is any
class of elements in C, then there exists a greatest lower
bound, or join, 0 of A satisfying
(1) for all a in A, 0 £ a,
and
(2) if 7 £ a for all a £ A, then y £ fi.

.

Ex. 6

Ex 7
Ex 8

Ex 9

Chapter II
THE LOGIC OF PROPOSITIONS
SECTION

1

FUNDAMENTALS

In the last chapter we studied the general laws underlying
the
logic of classes. The propositions with which we worked
were
mostly of theform "a = fi," where a and 0 are classes. We
found
out under what conditions such propositions are
true and under
what conditions one proposition of this type implies
another
Now we shall consider what laws governing the logic of propositions are independent of their inner structure.
If p and q are propositions, then "p A q" shall denote
the
proposition that both p and q, and "p
V q" shall denote the
proposition that either p or q or both,
and "~p" shall denote
the proposition that it is false that p. For example,
let "p"
denote that Willie is silly, "q" denote that Janeis vain, and "r"
denote that man is vile. Then "~p V ( A r)"
?
denotes the
proposition that either Willie is not
silly, or both Jane is vain
and mail
y^ or Jane ig y^ man ig
but w
silly.
We shall tentatively think of propositions
as having one of two
tmth
.rum" or
r "laisity/
vaiucs,
falsit y/' 'which we shall denote by "."
"
"
"
and "/."
/. Then the truth values of p A q, p V q, and ~p are
determined
"mined by those of p and q. Thi
This is indicated in the following
s:

"flj^

°

i

P

£

PAq pV q

t

t

t
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f

f
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f
/

f
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\ ~p
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We shall say that two propositions are equivalent if they have
the same truth value, and shall denote this relation by "p E g."
The statement "p E g" is a sentence in the syntax language, not
in the object language.
The following may be easily verified, either directly or by
means of the above truth tables:
(1) p A q E g A p,
(2) p A (q A r) E (p A q) A r,
(3) if V A q E p, then p A (~g) E r A (~r), and
(4) if p A (~q) E r A (~r), then p A q E p.

Also we have
(5) ifpEq, then ~p E ~q, and
(6) ifpEq, then p A r E g A r and r A p E r A q.

Thus we see that the laws of Boolean algebra also hold for the
logic of propositions with "A", "~", and "E," in the places of
"P", "'", and " = ". In fact, the symbols "." and "/" form a
two-element Boolean algebra with respect to the operations A
and
defined by the above tables. The algebra of propositions
is, then, essentially the same as the algebra of classes. We are
thus led to the following formulation of the logic of propositions
as a deductive science.
The undefined terms in our system are a non-empty class C,
defined on C, and a relation E defined
two operations A and
between the members of C. The unproved propositions are:

~

~

Al'.

If p and

q are in C, then ~p and p A q are uniquely

determined members of C.
A2'. If p and q are in C, then p A q E g A p.
A3. If p, q, and r are in C, then (p A q) A r E p A (q A r).
A4\ If p, q, and r are in C,andp AqEp, then p A ~q E
r A ~r.
If p, q, and r are in C, and p A ~q E r A ~r, then
p A q E p.
A6'. If p and q are in C and p E g, then ~p E ~q.

As\
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A7'. If p, q, and r are in C,andpE q, then p A rE q A r and
r A p E r A qAB'. If p is in C, then pEp.
A9'. Ifpandq are in C,andp E g, then q E p.
Alo'. If p, q, and r are in C, and p E g, and q E r, then p E r.
It is now clear that (C, A, ~, E ) is a Boolean algebra with
respect to the equivalence relation E. In other words, the logic

of classes and the logic of propositions are models of the same
deductive science, namely that of Boolean algebra. All theorems
in Boolean algebra hold for both logics. Theorem 1.2.23 gives
us a criterion for determining whether a sentence of the form
"p E g" is or is not universally valid in the logic of propositions,
where p and q are expressed as Boolean functions of arbitrary
propositions.

There is one combination, namely "(~p) V q" or
"~(p A (~q))," which has many of the intuitive properties of
an implication relation. It is therefore called material implication
and is symbolized by "p D q." There has been some controversy
over the question of whether this is a suitable interpretation of
the proposition that if p then q, and we shall not commit ourselves on this question. We merely remark that for most mathematical purposes this interpretation is entirely adequate. The
determination of its truth value from those of p and q is shown
by the table:

Thus with this interpretation a false proposition implies any
proposition and a true proposition is implied by any proposition.
The proposition p 3 q is false if and only if p is true and q is
false. Some philosophers have argued that these properties of
material implication disagree with the intuitive meaning of
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implication. Nevertheless, these properties do agree with the
interpretation of implication used in practice by mathematicians.
Note carefully that while "a £ 0" expresses a relation between elements in a Boolean algebra and is thus a sentence in the
syntax language, p D q is an element of C, and "p D g" is a
sentence in the object language.
SECTION

2

ALTERNATIVE FORMULATIONS

The formulation of the propositional logic based on Al'-AlO'
entirely
adequate and shows very clearly the relation between
is
propositions and Boolean algebra. There are, howlogic
of
the
ever, other approaches to the logic of propositions which are, in
some ways, more acceptable intuitively.
The first one which we shall consider has the following primitive frame :
Undefined terms: a class C, a class X, a binary operation D,
and a unary operation ~;
Unproved propositions:

Al". If p is in X, then p is in C;
A2". If p and q are in C, then p~Z) qis a uniquely determined
element of C;
A3". If p is in C, then ~p is a uniquely determined element
ofC;
A4". If p, q, and r are in C, then [p D (q D r)] D [(p D q) D
(p D r)] is in X;
A5". If p and q are in C, then p D (q D p) is in X;
AQ". If p and q are in C, then [(~p) D (~tf)] D [q D p]
inK;

AT. If p and p D q are in X, then q is in X.

"

An ordered quadruple (C, X, D, ~) satisfying these postulates
will be called a Boolean propositional logic.
In the concrete interpretation which we have in mind, C is
the class of propositions, X is the class of true propositions,
p D q is the proposition that if p, then q, and ~p is the proposi-
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tion that it is false that p. We shall abbreviate the statement
"p is in X" by "\-p," which may be read "We assert that p" or
"It is true that p." Of course, "\-p" is a sentence in the syntax
language.
For brevity we shall adopt certain conventions for omitting
parentheses or replacing them by dots. The symbols D, V, A,
shall be called connectives and this shall be their order of
and
seniority, so that "D" is senior to the symbols that follow it in
this list, etc. We shall write sentences in the object language
using dots as punctuation instead of parentheses. A point is a
symbol consisting of zero or more dots. We use points on the
right of unary connectives such as "~" or on either side of
binary connectives. A point to the right of a connective will be
called a right point, and one to the left will be called a left point;
the point will be said to be attached to the connective in question.
Each point in a sentence indicates a certain part, which is itself a
sentence and would be enclosed in parentheses in the old notation. This part is called the scope of the point. The scope is
determined by the following rules.

~

I. If a and fi are points in a sentence, then a is senior to 0 if
and only if either
(a) a consists of more dots than 0; or
(b) a and 0 have the same number of dots, but a is
attached to a connective senior to that to which
0 is attached; or
(c) a and 0 are the same with respect to (a) and (b)
but a lies to the right of 0.
11. The scope of any right point extends to theright until the
first (if any) left point which is senior to the given point
and all intermediate right points.
111. The same as II with "right" and "left" interchanged.
Thus in the sentence "p D q D r" the points all consist of
r." Their
zero dots and may be identified thus "pi D 2 (?3 D4
order of seniority from highest to lowest is 4, 3, 2, 1 (See 1(c).)The scope of "3" is "p D q," and the scope of "4" is "r." If we
write this sentence in the parentheses notation, we obtain
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Da) D r wnere we have left out parentheses enclosing
>" conclusion of A4" could now be written
single letters. The
"(v

"pD .qD

r.D .pD qD

.p D

r",

but we shall often put in extra dots to make the scopes more

obvious. The purpose of language being communication, it is

more important to write legibly than to be stingy with dots. We
shall therefore prefer to write this sentence thus:
"p D .qD r: D : P D qD .p D r",
or even thus:

"p. D .q D r-.

D

:

V D q. D .p D r"

,

although the first form is more economical.
The conclusions of A 5" and A 6" may be written as follows:

"P D
and

.qD P",

"~p D ~q. D .qD p".

We introduce the following definitions:
Dl. "p V q"for"~p D q"
D2. "p A q" for "~.p D ~q."
D3. "p m q" for "p D q. A .qD p"
We shaU take "■" as senior to "D."
On the basis of Al"-A7" we can prove the following theorems.
We shall usually omit the explicit statement that the elements
mentioned in these theorems are members of C.

HP D p.
Proof. (1) j-p D
Tl.

.q D P D P-

(2) \-pD .qDp(3) Rl) D .(2) D .Tl.

(A5")
(A5")
(A4")

Here step (3) indicates that the statement

YpD.qDpDp-.Dx.pD.qDp--D.pDp
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follows from A4", and that certain parts are identifiable with
sentences which were proved in previous steps. Two appHCa
tions of A7" yield the desired result. Explicit mention of such
applications of A7" will sometimes be omitted.

.

T2. \-qDrD .pDqD -P Dr.
Proof. (I) \-pD .qD r-.D :pD qD .pD r.
(2) XI) D .qDrD(I)
(3) YqDrD (I)
(4) \-qD r.D :pD .qD r
(5) h(3) D .(4) D .T2.

(A4")
(A5")
(A7")
(A5")
(A4")

I
Proof.

(A6")

T3.

p

D

.pDq-

(1) \-~q D ~P D .p D q(2) \-~p D .~?D ~p
(3) XI) D .(2) D .T3

T4. h~~p 3 p.
Proof. (1) \-~oup 3 ~p 3
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

h^P 3

~~~p.

(A5")
(T2)

r^^j^^p

3

.

h(2) 3 :(1) 3 :
p 3
\-~~p 3 ,~~p 3 p.

.

3 p.
p 3p

\-~~p 3 ~~p
h(4) 3 .(5) 3 .T4

T5. \-p 3 ~~p
Proof. (1) [-~~~p 3 ~p
(2) Hi) D T5

(T3)
(A6")
(T2)
(A7")
(Tl)
(A4")
(T4)
(A6")

HP D .p 3 q 3 g
Proo/. (I) \-pDqD .pDq
T6.

(2) h(l) D ipDqDp. D .pD qDq
(3) hp 3 g 3 p. 3 .p 3 g 3 q
(4) hP D -P 3 g 3 p
(5) h(3) 3 .(4) 3 T6

T7.

HP D

Proof.

(1)

3 r : 3 :g 3 .p 3 r
hP D g 3 .p 3 r : 3 :.g 3
"g 3 r

(Tl)

(A4")
(An

(A5")
(T2)

.g

.p

3

g_

3 PD

(T2)
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(2) \-p D -q D r: D :P D q D .p D r
(3) hg D .pD q
(4) KD D : (2) 3:P3g 3 r. 3 :(3) 3
:g 3 -P D r
(5) hP 3 .q 3 r. 3 :(3) 3 :q 3 .p 3 r
(6) h(3) 3 ::(3) 3 :g 3 .p 3 r: 3 :.g 3
.p 3 r
(7) h(3) 3:g3 .p 3 r. : 3 :.g 3.p 3 r
(8) h(7) 3 .(5) 3 T7

TB. \-p D q:D :qDrD -P 3 r
T9. HP D ~g 3 -g 3 ~P
Proof. (1) h~~P 3 P ~g .~~p ~g
3
3
(2) f-(l): 3 :p 3
(3) hP 3~g 3 .~- pD ~g
(4) h~~p 3 ~g. 3 .g 3 ~p
(5) |-(3) 3 .(4) 3 T9
TIO.
Til.

(A4")
(A 5")
(T2)
(A7")
(T6)
(A7")
(T2)
(T7, T2)
(T4)
(T8)
( A7")
(A6")

h~P 3 g 3 .~OP
HP 3 g 3 .~q 3 ~P

The proofs of TIO and Til are similar to that of T9 and may
be left to thereader as exercises.
I(T9, Til, D2)
Tl2. YP A qD q A p
Tl3. HP 3 .q 3 P A q
(T6)
Proof. (1) hP 3 .p 3 ~q 3 ~9
(T9,
q
D 2)
(2) hP 3 ~q 3 ~_?. D .qD P A
(T8)
(3) h(l) 3 .(2) 3 Tl3
(Tl3, D3)
Tl4. J-p 3 ? 3 .g 3 P 3 .p
9
Tl5. HP A q 3 P
(T3)
Proof. (1) h~P 3 .p 3 ~g
(T5, D 2)
.p A g
(2) hP 3 ~q 3
(T8)
(3) h(l) 3 .(2) 3 .~p3 .~.PA?
(A6")
(4) h~P 3 .~ .p A q: 3:T15
(Tl2, Tl5)
Tl6. Yp A qD q
(Tl2, Tl4)
Tl7. HP A q = g A p
TlB. K3p3.r3g3.r3pAg

.~

-
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Proof.

(1) hP 3 .g 3 p A g
(2) XI) 3 .r 3 (1)
(3) K3 (1).3 .TlB

HP A .g A r. bs .p A q.
Proof. (1) hP A .q A r.D P
Tl9.

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)

(Tl3)

(AS")

(A4")
A r

j-p A .g A r. 3 .g A r
hg A r 3 g
h(2) 3 .(3) 3 .P A .g A r 3 g

(Tl5)
(Tl6)
(Tl5)
(T8)
(Al")
(T18)
(Tl6)

A .q A r.D q
h(l) 3 :(5) 3 :p A .g A r. 3 P A g
hP A .g A r. 3 p A g
hg A r 3 r
((2), (8), T8)
hP A .q A r.D .r
((7), (9), T18)
hP A .q A r.D .p A q. A r

hP

Similarly we prove that

(11) hP A g. A r. 3 .p A .g A r
Hence, (12) h(10) 3 .(11) 3 Tl9

If hp and \-p a q, then \-q.
hP - g- 3 p 3 g

T2O.

Proof, (l)

(Tl4)
(Tl5)

T2O follows from (1) and A7".

T2l. Hp = g. 3 .~p = ~g
(1) hp = g. 3 .p 3 g

Proof.

T22.

Proo/.

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

HP 3

hp3g3 .~g3 ~p
hp = g. 3 .~g 3 ~p
hp = g. 3 .~p 3 ~g
hp = g. 3 .~p = ~g

(Tl5)

(TU)
((1), (2), T8)
(Tl6, Til, T8)
((3), (4), TlB, D3)

g. ■ .p A q s p
(1) hP A g 3 p
(Tl5)
(2) hP 3 g. 3 .p A g 3 p
((1), A5")
(3) hTI 3 .p 3 g 3 .p 3 p A g
(T18)
(4) hP 3 g. 3 .p A g = p
((2), (3), TlB, D3)
(5) hp A g = p. 3 .p 3 p A g
(Tl6, D3)
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(6)
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hTI6 3.p3pAg3.p3g
((5),
hP A g p. 3 -P 3 g

(7)
(8) h(4) 3 .(7) 3 T22

(T8)
(6), A7", T8)
(Tl4)

(T5)
T23. \-~-P A ~P
1
Tl3^
T24. HP — P
*
Tl7, D3^
T25. HP - °- - ■? ~ v
T26. Yp = qD -PDr = qDr
(Tl6)
Proof. (1) hP = q 3 -g 3 P .g r
(T8)
3
(2) hg 3 P 3 -P 3 r 3
S3 q 3
r
.q
(T8)
r
3
3
3
3
.(2)
3
-P
-P
h(l)
(3)
Similarly,

-

q 3 .q 3 r 3 -P 3 r
(4) hP
XI) 3 .(4) 3 .T26
(5) h(l)
T27 hP-?3-r 3p = r3g

.

(T18)
(Similar to T26)
(T26, T27, T25, T2l)
T4, T6^
(T29, T2B, T26)

T2B. HP sq3=g-r. S3 .p r
T29. h~~P ~ P
-P A ~g
T3O. HP 3 g.
T3l. | -p. S3 .p 33- r A ~r
(T3)
Proof. (I) h~P 3 -P 3 r A ~r
(T3)
(2) hT23 D .r A ~r 3 P
(A
(2))
5",
(3) | pD.r A ~rDp
(2),
T18)
((1),
(4) j-~p 3 .p ss r A ~r
(Tl5)
(5) hp s= r A ~r. 3 -P 3 r A ~r
(TU)
(6) hP 3r A mD: ~.r A ~r. 3~P
6
T7 )
((
)>
(7) hT23 3-P3rA ~r 3 ~P
7
T8)
((
)>
(
)>
s
(8) hp ss r A ~r. 3 P
(Tl4)
r A ~r
(9) hp. s= .pr

— - -~

__

(T3l, T3O)
~r
T32. Hp 3 g. ss IP A
S3 rA ~r
(T32, T22)
T33. HP AgS3p. = .p A
T34. // hP A g S3 p, then \-p A ~g ■ r A r (T2O, T33)
T35. If\-p A ~g s= r A ~r, toen hP A g ■ P
(T25, T33, T22)
(T26, T2l)
T36. hP^g- 3.pArs3gAr
(T27, T2l)
T37. HP =g.3.rAp =3 r A g
D4. "pEg"for"\-p = q."

—
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It is now easy to verify that (C, A, ~, E) is a Boolean algebra
with respect to the equivalence relation E. Conversely if (C a
~, E) is a Boolean algebra with respect to the equivalence
relation E, and we define the class X as the class of all members
p of C such that p E ~(p A ~p), and define "p 3 0
" as
"~(p A ~q)", then (C, St, 3, ~) is a Boolean propositional
logic. This shows that the two concepts are equivalent.
An alternative approach is possible in which we fix our attention not on the classes C and X, and the properties of the operations 3 and ~, but on the object language in which we talk
about these entities. That is, we can set up a system of rules for
the manipulation of the signs without making any assumptions
at all about the things they denote, or indeed, without assuming
that the signs denote anything at all.
We take as our alphabet the signs (,), 3, ~, and the infinite
list of "letters" px , p2 , p3 , "" " The latter we call propositional
variables. A finite sequence of signs, written from left to right,
will be called a string. We shall use capital Latin letters to denote
strings, i.e., as names of strings. The notion of a string is expressed in the syntax language, while the strings themselves
are
in the object language.
A sentence is a string formed according to the following rules:
(1) a string consisting of a single propositional variable is a
sentence.
(2) if A and B are sentences, then (A 3 B) and (~_4) are
sentences.

.

Here "(A D B)" denotes the string consisting of "(", then the
signs of A in order, then "3", then the signs of B, and finally
")". A string of signs in our alphabet and capital Latin letters
will always be interpreted in this way. If A and B are strings,
then S(B | p, | A) is the string obtained by substituting B for
"pi' throughout A.
We take the following strings as axioms:
Ala. ((p, 3 (p2 3 p 3)) 3 ((Px 3 pi) 3 (p, 3 pi))).
A2a. (P x 3 (p2 3 Px)).
A3a. (((~Pl ) 3 (~p2)) 3 (p2 3 p,)),
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inference":
and the following "rules of
then B.
Rla. If A and (AD B),

\A).
R2a. If B is a sentence and A is a theorem, then S(B \p t
and
These axioms are to be used as an initial supply of strings,
strings
and
all
obtainthemselves,
the
axioms
are
the theorems
to
axioms
able by a finite number of applications of therules the
first
in the
step
example,
For
the
already
obtained.
strings
or the
"(p
observing
in
that
2 3 Pi)" is a
consists
Tl
now
proof of
sentence and taking the string (p x 3 (p2 3 Pi)) for A, and
applying R2a to obtain S((p2 3 Pi) I p2 I A), which is
"(Pi 3 ((P. 3 Pi) 3 Pi))-"
In our previous treatment a rule of substitution, such as R2a,
was unnecessary, since if A is a sentence and a letter, say "p",
occurs in A, and if \-A is proved for all members p of C, then we
may replace "p" by any other name of any member of C. Thus
R2a amounts to the observation that no members of C are singled out by Al"-A7" as having special properties expressible in
the object language, so that anything provable from these
assumptions alone holds for all members of C. In other words,
R2a is a statement of a property of the object language, i.e. that
the only true propositions expressible in this language are generally true propositions, and has nothing to do with the properties of C.
Nevertheless, the two points of view are formally equivalent,
since the provable sentences are exactly the same in the two
theories. The difference is that previously it was assumed that
the strings had meanings, and whenever meanings are assigned
so that Al"-A7" are true, then all the theorems automatically
become true propositions. In the second point of view we first
develop a language by applying certain rules without any reference to any meaning of the signs. If we wish to use this language
for any purpose, then we must give rules for interpreting it. In
this particular case it is easy to give an acceptable interpretation
and to see intuitively that the interpretation is satisfactory. It is,
however, a very difficult problem to define rigorously what is
meant by an interpretation of a language, and to give criteria by
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means of which one can decide whether a proposed interpreta-

tion is acceptable. This difficulty is avoided when from the
beginning we take the signs as names for various entities.
The second formulation is still not entirely satisfactory, since
the notion ofsubstitution is a rather complicated one. We could
of course, define that notion and thus make it available for a
rigorous theory. But this makes it necessary to use rather heavy
machinery in the unanalyzed syntax language even for the
proofs of very simple theorems.
Of course, when we wish to prove deeper theorems about the
system, such as T1.1.41, we must use a great deal of the syntax
language in any case, but in the simpler parts of the theory we
should try to reduce its use to a minimum, just because its
properties are not stated explicitly. If we tried to analyze the
syntax language as well, we should have to communicate this
analysis in a language whose meaning and structure was already
assumed to be known, and so on; this would force us into a paradox akin to the "Achilles and the Tortoise" paradox of Lewis
Carroll ([67] 2, 3. See also "The Collected Works of Lewis
Carroll," The Modern Library, New York).
We may solve this difficulty by incorporating these troublesome parts of the syntax language in the object language. While
we are at it, we may as well get rid of the infinite alphabet,
involving numerical subscripts, which occurs in the last formulation. To do this, we identify the subscripts with strings in a
new sign "1," and in order to retain the uniform convention of
writing strings in linear order, we place the l's on the same line
as the rest of the signs. In this way we avoid even this trivial
unanalyzed use of arithmetic in the logic of propositions.
In this way we arrive at the following formulation :
Alphabet: S, hV,3,~,(,),p, 1, ©, =,
|.
Axioms: Alb. Vp
A2b. p = p
A3b. 1 = 1
A4b. 3 = 3
Asb.
= <^
A6b. ( = (

.
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A7b.
ABb.
A9b.
AlOb.
Rules:

) = )
h((P 3 (pl 3 pll).) 3 ((p 3 pl) 3(p 3 pll)))
(p 3 (pl 3 p))
(((~p) 3 (~pl)) 3 (pl 3 p))

-

Rib. VA->VAI
R2b. A = B, C = D -AC BD
R3b. A = B -> B = A
C- A = C
R4b. A = B, B
=
B-^YB
Rsb. M,A
R6b. YA p Al
R7b. A^B-^Al^Bl
RBb. i^B-^s^4
R9b. VA -> ©A
RIOb. ©A ->©(~A)
Rllb. <BA,(BB -> ©(A 3 B)
Rl2b. VA, ©B -> S(B | A | A) = B
C
C-> 5(B |A|C)
Rl3b. VA, ©B, VC, A
=
©7)
|
|
7)))
A
3
S(B
(C
©C,
Rl4b. VA, ©B,
-*
\A\C)DS(B\A\D))
(S(B
Rlsb. VA, ©B, ©C -> 5(B | A | (~C)) =
(~S(B | A | C))
Rl6b. \-A, Y(A D B) ->YB
Rl7b. VA, ©B, ©C, hC -+ |-S(B \A\C)

-

*

-

Here again the axioms are to be taken as an initial supply of
strings. The rules are to be understood as meaning that whenever we already have the strings indicated to the left of the
arrow, then the string to the right is to be taken as well. The
letters A. B, C, and D denote arbitrary strings.
For example, if we start with Alb and apply Rib repeatedly,
we obtain the strings
(1) Vp, Vpl, Vpll, Vplll,

""

We may then apply R6b to these strings and get
(2) p

pl, p

pll, pj* pill, "
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Application of R7b yields
(3) pl 5* pll, pll
pl 5* pill, pll

pill,

pllll,

""

By R9b applied to the strings in (1), we find that the
"V" may be replaced by "©". Then Rllb gives us

initial

(4) ©(pl 3 p), ®(p 3 (pl 3 p)), ©(pll 3 (pl 3 (pll D
P))), etc.

Now we may use Rl7b and A9b to obtain
(5) bS((pl 3 p) | pl | (P 3 (pl 3 P))).

To save time we shall merely summarize the next inferences:

-

(6) S((pl 3 p) | pl | (P 3 (pl 3 P))) (S((pl 3 p) | pl | v)
3 S((pl 3 p) | pl | (pl 3 p)))
(7) S((pl 3 p) | pl | p) = p
(8) S((pl 3 p) | pl | (pl 3 p)) = (S((pl 3 p) | pl | pl)
3 S((pl 3 p) | pl | p))
(9) S((pl 3 p) | pl | pl)
(pl 3 p)
(10) (S((pl 3p)l pl I pl)
((pl 3p)
(A6b, (9), R2b)
(11) (S((pl 3 p) | pl | pl) 3 S((pl 3 P) | pl | p)) =
((pl 3 p) 3 p)
((7), (8), R2b, R4b)
(12) S((pl 3 p) | pl | (p 3 (pl 3 p))) =
(P 3 ((pl 3 p) 3 p))
((6), (11), R2b, R4b)
(13) h(P 3 ((pl 3 p) 3 p))
((5), (12), Rsb)

--

Thus we see what is involved in this formulation in order to
perform the first step in the proof of Tl. We have, in fact,
omitted a few steps (applications of R2b) in (10), (11), and (12).

This situation arises because we have analyzed the rules Rla
and R2a and the definition of a sentence into "atomic" steps.
Steps (4)-(13) are what we really do in one fell swoop when we
substitute "(pl 3 p)" for "pl" in A9b. This illustrates the
complexity of the process of substitution. In this formulation
we havereduced the use of the syntax language to a bare minimum at the cost of greatly increasing the lengths of proofs. On
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the other hand, the present object language is much richer, so
that many syntactical theorems about the logic of propositions
now become theorems in this precisely formulated object language. The advantagesand disadvantages of these points of view
will be discussed later in more detail. In the last chapter (p. 157-159) we give- still another analysis of the object language of
Boolean algebra.
EXERCISES
Ex. 1. Prove (a)

YPi D

.p2

A

" ""

(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)

D

|-~.p3 ~p.
Yp v ~p.
Yp mq v ■p

-.

"

D

D

g-

■"

p*

—

.p*

.

D q :s Pl A p2 A

~q-

YpD q V .qD PA g V
Yp m g
"P

~p A ~g

hp -D.p A g = g.
hp D P V g.

hP V g s g v p.
(j) hp A. p = g .D g.

Ex 2. Prove the independence of A4"-A6".
Ex 3. Prove that if /is any Boolean function of one variable,
then Yp m q -D.fip) m /(g)Ex 4. (a). Prove that if / is any Boolean function of one
variable, then
Yf(P D P) A /(~(p D p)) D /(g).
(b). State and prove the analogous theorems for Boolean functions of several variables.

Ex 5. Show how problem 4 can be used to decide whether
for a given Boolean function /, the statement
h/(Pi > " " " > Pk) is a theorem.
Ex 6. Show that a necessary and sufficient condition that
h/(Pi , "" ,pk)D g(Pi , "" " , p„) be a theorem is that
?*)"
whenever Yfi.Pi
t P*) tnen h-7(P*
»" ' »

*""
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SECTION 3

DEDUCTIVE SYSTEMS

By making use of the concepts introduced in the study 0f

Boolean algebras we can clarify the foundations of the logic of
propositions and study the nature of deductive systems from a
rather general point of view. As we have remarked before, the
propositional calculus forms a Boolean algebra with the relation
E playing the role of the equality relation = On the other hand
if P = (C, P», ') is a Boolean algebra, and we define "p D q''
as "p' W g" or "(p C\ q'Y" and "~p" as "p'", then

.

p D (qD p) =

P' U (q' VJ p)

= p' W pU g = 1,

and similarly for the formulae appearing in A4" and A6". If %
is a sub-class of C such that A4"-A7" are satisfied, then 1 E
By T9", p, g E 2; implies that p H g G St; furthermore
P D (p U g)

-

p' U (pU g) = 1 E St,

so that p G St, g G C implies that p VJ g G St. Thus if St is a
subclass of C satisfying A4"-A7", then St is a sum ideal. Conversely, if Xis a sum ideal, then 1 G St so that A4"-A6 // are
automatically satisfied. Besides, if p and pDq = p'^qGX,
then q = q VJ (p C\ (p' KJ q)) E St, which yields A7". We thus
have proved
Theorem 1. If B = (C, C\, ') is a Boolean algebra, and we
define "p D q" as "(p C\ af)'" and "~p" as "p"', then for the
subclass X of C to satisfy A4"-A7" it is necessary and sufficient
that Xbe a sum ideal.
We shall, in this section, revert to the notations of chapter I,
supplemented by the symbols "j-" and "D". In many deductive
theories we wish the axioms to be categorical, that is, that the
system should be adequate to decide the truth or falsity of any
proposition which can be formulated in the system. In theframe
of Al //-A7" we can give this demand the strong form that for
every p
either Yp or hp, i.e. p G St or p' G St. As a consequence of lemma 6 we obtain
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a
rem 2. A necessary and sufficient condition that proposum
ideal.
X be a maximal
rud logic be categorical is that
a MSI, then the logic is categorical.
Proof By lemma 6, if Xis
categorical and © is a sum ideal eon-

r aversely, if the logic is
X, then there is ap E © such that psl.
"a X and ©
EXC@, so that 0-pHp' E ©" Therefore ©= C.
This shows that X is a MSI.
, , p is said
If X is any subclass of C, then the sequence p, " " " n
and
if for each »,
p.
=
q
X
if
hypotheses
the
to be a proo/ of q from
j,
or
there
are
such that
or
is
in
96,
p,
in
X
p,
l < » < n, either is
a consegis
shall
that
say
We
(p,p.).
D
p
=
I < j k < i and k
hypotheses
the
96*. We
g
of
from
proof
is
a
aue'nce of X if there
Of
course,
by
of
36
"X".
consequences
of
shall denote the class
ideal
X
relative
to
the
sum
of
36
is
consequence
the notion of a
taken
to
propositions.
If
X
is
of
true
the
class
initiallychosen as
pEC),
be the class whose only member is 1 (i.e. p D P for some
of 96,
logical
consequences
of
the
class
in
a
sense
then l becomes
no

HenTeV

*

36 under
i.e. the class of all propositions which follow from
assumptions as to "extralogical" truths.

, ,r \,
Theorem 3. If His a finite subclass of C, 96 - {n " " " k qr
2
P.
H rk D
"
only
H
"
"
if Xi
then qis a consequence of 36 if and
(We omit parentheses here with T2.2.19 as justification.)
the hypotheses 36.
Proof. Let pi , " " " , p» be a proof of q fromby
induction that
C\ rl .We shall prove
Let s=Ti r\
|_8 3 p, , i = 1, "" " , n, the last case of which is the desired
assertion.
Now either j-Pi or px E 96. In the first case, the assertion
"N D Pi" follows from A5", and in the second case, from
repeated applications of T2.2.15 and T2.2.16.
Suppose that h D P, for 1 < j < *. X either hp, or Vi E 96,
then the argument just used for = 1 applies. If there are ;, k
such that I <j,k <i and pk = p. D Pi , then h« D p* D .s D

...

*

is a conse
*We shall say that q is a consequence of the proposition p if q
quence of the class { p }

.
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Pi D sD Pi (A4"), so that the assertion that |-s D p, follows b
two applications of A7".
Conversely, if f-r, P r 2 P\ " " " C\rk Dq, then gis a consequence
of 36. For r t ,r t D .r 2 Drx(^r2,r2Drxf\r2 , r 2 , r { C\ r 2
Pi r 2 D .fa DnPi r, P r r 3 Dnr\ r 2 H r r '
r, Pr2
P\ r 3 """,r,P.r2 P\ " " " P r t , r, Pi r 2 P" " " r~\ rk D q
g is a proof of g from the hypotheses 36.

,

,

Corollary

3a. 7/ 36 is a non-empty subclass of C, ./._/. q fa a
of 36 if and only if there are elements r x , " " " rk of 1
such that Xi P. """ C\ rk D qconsequence

For the latter condition certainly implies that g is a conse, "" " , p„ is a proof of q
from the hypotheses 36, and if r, , " " " , rk are the elements of I
occurring in this proof, then qis a consequence of {r t , " " " , r^|
so that theorem 3 applies.
quence of 36. On the other hand, if px

Corollary

3b. The element qis a consequence of the null class
only
Yqand
if
if
For then q is also a consequence of q D q, so that hg follows
from T2.2.1.
Corollary

if Yp D

g.

3c. The element q is a consequence of p if and only

This is the case k = 1 of theorem 3.
Corollaries 3a and 3c constitute the so-called deduction theorem
of the Boolean propositional logic. We shall denote that q is a
consequence of 96 by "96 hg"; if X = {r, , " " " , r*}, then we may
also write "r, , " " " , rk hg". The use of the deduction theorem
would have simplified many of the proofs in the preceding
section.
Theorem 4. X is the smallest sum ideal containingboth 96 and X.

Proof. If % is the null class, then 36 = X and is certainly the
smallest sum ideal containing 36 and St. Suppose that X is not
empty. Let © be any sum ideal containing 96 and X. If q
E 36,
then there are elements r, , " " " , n E X such that J-n P. ".?
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© and r, P. """Pr* D g E ©,
Hrk Dq- Hence r, P. "" " H r* E
1.
This
shows that every sum ideal
theorem
by
that g E ©>
contains
96.
It
remains to show that 36 is
and
St
also
rontaining 96
containing
both
36
and
X.
ideal
itself a sum
proof
itself
is
a
of
g
gfrom the hypotheses
then
St,
If a E X or
contain
96
and
St.
£
does
£ Therefore
,rm , r , ,
If q1 and g2 E 96, then there are elements r x
such
that
, mrn in X
Xi P "" " Hrm D gi and Kw. H "" " P. mrn D g*

...

But

hr, Pl """Hr, D n r\ ". ""P. r„ and
Xi P""" n mrn D r 1 P"""P. mrn , by T2.2.15, T2.2.16.
Then q, C\ q2 E 36, by T2.2.8 and T2.2.18. If g E 36 and r E C,
r- (see p. 43). Consequently, if we adjoin
then hg D g
gDg^ r. ?^ r to any proof of g from the hypotheses 96, we
obtain a proof of g KJ r. Hence gU r EX, which completes the
proof that 96 is a sum ideal.
The following properties are easy to prove:

I-i,
{pPp'l = \p,p) =

c,

if q, r E C, then g D r E X, if and only if r E X VJ { g} ,

o={T[= {pTrPfp7! =St.

Here {p, g, "" " } is the class whose only members are p, g, "" " ,
and the connectives "P." and "U" are the usual ones in the
algebra of classes.
We may say that a subclass 36 of C is a deductive system if it
contains all of its consequences, i.e. if 36 C 96. But, by theorem 4,
96 C 36, so that this condition is equivalent to X = X, and this
implies that X is a sum ideal containing St. Conversely, if 1 is a
sum ideal containing X, then 36 = 96, by theorem 4. Thus the
concept of a deductive system coincides with that of a sum ideal
containing St. An equivalent condition is that there is a §) C C
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such that 36 = g). In other words, a deductive system is the set
of all consequences of some given class of propositions. To say
that a class 36 of propositions is consistent means that there is no
proposition g such that both g and g' are consequences of 36.
But g, q' E 96 implies that 0 = g C\ q' E 36, and 0 E 36 implies
that r = r W 0 E 36 for all r E C.
Hence 0 E ijf and only if 36 = C. Thus 36 is consistent when
and only when 36 is a proper sum ideal or equivalently, when not
all propositions are consequences of 36.
We see then that many of the "metalogical" concepts arising
in the study of deductive theories are subsumed by the notions
of modern algebra. This is discussed in detail by Stone and
Tarski, who arrived at this result independently from quite
different points of view. As these authors have shown, there is a
close connection between the properties of deductive systems
and Brouwer's "intuitionistic" logic as formalized by Heyting
(see the next section).
We are now able to throw new light on the concept of truth
value. As we have noted before, the truth values form a twoelement Boolean algebra with respect to the operations P and ',
and may therefore be identified with the elements 0 and 1. Now
suppose we have a method of assigning truth values to all propositions in agreement with the tables of 111. That is, we have a
function v defined on the Boolean algebra of all propositions and
taking on only the values 0 and 1, and such that
v(p') = v(p)',

v(p r\q) = v(p) P. y(g),

which merely states algebraically that the assignment of truth
values really doeswhat we wantit to do. Such a function is called
by algebraists a homomorphism of the given Boolean algebra B
onto the two-element Boolean algebra. Let St be the class of
propositions with the truth value "truth", i.e. such that
v(p) = 1.
It turns out that X is a MSI. For if p, q E X, then
v(p) = v(q) = 1, so that v{p P q) = v(p) P. v(q) = 1 P. 1 = 1>
and pP\ g E St. If p E St, gE C, then v(pUg) = #'n q') ') =
v{p' P. q')' = (y(p') P. v(q'))' = (v{p)' P. v{q)')' = v(p) KJ v(q) =
/
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p U g is also in St. This shows that St is a
1 U v(q) = 1 so that
= 1 or v{p) = 0, and if v(p) = 0, then
v(p)
ideal. But
sum
, /-v
1. Hence for every proposition p, either
=o'=
v (j)Y

-

Consequently St is a MSI.
v E St or p' E X.
Conversely, if St is a MSI, and we define v by the table:

fl

v(p) =

\[O

ifpESt
if p£ St

of propositions onto
then v is a homomorphism of the algebra
X or p' E X,
p
the two-element Boolean algebra. For either E
= 0 = t>(p)', and in the
and not both. In the first case v(p') we
second, v(p') = 1 = v(pY- Similarly show that v(p P. q) v(p) P v(q). This proves
possible in a
Theorem 5. An assignment of truth values is
logic
is categorical.
Boolean propositional logic if and only if the
Since logics adequate for mathematics and belonging to a cerGodel's
tain very general class cannot be categorical, by
truth
assign
to
impossible
theorem, it follows that in general it is
logic.
values to all propositions in an adequate
number
The concepts introduced here aid us in clearing up a
propBoolean
of common misconceptions as to the nature of the
ositional logic.
there are
In some quarters it is held that in the Boolean logic wrong
manifestly
only two distinct propositions, 0 and 1. This is
since no special assumption as to the number of elements of C
is forced on us. Even if we consider propositions p and g as the
of
same if p E g, (algebraically, we consider the Boolean algebra
us.
on
In
forced
equivalence classes), then this conclusion is not
fact, it is the same as saying that St is a MSI, i.e. that the logic is
interesting
categorical. As we have mentioned above, the most
way
is known
no
logics sofar constructed are not categorical, and
we may
then
categorical,
to make them so. Even if the logic is
those
than
other
still make distinctions between propositions
expressiblein terms of truth values.
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The mistake arises from confusing the object language with
the syntax language. The following are theorems in the Boolean
logic :
Yp v ~p,
(I is r D r for a fixed r)
\-p == .p = 1.
(0 is !')"
f-~p = .p = 0.

. .

(1) Yp = 0 V p = 1, for all p in

The statement that
(2) hp = 0 or hp s 1, for all p in C,

is true if and only if the logic is categorical. In a loose translation
into English (1) and (2) seem to mean the same, but the "or" or
"V" of the object language is not the same as the "or" of the
syntax language. The difference is clearer if we read "hp" as
"it is provable that p". Then (2) holds only if all sentences in
the logic are decidable in that logic, which means that the logic
is either so simple that only fairly trivial propositions are expressible in it, or so powerful that it transcends all logics so far
constructed.
As we shall see in the next section, the Boolean logic has been
criticized on the ground that it deals only with the truth and
falsity of propositions, and omits such properties as possibility
and necessity, the so-called modal distinctions. Of course, the
only functions of propositions expressible in the present object
language are Boolean functions, whose trivial nature is revealed
by T1.1.21. There is, however, nothing to stop us from considering non-Booleanfunctions of elements in a Boolean algebra,
and this gives us the possibility of studying modal logic by
merely extending the framework of Boolean logic. The introduction of non-Boolean functions is analogous to the extension of
ordinary algebra by the consideration of polynomials and even
more general functions instead of merely linear functions. A
small but significant beginning in this direction has been made
by McKinsey and Tarski (e.g. [IX]96), but much still remains to
be done.
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EXERCISES
Ex. 1. Prove the statements on p. 47.
Ex. 2. Let St be a sum ideal, and define "p = g" as "hp = g".
State in words the meaning of the statement that the
proposition p is an atom in the corresponding logic. Is
it likely that in an intuitively acceptable propositional
logic there exist atoms?
Ex. 3. Let us say that one logic L x is an extension of another
one, L 2 , if the corresponding classes of true propositions are related by St2 C Sti Prove, by T1.3.5, that
every logic has a categorical extension. Is it likely that
such an extension can be defined constructively when
the original logic is non-trivial?

.

SECTION 4 MANY VALUED LOGICS
INTUITIONISM

MODAL LOGICS

The logic of propositions developed in the last two sections is
based on the properties of the two truth values "truth", and
"falsity",which were taken as intuitively evident. Some scholars
have, however, proposed systems of logic with more than two
truth values. Various interpretations have been given for these
logics. Thus the truth values in a four valued logic might be
interpreted as "truth", "plausibility", "implausibility", and
"falsity".
In the system proposed by Post, there are n truth values
I], and n. Here we
which may be denotedby 1, 2, 3, " " " [n
Ist truth value
the
n
1] in brackets to indicate
write [n

rather than the result of the arithmetical operation of subtrac,

tion.
or
The operations U, P., and ' (interpreted as "either
tables
by
the
"n0t
defined
.")
are
.", "both and .", and

..

...

..

..

...
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Observe that n plays the same role as 0 or / in the two valued
scheme.
The properties of these operations can now be developed on
the basis of these tables. We can also set up a system of postulates for the system and present it as a deductive science. Also
we can develop an algebra of classes and an abstract algebra
corresponding to this logic of propositions in the same way
that Boolean algebra corresponds to the two valued logic. These
algebras have been called Post algebras. We shall give, for example, a set of postulates for the four valued Post algebras.
Our undefined terms are a class C, and two operations U and
, and an undefined relation =. The postulates and first few
definitions are :

Pl.
P2.
P3.
P4.
Dl.
D2.
D3.

If p and q are in C,

then p KJ q and p' are uniquely determined elements of C.
Ifp and q are in C, then p\J q = q\J p.
Ifp, g, and r are in C, then (pUg)Ur = pU(gUr).
Ifpis in C, then pU p = p.
pU q\Jr = (pU g) KJ r,
p\J gU rU s = (pU q\J r)\J s, etc.
p° =p. pfc+l = ( py,
l(p)
_£Lo pm = p\Jp'\Jp"\j p">.

-

"D4.
P5.
D5.
D 6.
D7.
DB.
D9.
P6.

P7
PB.
P9.

2(p)

--
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-

(Kp))',3(p) = (2(p))',4(p) = (3(p))'.

IfpisinC,thenl(p) = (l(p))""

(4(p))'.
p'")'"U
U
(p'
*_(p)
P"
((P U 2(p))'" U p»)'", fr = 2, 3.
*_(p)
*i(p') W nip") V *,(p'").
-P
pPg = -(-pU -?)"
p P g P r = (p P. g) P. r,
pngnrn. = (pr\gnr)r\., efc.
en
// p, g. aw^ r are *n
P (p VJ r).
VJ
r)
(pU
g)
p
(g n
awe.
are
then
p
g
mC,
7/
(pOg)U(pn g') U(pH g") U(pH g'") = p.
If pisin C, then p = <px (p) \J (2(p) P *>i(p'"))
U (3(p) C\ *_(p")) U (4(p) n
p,
7/ go , gi , g2 , and g3 are m C, then
((g0 p *>i(p)) v (?i n *_(p')) v (g2 P <*(?"))
v (g3 n <pi(p'")))' = (q'o r\ <pM) vj (g; n
v («£ n
w (g; n

-

An analogue to T1.1.41 is that every "Post" function / of
one variable can be represented in the form :
W (g2 P *>i(p"))
/(p) = (?o r\ <px (p)) U (gi P.
p
v (g3 *i(p'")),
where g0 , gi , g2 , and g3 are constant elements. From this it
follows that every function aefinable by 4-valued truth tables
is a Post function, i.e. the algebra is "functionally complete."
There is also a decision procedure analogous to that of T1.2.24.
The many valued logics proposed by Lukasiewicz and Tarski
are not functionally complete.
A typical concrete example of a Post algebra is this. We suppose that some class A is given. Then C is the class of all functions defined on A and with values among the integers from 1 to
n. If / and g are such functions, then

/

U g is the function such that for all a in A

(/Ug)(a) =

mm (/(a), 0(a)),
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and / P. g is the function such that for all a in A
(/ P> g)(a) = max (/(a), g(a))

Also, if / is in C, then

/' is the function such that
f /(a) 4- 1 if /(a) < n

f'ifl) =

[

1

if /(a) =n.

It is easy to check that with this interpretation all the postulates
are verified. A Post algebra Px is a subalgebra of P if Cx is a
subclass of C, and P. and ' are defined as in P. It has been
proved by Wade that every Post algebra is isomorphic to a
subalgebra of an algebra of the type described above. We may
think of the elements in C as properties of the elements of A
so that the equation /(a) = k expresses that the proposition
that the element a has the property denoted by "/" has the
truth value k.
As we have mentioned before, many philosophers object to
the interpretation of "p D q" as "p implies g", mainly because
of the so-called "paradoxes" of material implication. These are
embodied, for example, in A5" and T2.2.3 above. According to
A5", any proposition implies that Gieseking played before
Hitler, and by T2.2.3, the proposition that Schacht was not a
Nazi implies every proposition. Many philosophers (and also
some mathematicians) have insisted that "p implies q" must
have the intuitive properties of "g is deducible from p", and
that there is no reasonable way of deducing that Columbus
discovered America from the assumption that Schacht was not
a Nazi. They say that this is because there is no inner connection
between these two propositions. This argument is usually
vaguely expressed. Many authors seem to mean that while in
the existing real world Schacht was a Nazi and Columbus discovered America, a world is imaginable or possible in which
Schacht was not a Nazi, and Columbus did not discover Amer-
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Spinoza and Mark Twain (see "The
ica For determinists like
this
argument would not hold water.
Stranger")
Mysterious
of
this
argument there seems to be a
presentations
In many
proposition
this
and some such proposition
between
confusion
x
and
if
x
is
a
Nazi
then y discovered America.
y,
all
as that for
meaning
intended
seems
to be that if the propothe
In others,
w-as
not
a
Nazi"
is
added
to the postulates, then
sition "Schacht
discovered
America"
is
not
a
theorem. That is, the
"Columbus
proposition "p implies q" is interpreted to mean that if p is
adjoined to the postulates, then q is provable. This relation
between p and q is, however, clearly expressed as a sentence in
the syntax language, not in the object language. Similarly, the
demand that "p implies g" mean that "p D g" is "analytic" or
a "tautology" is again an interpretation of implication as a
relation in the syntax language. One may attempt to reconcile
this view with our previous one as follows. A binary operation 7
in C is to be a satisfactory "implication" operation if [-p 7 q
when and only when if |-p is added to the postulates, then hg is
deducible as a theorem. In this sense D is a satisfactory implication operation according to the corollary 2.3.3a. We shall discuss below some of the attempts to construct logics with satisfactory implication operations.
Another objection which has been raised to the propositional
logic developed above is that there are other relations between
propositions other than those which depend upon their truth
values. This is usually accompanied by a contention that two
classes a and /3 may consist of exactly the same members, yet
may be different because of a conceptual difference in their
connotations. For example, the class of unicorns has the same
members as the class of centaurs since both are empty, but
these classes are different because the concept of a centaur
differs from that of a unicorn. It is true that such distinctions
play no role in mathematical reasoning as it is actually used,
but it is contended that the principles of logic used in this
reasoning are inadequate and incomplete just because they
neglect these relations between classes in intension. Analogous
to these intensional relations between classes are certain "modal"
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relations between propositions, i.e. relations involving the concept of possibility.
A third objection to the Boolean propositional logic goes back
modern times especially
to Kronecker, and has been advanced in
or
less extreme form by
by Brouwer and Weyl, and in more
objection
originates
in the question
This
Lusin.
notably
others,
proponents
The
of
the point of
of
existence.
meaning
the
of
object
only
exists
hold
that
an
if a method
under
discussion
view
depends
this
it.
Of
course
upon the
constructing
given
for
is
permissible methods of construction, but once they are defined
explicitly, we have a criterion for existence. Now we may be
able to deduce a contradiction from a proposition p of the form
"forall x, x E a" withoutbeing able to give a construction for an
x such that x f£ a. The "intuitionists" would then deny that the
proposition that there exists an x such that x .£ a is true, i.e.
neither p nor ~p would be true. Thus they say that thelaw that
hp V ~p is invalid. Clearly a step is overlooked here. For
hp V ~p does not have as a consequence |-p or h~P- This conclusion follows only if St is a MSI, i.e. if the logic is categorical.
The intuitionists demand that in a satisfactory logic p V g be
provable if and only if either p or g is provable. Hence the intuitionists would object to any Boolean propositional logic which
was not categorical. Godel has proved, however, that for a large
class of Boolean propositional logics, which includes all that
have been proposed so far which are adequate for arithmetic,
that they cannot be categorical. Thus all Boolean propositional
logics of this large class fall under the ban of the intuitionists.
The motivation of the intuitionists' criterion for existence is
that the naive application of the law hp V <~p to existential
propositions involving infinite classes is known to lead to contradiction, as we shall see in the next chapter. Godel has shown
that various Boolean propositional logics which have been proposed up to now and which are adequate for arithmetic, if consistent, are inadequate to prove their own consistency, so that
in this sense no Boolean logic of this very general type can be
"safe" in the sense that one can prove, using the methods of
reasoning which can be formulated within the logic, that no
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based
ontradiction can arise. The intuitionists say that a logic
placed
on
their principles is "safe", that the restrictions thus
to
to
are
contradictions,
lead
the naive logic which is known
natural, that their criteria correspond to intuitively acceptable
that therestrictions which have
"natural" laws of thought, and
proposed
Boolean logics in order to
been proposed in the so far
ad
i.e. manufactured for
hoc,
paradoxes
are
avoid the known
outstanding
is the proof that
difficulty
that specific purpose. One
According
"safe".
to another
logic
actually
is
the intuitionistic
arithmetic
is
then
consistent,
result of Godel, if the intuitionistic
logic,
the
Boolean
so
that
the
latter
so is the arithmetic based on
is as "safe" as theformer. On the other hand, Godel'swork shows
that every sentence in thelatter can be translated into a sentence
in the intuitionist arithmetic such that either both are provable
in their respective logics or both are unprovable. Thus the intuitionist arithmetic is as adequate as the Boolean arithmetic.
A formulation of the intuitionistic propositional calculus as a
deductive science has been given by Heyting. The undefined
terms are: a class C, a subclass X, three binary operations P.,
As before, we shall use
U, and D, and a unary operation
propositions
are:
unproved
The
"hp" for "p is in St".
11. Ifpandq are in C, then p /P g, p U g, p D q,and ~p are
uniquely determined elements of C.
12. 7/ hp and Yp D q, then Yq-13. If p and q are in C, then Yp D .g D P-14. If p, g, and r are in C, then \-p D .q D r. D .p D q
D .pD r.
15. If p and q are in C, then Yp D .g D P P* 016. If p and q are in C, then hp ?3 P-17. 7/ p and q are in C, then Yp P> g D q-18. If p and q are in C, then Yp D P
0019. If p and q are in C, then Yq D P
-110. 7/p, g, and r are in C, then YpDrD .qDrD .p^qDr.
111. If p and q are in C, then Yp D q D .p D ~q D ~P112. If p and q are in C, then Y~P D -P D qIt will be observed that all of these are valid in the Boolean
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propositional logic. Among the consequences are such theorems
as

[-p 3 ~~p Y~~~p D ~P> and h^^.p \J ~p.
On the other hand, neither (-p U ~p nor h~~p D p are
theorems. Glivenko has shown that if h~-4 is provable in the
Boolean propositional logic, where A is a formula expressed in
that system, then h~^i is provable in the intuitionistic logic.
Godel has demonstrated other important relations between the
Boolean and the intuitionistic logics. Gentzen has found a procedure for determining whether a formula in the intuitionistic
logic is provable from 11-112 above. The operations P, VJ, D,
and
are independent; none of them can be defined in terms
of the others. In other respects the sentence " ~p" has many
properties in common with the formulae representing "p is
impossible" in the modal logics discussed below. From this
point of view, the intuitionist logic may be considered as a
modal logic.
Brouwer, Weyl, and othershave been engaged for many years
now in a vast program of redoing as much of classical mathematics as possible from the intuitionist point of view. It results
from their labors that a surprising amount still holds, other
parts can be retained in a modified but more complicated form,
and still other parts cannot be saved at all. It must be emphasized that much of this work is of value and importance even
for those who admit types of reasoning which the intuitionists
reject. For an intuitionist proof that an object exists is tantamount to a construction of that object by certain well defined
methods and this property may be in itself interesting and important, just as Gauss' proof that the angle 2r/17 can be constructed by means of straight edge and compass gives important
additional information about this number.
The most widely known and most extensively studied modal
logics are those proposed by Lewis. The undefined terms are a
class C, a subclass St, a binary operation P., and two unary
operations and P ("Pp" is to be interpreted as "it is possible
that p".). We use our earlier notational conventions, and take
'W as senior to "P". We first
introduce a definition
}

~

~
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Dl.

"P

<?' for "~P "P n

to "P.".)

~ "- (We take "<" as senior
0

In the basic logic of Lewis we may take the following as

unproved propositions:
LO.

If p and q are in C, then p Pi q, ~p, and Pp are uniquely
determined members of C.

If p, q> an d r are in C, then
LI. f-p A q < tfA p,
L2. HP
?< PL 3. HP < P n Pr
q "r^- r <-p
L4. Yp
"?
r
r
|-p
L5.
< .7 -^ " <7 < < Pr <
-p <?■< qL 6. Hp
Yq, then Yp P* qhp
and
L 7. 7/
hp
and
Yp < q, then YqLB. 7/
q,
Yp
L 9. If
< then YPp < Pq "
lio. if Yp < q, then Y~q < ~pLll. If Yp < q, then Yp n r < q P. r.

-

■

-

■

In Lewis' formulation L9, LIO, and Lll are replaced by the
more complicated assumption Ex. 3(i) below, and Ex. 3 (c)
and Ex. 3 (g) are also taken as postulates. His postulate
,pC\ ~g
89. There are p and g in C such that YP .p(~^q
serves to distinguish his system from the Boolean propositional
logic.
His purpose is "to develop a calculus based on a meaning of
'implies' such that 'p implies g' will be synonymous with
l
q is deductible from p." A further object is to avoid the
"paradoxes" of material implication. Among the consequences
of LO-Ll 1 are, however,
h~Pp.
and

Y~P

<

~P-

.p

<

<
"<?

q,

<P

so that analogues to these "paradoxes" reappear in Lewis'
system. It seems, then, that the claim of having avoided these
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paradoxes is not justifiedby the formal system itself, but rather
by the interpretation assigned to it. As far as the first more
serious purpose is concerned, no one has, until recently, pub_
lished any theorem of the type of the deduction theorem f or
Lewis' system, and this is essential for the achievement of that
purpose. In a recent paper Miss Barcan discusses theorems of
this type for logics of propositions (and also of propositional
functions) based on Lewis' "strict" implication. She shows that
if p and q are in C, then "hPp > Pq" is deducible from
"hp < q", but that "hp < q .<. Pp < Pq" is not deducible
from LO-Lll. If, however, the postulate
812. If p is in C, then hPPp

< Pp

is added, then the deduction theorem holds in the weakened
form:
If ~P~px . " " " , ~P~pk hg, then

Y~P

~p x

<

,~P ~p2

<

.—"

<

,~P ~pkg.

< g.

The contention that, from the standpoint of the interpretation
as deducibility, "strict" implication is a more satisfactory implication operation than material implication is consequently
untenable until a system based on the former is constructed in
which the deduction theorem is proved, while in the analogous
system in terms of material implication the deduction theorem
fails.*
The system LO-Lll is far from categorical, for even such a
simple statement as "hPPp < Pp" is not decidable on the basis
of the postulates. Lewis and others have proposed various additional postulates to complete the system, but no compelling
reasons have yet been advanced to decide upon one of these in
preference to others.
Two Boolean interpretations of Lewis' system have been
*Since the above was written, Curry's monograph, A Theory of Formal
Deducibility, Notre Dame Mathematical Lectures No. 6, 1950, has appeared. This book throws new light on the connection between Lewis'
system and the theory of deductive systems.
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proposed, i.e. constructions within the Boolean logic yielding

systems satisfying LO-Lll. Henle has shown, for example, that
if B = (C, St, H, ~) is a Boolean logic and C has more than two
elements, and if Pp is defined as 1for p 0 and as 0 f or p= 0,

then LO-Lll are satisfied. Another construction has been given
by Fitch, and is presented here in a modified form. Let A be a
finite set and B be a Boolean logic. Consider the class ft of all
functions / on A to C (i.e. thefunctions defined on A with values
in C). The family ft of all such functions forms a Boolean logic
with the definitions

Xi is the class of all / E ft such that /(a) E St for all a E A,
/ P g is the function such that (/ P\ g)(a) = f(a) C\ g(a)
for all a E A,
~f is thefunction such that ( ~/)(a) = ~/(a) for all a E A ,

Pf is the function such that (Pf)(a)

-

/(6 X ) W "" " U f(bk)
whereb x , " " ,bk are the distinct elements of A, and a is
an arbitrary element of A.

-

We can easily check that (ft, Xx , P., ~, P) satisfies LO-Lll if A
contains at least two elements. In both of these constructions
certain relations hold which are not consequences of the postulates, e.g. hPPp < Pp for all p in C.
Another interesting approach to modal logic is due to H. B.
Smith. Unfortunately, due to Smith's defects as an expositor,
the main features of his system have remained obscure and misunderstood. In order to explain his point of view we shall need
some definitions. By a modal function of p we shall mean a function constructed from the variable "p" and the operations P,
~, and P. By a simple modal function of p we shall mean such a
function constructed using only the operations
and P. An
affirmative modal function of p is a simple modal function in
whose construction the operation enters an even number of
times. Thus P (p P_ PP ~p), ~PPp, and ~P~Pp are respectively modal, simple modal, and affirmative modal functions
of p. Two modal functions are identical if and only if their
equivalence follows using only the laws

~

~
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("x my" means "x < y .P. y
(1) |-~~ p= p
p
(2) If hP =9. then h~P =~? and \~ P s

<

Now Smith places two demands on a system of modal logic, to
wit, (A) if Mx and M 2are affirmative modal functions of p. then
either VM x (p) < M2 (p) for all pinC or VM2 (p) < M x (p) for au
pin C; (B) if M x and M 2are simple modal functions of p, then
VM x (p) ■ M2 (p) for all pinC if and only if Mx and M 2are
identical. We shall not be able to enter into a discussion here of
the philosophical background behind these requirements. We
shall merely note that (A) is a requirement that the affirmative
modalities be linearly ordered (see p. 20), while (B) is a requirement that modal distinctions be preserved. This view may be
justified by the fact that the logic of ordinary discourse is too
vague for us to identify, say, the proposition that it is necessarily
possible that p with the proposition that p. It is very natural to
ask whether a linear ordering of the affirmative modal functions
is compatible with a maintenance of all modal distinctions, or
whether (B) forces a complicated "ramified" theory of modality
upon us. Smith shows that (A) and (B) are incompatible with
Lewis' L5, the law of the "transitivity" of implication, and proposes that this be replaced by Ls' : if hp < q and hg < r, then
hp < r. The use of reasoning in actual practice is too vague to
distinguish between these two forms of the intuitive law of
transitivity. In any actual case Ls' would be as effective as L5.
Smith finds that L9
is alsoincompatible with (A) and (B). Lewis,
himself, hasindicated some hesitation about adopting L9. Smith
assumes

HP < Pp,
hp
Yp

<
<

~P~Pp,
~PP ~Pp, etc.

and shows that (A) follows from this infinite list of postulates.
He gives, similarly, a series of postulates which yield (B). He
then turns to the consideration of modal functions of tAVO variables. The theorem in Lewis' system that

HP (pUg)

E

(Pp) KJ (Pq)
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incompatible with (B), and is therefore rejected
turns out to be
by

Smith. On the other hand,

if Yp P ~_? — tnen hP < 9 and therefore [-P (p*U q) ■ Pg,
q) =■ Pp,
if f~~p Hg= 0, then [-P (p
then hP(p VJ g)
~
1.
and if h P n
°>
Thus in order to secure a completeness property analogous to
(A) for modal functions of two variables it suffices to assume a
law of the form:
and not
~q — and n°t h~P
if not hP
,
f-~p P. ~g ■ 0, then |-P (p U q) ■

~

°'~

°

indicates a certain combination of simple modal
and g. For such a law to be effectively usable we
p
of
functions
adjoin
the postulates what Carnap calls rules of refutato
must
tion, so that we may be able to prove that various sentences are
not asserted. Smith and his pupils have made various suggestions as to the form of such an "expansion formula", and have
from them deduced results analogous to (A) for modal functions
of two variables. So far, however, no one has given a consistency
proof of such a logic which is compatible with (B). It is an interesting problem to determine whether there exist consistent logics
satisfying (B) and possessing a completeness property analogous
to (A).
Other authors have proposed systems of modal logic. Practically all of these agree on making the logic Boolean with respect to C, St, P., and ~, but from there on the various proposals diverge. The laws :
where

if hp

—

g, then |-Pp
Pq, and h~P = ~q> and
Pp
< for all p in C,
are also common to most of these systems. It would be of some
value to make a systematic study of the structures of all such
systems and to determine what additional laws would yield systems satisfying certain simple and natural requirements. The
only work in this direction so far published is that of Tarski and
33

Hp

McKinsey.
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Of those who have criticized the Boolean logic of proposition
only the intuitionists have carried out to any satisfactory extent
the constructive part of the critique, that is, to show that a
system can be constructed on the basis of the critique which ja
at least adequatefor some considerable portion of mathematics
The work of MissBarcan can be considered as the first step in the
direction of a similar development for strict implication. Rosser
and Turquette made some beginnings for the n-valued logics
Such work remains to be done for such systems as Smith's.* It
must be emphasized that in very few of these cases have the
critics shown that the systems they have constructed do not
have the features criticized as undesirable in the Boolean logics
nor that they actually possess the properties advocated as desirable at the same time that the corresponding Boolean logics do
not possess them. Others who have discussed Boolean logics
critically have claimed that certain properties are undesirable
without even attempting to give alternative systems demonstrably not having these properties. In many other cases the
discussions are carried out in the vague intuitive logic, in which
the essential distinctions are blurred, and it becomes difficult to
pin the authors down and determine just what they want and
just what they don't want.
We here suggest the criterion of "put up or shut up" as an aid
in evaluating discussions of logic. If one advocates that certain
features are desirable in a formal logic, then one should exhibit
a system which demonstrably possesses those properties. If
possible, one should show that the system is adequate at least
for arithmetic. If one criticizes certain features in a system of
logic, then one should exhibit a reasonably adequate system
which demonstrably does not possess those properties. Of course,
when such a theorem as Godel's indicates that the desired proof
If a system of modal logic were so completed to be adequate for
as

mathematics, the resulting theory would be rich in relations which have no
analogues in classical mathematics.
Thus to any class a there would corresponda class Pa = the class of x
all such that P(x £ a). Whethersuch an
enrichment of the classical mathematics would actually be fruitful remains
to be seen.
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may not exist, then the criterion may be relaxed. A vague informal discussion may be valuable as a guide for future work,
but must be regarded as at most a preliminary sketch until the
theseshave been stated in terms of a precisely formulated object
language which is proved to have the desired qualities. Unless
such criteria are strictly applied, discussions of logic and the
foundations of mathematics are in danger of degenerating into
the type of philosophic controversy where one never knows
exactly what the problem is, and one never knows surely when
the problem is solved.
EXERCISES

Ex. 1. Prove the following from the postulates on p. 52:
(a), p C\q = q(~\p.
(b). l(p) = 1(g), 2(p) = 2(g), 3(p) = 3(g),
4(p) = 4(g). (Hence we may define 1 = l(p),
etc.).
(c). pUI = lUj)=l.
(d). pU (pC\q) = p.
(c). p(\(p\J q) = p,
(f). pPip = -(-p) = p.
(g). pP.I = lP.p = p.
(h). pfi (jHr) = (p Pi g) Pi r.
(i). pH(q\Jr) = (p Pi g) U(p Pi r).
(j). p""-p.
(k). p P> g = p if and only if p U q = q.
(1). <p2 (2) =4.
4.
= <pi(3) = «>i(4)
(m).
(n). 1 =
VJ 4.
-1.
(o). -4 = 1, 4
(p). pU4 = 4Up = p.
(q). pPi4 = 4Pip = 4.
(r).
= 1.
(s). 2U3 = 2U4 = 2.
(t). 2 (1) = 2, *,(1) = 3.
*>
=4.
(v). *_(3) = 2 (4) = <p3 (2) = «m(3) =
*>

-

-
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.

(v). p\J g = -(-pPi -g).
(w).
U <px (p') \J <px(p") \J
T
(x). If /is a Post function of one variable, then
Kp) = (/(i) n
v (/(2) n
v (/(3) 0
*>i(p")) U (/(4) Pi <Pi(p'))- State and prove the
analogous theorem for functions of several variables,
(y). If /is any Post function of one variable, then
f(p U?)U f(p Pi q) = f(p) U /(g),
and f(p \Jq)C\ f(p Pi g) = f(p) H /(g).
(z). <px (p \J q) = v?x (p) U <px (q).
In connection with (x), (y), and (z), state an appropriate definition of "Post function."
Ex 2 Prove the following from the postulates on p. 57:
(a). HP D P(b). [-p Pi p D p.
(c). HP 3Pn p.
(d). hP^pDp.
(c). HP DPU p.
(f). HP H .p Dg.D g.
(g). .OrO.pD?D-Or.
(h). kDp.D.rDg.D.rDpr.}.
(i). HP HqDq H p.
(j). HP D<? -Pi. qD r O: pD r.
00 hP D "? DrO:pn g 3 r.
(1). h»nOr.D.pD,Or.
(m). 1-pD.pDOg.
(n). HP D g D .~gD ~p.
(o). HP D g D .pf^rD qC\r.
(P). HP D g D .pUrDgUr.
(q). Hp ___> ~g D .g D ~p.
(r). h~.pPi ~p.
(s). h~.p U g -D. ~p Pi r^q,
(t). h~P Pi ~g .D. ~.p Ug.
(v). h~.pPig.D.pD ~q.
(v). HP D ~q .D. ~.pPig.
(w). h~pW ~g O. ~.pHg.
(x). Hp Pi g .U. pP. r .D. pPi
.g Ur.

.
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(y).
(z).

HP .q^J r .D . pC\ q SJ . p (~\ r.
h^-P q -^. P ~p Oj ~p

~g-

(aa).|

~.pV ~p.
Ex.3 Prove the following from the postulates on p. 59.
p.
<P p < P(a), hp n
Hp
(b)..
<P
(c). yp -p^q- < Pp(d). V~p -P n ~P(e). h~~P < P(f). If hp <q, then hr H p <rP g.
(g). hP< ~~PDefine "p = g" as "hp < g .Pi q < p"
(h). State an appropriate definition of the concept of
a Lewis function, analogous to that of a Boolean
function.
(i). If p = q and /is a Lewis function, then
f(p) = /(<?)"
(j). If pPi g = p, then hp <q(k). If hp < q, then pC\ q = p.
(1). p = ~~p.
(m). p< g .= ~g < ~P(n). pPig<r.= .pPi~r< ~q.
(o). Yp t^ ~q ■<" ~-p <
(p). p(^p = p(q). HP <

.

.

(r).

h~-P

~P-

(s). V~pp -<-p <«"
(t). hHp~p ~P ■<"<?< P(u). If j-p < g and hr < «> then hP r<? n s*
g" as "p < g -P- ? < P"Define "p
P? .<■ P- ?"
Y~Pp
(v).
-^only if pn g =m r '
Hp
if
and
g
(w).
<
(x) (C, Pi, ~, =) is a Boolean algebra,
gHr .= ~P -P^ .P ~g.
pH
(z). Yp < q ■<-P r^ r <qnr'
(aa). If h~^~P> then N < P n «■

-

(y)'.

r'<

~

~

.

~
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Ex 4. Let C be the class of all integers which divide 216 i
c
C
{1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9, 12, 18, 24, 27, 36, 54, 72, m]
216} Let "a Pi 13" denote the greatestcommon divisor
of a and (3, and let
6a
if neither 8 nor 27 divides a,
a
if 8 divides a but not 27,
3/8
*
a
if
27 divides a but not 8,
2/27
1
if a = 216.

-.

i_

J

Verify that (C, P, ') is a four-valued Post algebra.
Ex. 5 Let C be the class of all divisors of 30, and let X =
{1, 2}. Let a P. /3 be the least common multiple of a
and 0, let a! = 30/a, and let Pa = 1 except in the
cases a = 6, 15, and 30, when Pa = 3, 5, and 15
respectively. Verify that postulates LO-Lll are satisfied but that 3 < 6 .<. P3 < P6 is not in X. Explain
the significance of this result.

Chapter 111
THE LOGIC OF
PROPOSITIONAL FUNCTIONS
SECTION

1

INFORMAL INTRODUCTION

we have constructed logical systems which forreasoning
on classes and on propositions as wholes. We
malize
shall now attempt to construct systems dealing with those general forms of reasoning which depend upon the inner structure
of propositions. In this section we shall proceed informally on
the basis of naive intuition in order to give the general ideas and
also in order to exhibit the difficulties into which this naive intuition leads us.
The fundamental idea is that of a propositional function. In
mathematics a function is a relation R whereby to each object
there is at most one object y such that x has the relation R to y.
Thus the relation holding between x and y if and only if x and y
are numbers and y = x 2is a function. The object y is called the
value of the function for the argument x and is denoted by
"R(xY\ or if there is no danger of ambiguity, by "Rx". The
class of all x's such that Rx exists, i.e. there exists a y such that x
has the relation R to y, is called the domain of the function R,
and the class of values y is called the range of P. By a propositionalfunction we mean a function whose values are propositions.
A propositional function is denoted by a sentential function, and
a sentential function is usually denoted by a sentence-form such
as "x is a man". This is not a sentence itself, but if a name of an
object is substituted for "x", we obtain a sentence, which denotes a proposition; of course, this proposition may be either true
or false. For example, if we substitute "Dewey"for "x" (i.e. we

Heretofore
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substitute a name of a certain object, namely, the man Dewev.
we obtain the sentence "Dewey is a man", which expresses th '
true proposition that Dewey is a man. If we substitute
"Pitts
burgh" for "x", we obtain a sentence expressing the false proposition that Pittsburgh is a man. We shall say that a sentenceform expresses a propositional function; for example, the sentence-form "x is a man" expresses the propositional function
that a. is a man. The letter x will be called a variable occurring in
this sentence-form. If names are substitutedfor the variables in a
sentence-form, we obtain a sentence expressing a proposition
which is the corresponding value of the propositional function
denoted by the sentence form. These distinctions may seem
pedantic, but they are actually needed in order to avoid some of
the common confusions in the treatment of propositional functions.
We shall denote properties by capital Latin letters. If A is a
property, then the sentence-form "Ax" shall denote the propositional function that x has the propertyA. Thus if "a" is a name
then Aa is a proposition, and the sentence "Aa" is its
For example, if A is the property of being a man, then A Dewey
is the proposition that Dewey is a man, and "_4Dewey" is a
sentence expressing this proposition. If "... x ." is a sentence
form, then "(x)(. x .)" shall denote the proposition that for
all x,
, and "( 3 *)(. x .)" shall denote the proposix
that
tion
there is an x such that
x
If Ais the property of
being a man, then (x)(Ax) is the false proposition that for all x,
Z is a man, and ( x)(Ax) is the
3
true proposition that there is an
x such that x is a man; in brief, "(x)(Ax)" says that everything
is a man, while "(3x)(Ax)» says that there
are men. The
symbol "(x)" is called the universal quantifier
on the variable
"x", and "(3x)" is called the existential quantifier on that
variable.
If "... x ." is a sentence-form, then "x 3(. x .)"
shall
denote the class of all x'b such that
x
Hence in the above
example x 3 (Ax) is the class of men. The
universe may be
defined as x 3 (x x), and the null class as x
3 (~(z = x)).
We should expect that

name!
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a E x 3 (" " " x

. . .)

a

proposition. We should also like to use classes as
arguments, and thus to be able to make generalstatements about
classes, classes of classes, etc. For example, we may define the
class whose only member is a by
i(a) — x 3 (x = a)
is always a true

and the integer 1 by
I =

a

3 ((lx)

.a = l(x)).

This definition turns out to be satisfactory from many points of
view. We then have the true proposition that
(oc)(x)(y) :. a E I A x E oc A y E oi :D:X = y.
This means, in ordinary language, that for all a, x, and y, if a is a
unit class, i.e. a ** i(z) for some z, and if x and y are members of
a, then x is the same as y. We may define the ordered pair of x
and y thus :
(x, y) = i(c(x)) U l(c(x) U i(y)),

that is (x, y) is the class whose members are the classes i(x) and
i(x) U i(y). It is easy to see that

(x, y) = (v, v)

i=

: x = v A y = v.

The trouble is that this naive point of view leads to contradiction. Consider the class of all men. It is itself not a man. On
the other hand, the class of all classes is itself a class. This suggests the study of a 3 (~(a E a)), i.e. the class of all classes
which are not members of themselves. Let us denote this class
by " p ", so that
= a 3 (~(a E «)),
i.e. h(«) =« E P ■= ~(« £ ")"
p

-

We raise the question, is p a member of p or not? We have
Hp E p "— " ~(p £ p)»
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in words, if p is a member of p, then p is not a member of p anri
conversely. This is, of course, a contradiction by Chapter IT
section 2, Ex. 1(b). This paradox, due to Russell in the present
modern form, shows that the naive application of the ideas out
lined here leads to contradiction. This contradiction arises from
a straightforward application of principles which are ordinarily
accepted as intuitively correct. Furthermore, reasoning very
similar to this is commonly used in important mathematical

proofs.

We see, then, that in order to obtain a consistent logic it is
essential to make certain restrictions and to forbid certain arguments which naive intuition permits. Most of the modern
work
on logic has been directed toward the construction and the study
of formal systems which avoid these paradoxes. These systems
differ considerably in the restrictions on intuitive logic which
they introduce, and much controversy has arisen as to which of
them is most acceptable on intuitive, philosophical, or mathematical grounds. Some of these systems are adequate for mathematics or a large portion thereof, but these have not beenproved
consistent, and in view of an important theorem of Godel, are
not likely to be proved consistent by methods which are universally acceptable. Furthermore, no such system can be categorical, according to another theorem of Godel. Byjising a method
based on transfinite induction Gentzen has proved the consistency of a system which is adequate for arithmetic, but the
reasoning of Gentzen cannot be expressed in the object language
itself. As A. Weil has said, God exists since mathematics is consistent, and the Devil exists since we cannot prove it. The consistency proofs of Gentzen and others for systems adequate for
large parts of mathematics, even though they are based on
methods which are under fire, for example, by the intuitionists,
are convincing to the extent that
no one seems to try seriously
to construct counterexamples to results proved in this way. The
margin between what can actually be proved by constructive
methods and what is required for a proof of the consistency of
arithmetic is, according to thework of Gentzen himself, Bernays,
and Goodstein, very narrow but yet essential. We may say that
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A number of systems have been constructed which are adeauate for much of arithmetic and other branches of mathematics, and Church has proved one of these to be consistent.
systems demand that those parts of
Some advocates of these
be developed by their methods be
mathematics which cannot
abandoned. Brouwer and his disciples have been attempting the
reconstruction of mathematics in the effort to develop as much
as possible by intuitionist methods. Nevertheless, many of the
important properties of real numbers which are used in everyday
mathematical practice cannot be developed on such a basis, and
their intuitionist analogues are probably too complicated to be
considered as adequate substitutes. On the other hand, the
work of Godel, Kleene, and Nelson on intuitionist arithmetic
provides a certain justificationfor that point of view and makes
it seem less dogmatic and more plausible. The result of Godel
that every formula provable in the arithmetic based on a
Boolean propositional logic can be translated into one provable
in the arithmetic based on intuitionist propositional logic, shows
that as far as arithmetic goes, the intuitionist logic is as powerful
as the classical one, and also that if the intuitionist arithmetic is
consistent, then so is the classical arithmetic. We repeat that
the work of the intuitionists is valuable even for those who do
not accept their philosophy, since a constructive proof often
carries with it important additional information which is not
yielded by a non-constructive proof.
EXERCISES

Ex. 1. Interpret, in ordinary language, the following strings
of symbols :
(a),
(b).
(c).
(d).

a

3 (a C P).

x 3 ((lot) .x E a A a E A).
x 3 ((a) a E A D X E a).

.

:aG3?A/3G30.«/P^G3.
» :^: ( 3*)( 3 10 .7 = (x, y) AxE a A

(a)(0)
(c). tG
y

E

a.
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(f). (x, z) Ey:= : ( 3 y). (x, y) Ea A (y, z) £ c
Ex. 2. Give strings of symbols translating the folio
English phrases and sentences:
(a). The class ais included in the class 0. (p 3)
(b). The class ais the same as the class /3.
(c) The common part of a and /3.
(d). The union of a and /3.
(c). The class of x's which are in a but not in 8
(f). 3s is an ideal in the algebra of classes,
(g). Kis a product system in the algebra of classes
(h). ais a class containing exactly two members
(i). ais a non-empty class containing at most three
members.
(j). ais the class of all ordered pairs (x, y),
where
x is in (3 and y is in 7.
(k). The class of all classes /? which contain a.
Ex. 3. Show that the "class" a = a 3 (((3) .~. a £ g a
. G«) leads to a contradiction.

.

SECTION 2

THE FUNCTIONAL LOGIC OF

THE

FIRST ORDER

We shall first set up the simplest of all functional logics, the
first order logic of monadic functions. Our primitive notions
are
four classes of objects % X, & , and $, two unary operations
and 1 1, and two binary operationsD and application, denoted
by juxtaposition. The desired interpretation is:
is the class of propositions;
X
is the class of true propositions;
$1
is the class of properties;
is the class of individuals;
3
p D q is the proposition that if
p, then g;
~p is the proposition that it is false
that p;
Aa
is the proposition that a has the property A ;
1 1A is the proposition that for all a, Aa.
We shall retain our earlier conventions as
to the use of parentheses and dots, and we use the definitions and notations of 112.

-
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As a mnemonic device we shall use small Latin letters except
»»", ";", "fc "w "n "> "x"> "y"> and "z" t0 denoteelements of
"> to denoteelements of %x , and small Greek
"> letters
fl capital Latin
letters to denote elements of 3- The letters x, y, and z, with or
without subscripts, are reserved for a special use as described
below.
Our postulates are as follows:
Al"-A7" as on p. 31.
Pjl. If A is in %x and aisin $, then Aa and Y[A are uniquely
determined elements of <iJ3.
F x2. If Aisin $ x and YAa for all am $, then hll^-

sentence-form in x we mean a string of signs built up
names of elements of *$, $ x , and $, and the names
"re",
from
and
"D"
"~" of the fundamental operations in $, and parentheses by means of a finite number of applications of the followBy a

ing rules:

(a). If A is in % x , then "(Ax)" is a sentence-form in x.
(b). If p is in '.p, then "p" is a sentence-form in x.
(c). If A and P are sentence-forms in x, then "(A D B)" and
"(~_4)" are sentence-forms in x.

In (c) the signs "(A D B)" and "(~A)" are to be understood
as the strings obtained by putting for "A" and "P" the strings
which those letters denote. To remind the reader of the letter x
used in these constructions we shall use symbols such as "U(x)"
to denote sentence-forms in x. As we have remarked before,
sentence-forms express propositional functions. We define in a
similar manner the notion of sentence-form in any other letter.
We shall, however, reserve the letters x, y, and z, with or without
subscripts, for this use.
We define the value of a sentence-form 21 (x) for the argument
a, where a is a member of 3, by the following rules:
(a). If A is in % x , and %(x) is "(Ax)", then 21(a) is Aa.
(b) If p is in $, and 2l(z) is "p", then 21(a) is p.
(c). If 2.(z) is "(£B(z) D £00)", where S3(x) and (S(x) are
sentence-forms in x, then 21(a) is 33(a) D S(a).
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(d). If %(x) is "(~580r))", where Wx)
the %(a) is ~SB(a).

" a sentence-form mxi nx

It follows from A2", A3", and Ft l, that if aisin 3 and 2l(_c)
is a sentence-form in x, then 21(a) is a uniquely determined
element of ty.

Fi3. If 21(x) is a sentence-form in x, then there is a unique
element A in % x such that YAa . = . 21(a) for all a in 3.
A sentence-form expresses a propositional function, and F XZ
assures us that every propositional function determines a property A such that the proposition that A a is always equivalent
to the value of the propositional function for the argument a.
Of course, FX S is to be understood as applying to sentence-forms
in any letter.
We shall denote this uniquely determined property by £%(x).
Dl. "(x)%(x)" for "Y[m(x)".
Note that if p is in ty, the "p" is a formula in x, and
Y(xp)a m p

for all am 3,

by condition (b) in the definition of "21(a)".

Pi4. If p is in ty and A is in % x , then
Y(x)(pDAx) .D.pDUAFx s. If Aisin & and aisin 3, then YT[A D Aa.
F_6. ty and 3 are non-empty.
In this formulation of the first order logic of monadic functions the letter x in the syntax language plays therole of a variable with values in 3f, i.e. for which names of members of $
may be substituted. It is also possible to give a formulation in
which the variables are part of the object language; this carries
with it simplifications of some parts of the theory and complications of other parts.
In the expressions "xU(x)" and "(x)U(x)" the letter x is a
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nothing to do with the particular
dummy symbol, that is, it has
lements of % x and here denoted. For this reason, in expres0f thi s type "x" is called an apparent variable or a bound
variable. Such apparent variables are very convenient to work
with but the concepts of "variable" and "apparent variable"
are quite difficult to analyze precisely; the detailed discussion of
a
these notions is consequently deferred to later section.
complicated
notions of "apparent
We can eliminate the
a
very
by
simple device, at the
variable" and sentence-form
postulates
primitives.
and
The extra primicost of several extra
a
since they are
economy
tives and postulates amount to real
special senthree
very
assumption
of Fx 3 for
equivalent to the
propositional
"constant"
xp
is the
tence forms. The idea is that
function whose value is the proposition p for any argument a,
and similarly x(~Ax) and x(Ax A Bx) are the properties which
correspond to A' and .4 Pi P in the algebra of classes. An examination of the definition of "sentence-form in x" shows that these
suffice for the construction of the properties corresponding to
arbitrary

sentence-forms.

We are thus led to adjoin two new primitive unary operations
X, ', and a binary operation P>, and the following postulates,
replacing F x3 and FA, to the primitive frame:
FJ. If p is in $, then Kp is a uniquely determined element
of gi
,
uniquely
and
A
P
B
are
then
A'
,
in
If
A
and
B
are
Fs.
&
determined elements of % x "
F x 9. If pisin % and alsin 3, then h#P« ■PF x lo. If Aisin % x and aisin 3, then YA'a m ~Aa.
B)a
F x ll. If A and B are in %x and aisin 3, then Y(A P
= Aa A Pa.
is ing!, then h^pC A .D.pD[[A.
F x l2. If pis in
D2. "A CB" for "U((A H B')')".
with
We could have achieved greater elegance had we worked
the combination "(A Pi B')"' instead of "O", or had we formulated the propositional logic in terms of "~" and A Postulate P x l2 could be replaced by

.

__

.
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Fx l2'. If pisin $ and Aisin fo
.D.p a

ru.

, then hll (#pP A)

We chose the present form to facilitate comparison with the
postulates F x l-F x 5 and with some logics introduced later.
It is now only an exercise for the reader to prove FX S and F 4
from Al"-A7", Fx l, Fx 2, Fxs-F\l2. We leave the rest of this
alternative development for him to work out for himself.
We return now to the postulates Al"-A7", Fx i-Fx 5, and their
consequences. We shall denote the statement in the syntax language that A and B are the same element of %x by "A = B".
TI. If YAa m Bafor all a in 3, ihen A = B.

Proof. "(Bx)" is a sentence form in x.
a unique element C in %x such that
hCa

.

Hence, by Fx 3, there is

= Ba

for all am 3s But A and B are such elements, so that they must
be the same.

If A is in g, , then A = x(Ax).
Corollary lb.
If %(x) is a sentence-form in x, and %(y) is the
result of substituting "y" for "x" in %(x), then m(x) = y%(y)
Corollary

la.

andY(xmx) m (y)%(y).

This follows from Px 3, T2.2.28, and TI.
Corollary

[-21(a)

m

lc. // 2.(z) and -$(3) are sentence forms in x, and
58(a) for all a in $, then xU(x) = £$b(x).

Corollary lb justifies our assertion that "x" is a dummy

symbol in "xn(x)" and "(x)%(x)".

T2.
T3.

// 21 (x) is

a

sentence-form in x and

Hx)*(x) 0.21(a).

//

a is in $, then

(Pis,Pi3).

21(3) is a sentence-form in x and h2l(a) for all a in 3,

Hx)X(x).

T4. The set of postulates Al"-A7", F x l-FX Q is consistent.
Proof. Let % be the two-element Boolean algebra with and

~
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defined as in 111, identifying t with 1 and / with 0, let g,
contain two elements V and A, and 3 contain only one element
3
"

let application and Yl De defined by the tables
f[A
A I Aa I l\A

V
A

11
0

1
00

Then the postulates are obviously satisfied For the verification
then
of Fj3, note that if 21(3) is an arbitrary
so
that
21(a)
=
1,
0
or
21(a) =
h 2l(a) =Aa or h2l(a) be Va

in the respective cases.
Essentially, our proof of consistency is the verification that
the postulates hold in a universe of one individual.
D3. "(lx)%(x)" for "~(x). -21(3)", i.e. "(3x)%(x)" is
an abbreviation for " ~Y[&(~%(x))"', where 21(3) is a
sentence-form in x. The letter "x" is, of course, a
dummy symbol in "( 3*) 21(3)". If Aisin %x and a
is in 3, then |-Aa. D .( 3 x)Ax.
More generally, if 21(3) is a sentence-form in x and a is in 3?,
then

h2l(a) .D.(3z)21(3).

Proof.

Y(x) .—21(3) O: -21(a). (T2). Now apply T2.2.9,

A7", and D2.
T6. 7/ 21(3) is a sentence-form in x,
Proof.

then

h(x)2l(3) .3. (3 x) 21(3).
Let abein 3 (FXQ). Then T2 and T5 yield the con-

clusion.
Note that we needed in T6 the assumption that there are
individuals. In some formulations where the notion of "variable
is used rather freely, T6 is proved without this assumption, but
the deduction, while formally correct, smacks of sleight of hand.
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One may doubt that a formal system in which such a dedn _■'
is valid is a correct representation of our admittedly
v
intuitive ideas of what constitutes a valid inference.

T7.

// 21(3) and 53(3) are sentence-forms in 3, then
Y(*)M(x) D 53(3) Oi (*)»(*) O (*)»(«).

Proo/. Let a be in $. Take (3) .21(3) D £5(3) and (3)21(3) «.
hypotheses. Then
,
(*)«(*) 3 21(a),
(T2 ]
(*)«(*),
*(«),
(*) .21(3) D 58(3) Oi 21(a) D 58(a),
(T2)
21(a) D 58(a),
and
58(a)
constitute a proof of 53(a) from the hypotheses. By the
deduction theorem (T2.3.3a),
(1) X*) .»(*) D 53(3) O: (x)%(x)
ByT3,
(2) X*) :■ (x) .21(3)

. D 53(a).

D 58(3) Oi (x)K(x) O 53(3)

The conclusion follows by two applications of
FA and A7"
Note that in (1) and (2), (3) .21(3) D 58(3) and (3)21(3)
are
elements of % The inference is perhaps more obvious if
we denote these elements by "p" and "g", respectively, thus:

YpD.qD 53(a),

Hx) -.pD.qD 53(3), etc.
The quantifiers have "killed" the
variable
dead

, it has no significance in the rest

C^°(3)

(3

TB.

ARY

U ' HX)

// pisin % and
Y(x)

' %{X)

D ® (X)

3, so that being
of the argument.

°

!

(3x)m

%(x ) is a
sentence-form in 3, then

.%(x)Dp:D:(3x)%(x) Op

D
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proof. Let abe in 3f, and take (x) .21(3) D P and
hypotheses. Then
(x) .21(3) D P,
(x) .21(3) DpO: 21(a) Dp,
21(a)

D

——

—

p as

(T2)

P,

21(a) DpO.-pD ~2l(a),
p D —21(a),

(T2.2.11)

p,
-21(a)

Then
is a proof of —21(a) from the hypotheses.
Y(x) .21(3) D P pi ~P D ~8(«)
applications Fi4, T2.2.2, A6", and
for all a in 3- Now T3, two
yield the conclusion.
A7", and finally D3
.(*)»(*)"
T9. h(z) Mx) ** »(*) O: (*)*(*) *
T2.2.15, h«(«)
Proof. If a is in 3, then by D2.2.3 and
X*)
«*(*) 3 ®W
by
T3
Hence,
■ 58(a) D 21(a) D 53(a).
"*(*) ■ *<*)
X*)
yield
A7"
D 21(3) D »(*)" Now T7 and
tosether Wlth
fcheorems
Oi («) .^(aO 3 ®(x)' and the same
T2.2.2 give
h(3) .21(3) m 58(3) O: (*)«(*) .D. (*)*(*)"
reasoning
If in the first step we use T2.2.16, then by the same
we arrive at

O: (*)»(*) O- (*)*<*>'
T2.2.24, A7", and D 2.2.3.
and the conclusion now follows from
»(*) Oi <3*)*(*> .»" (3»)*WTlO. h(*).2l(z)
h(3) .21(3)

be

-

58(3)

?>

~® (
a)
-*(«)
Proo/. If aisinathenh2l(«) by F,2, T7,~*<
T2.2.21
, and
A7
(T2.2.21). The conclusion follows
again.

-^

Til. Hp D (*)«(*) :=:(x).pD «(*)"

"
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Proof. Y(x) .p D 21(3) :D:pD (x)%(x) (FA, let A = x{ %{x))
Here we use thefact that

''

YpDAa.= .pD 21(a)

for all a in 3, and T3.ld. Let a be in 3, and take p D (x)%(
\
and p as hypotheses. Then
!
P,

and

P 3(^)51(3),
(*)«(*),
(*)«(*) O. 21(a),
21(a)

(T2)

are a proof of 21(a) from the hypotheses. Hence

hpD (x)*(x) .D.pD 21(a).
Now Fx 2, Fx4, and A7" yield the other half of the equivalence
and T2.2.14 and A7" complete the proof.
The proofs of the following are left as exercises for the reader.

Tl2.
Tl3.
Tl4.
Tl5.

h(3z)2«3) O.p :-:(*) .21(3) D PY(x) .21(3) A p :=: (3)21(3) .A p.
Y(x) .21(3) V p := : (x)%(x) .V. p.
Yilx) .21(3) A p : = :(3x)%(x) .A. p.
Tl6. h(33) .21(3) V p :be s (3a-) M (x) .v.p.
Tl7. f-(z)2t(3) O. p .be. ( 33) M (X) Dpm
TlB hpD (33)21(3):^: (3^) .p
D^}

.

Ill' &l "SI *

V (a:)
T2O. h(x) :2T(3) A £8(3)

°

-.-.
v

.

(3*)»(*).:_,,<*>*<*>
(x)%{x) A (*)©(*).
!

In order to construct a logic for polyadic
propositional functions, that is, intuitively, functions of
several
variables with
propositions as values, we
must introduce some new primitives.
We proceed with the following
intuitive idea in mind. The diadic
function that x is bigger than y may be
thought of as a function
of the one individual
variable x whose value, corresponding to
1S a m nadic
function of V- Thus "2 is bigger
Pa"_ 1S bigger than y" cxPres « monadic prepositin
n»l functions
f
r
tional
and are regarded as the values of the previous

°
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....

for the arguments 2 and Spain, respectively. If A 22is a
and ais an individual, then A a is
Dropositional function
function obtained as a value
propositional
the monadic
2
a. Thus A a will be a member
of
A
2
is
argument
the first2
will be a proposition, i.e. a member of *$. We
nf ft and A a/3
instead (A 2a)@, but the use of simple juxtawritten
m Vht have
denote the application of a function to an individual
P tion to
ambiguity. We shall also need an extension
"11 not lead to any
To this end we regard 17 as an
quantifier.
of the universal
diadic
functions intomonadic functransforms
Deration which
diadic
functions, and so on, in
into
functions
tions triadic
the
rules
with
accordance

°

Y(T\A 2)a

HE^V/3

bb

-

(3)A 23a,
(x)A3xa(3, etc.

2
xy" is the sentence(Here A" is an n-adic function.)uThus 2if "A
will
denote "for all x,
)a"
(Y[A
y",
then
than
bigger
form "x is
precise
to
formulation of
proceed
a
a".
We
now
x is bigger than
these ideas.
, ,
We take as primitive notions classes $, X, 3, %x , 5a ""
operations
binary
D
% n , " , unary operations and JX and
application, the latter denoted by juxtaposition. Here %,
X, 3, 3. i , and D are to be interpreted as before, and for each
to be conceived as the class of n-adic propositional functions. We shall use capital Latin letters with the superscript "n"
the
to denote members of %n , and shall otherwise continue to use
notational conventions previously explained. By a sentenceform in 3X , 32 , " " " , xk we shall mean a string of signs built up
from theletters xx , "" " , xk , names of elements of $, 3, 5i > * ' ; >
5. , "" " , and of the primitive operations, and parentheses, m
accordance with the following rules:
-"

and
~
n,Vis

—

a* ,
if A" is in % n , then "An "" " " is a sentence-form in x x ,
each
of
which
is
signs,
where "
denotes a string of n
of
S;
"3." for some i or a name of an element
a* j
if pisin $, then "p" is a sentence-form in x x ,
<&)
"(«0
then
if 53 and 6 are sentence-forms in xx ,""",** »
,
x
,
and "(—58)" are sentence-forms in 3i " " " k

"" ""

""-^
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A sign such as "2I(3 X " " ,xk )" shall denote a sentence-f
in 3i , "" " , xk If 21.3J , "" " , xk) is a sentence-form in xx
then "2l(ai
" , ak )" shall denote the result of
"a," for "x", i = 1, " " , k, and is a name of a uniquely g
termined member of $. (See p. 75 for an explicit definition in ._"
case of one letter.)
Our postulates are as follows :

.

substitut**'
?

■

Al"-A7" and Fx l-Fx 6 as before.
P„l. If A" is in %"„ and aisin 3. then A na and Y[A n
a
uniquely determined elements of Fn x
Fn2. If A n is in %n and a 2
" , an are in $, then

_ .

hn^-"«2 '""an bs (x)A xa """ a.
, 3„) is a sentence-form in xx , "" " }x% then
FJS. If 21(3i ,
there is a unique element A in % such that VA a x
a
be 2l(ax ,
, a.) for all ax , " " " , a in $.
D4. If 21(3! , """ , 3 ) is a sentence-form in 3, , "" " , Xn , then
n

2

"..

n

n

n

"".

"-.

n

n

we shall denote the element A n of %n whose existence and
uniqueness is postulated in F„S by xx x 2 "" " 3„2.(a:,
""

Thus

Hi

i

O-

x n 21(3,

".

" " " , an in $.
(3i)21(3i
" ,3 )

for all a,

D5.

"''

"'

,

(TLxi

n

"■

' 3n 21(3i

, x )ax """a
n

-

"

, Xn)) X2

n he

.-.

2l(a,

Xn

, a„)

"

.

Note that the uniqueness guaranteed in P 3 assures us that
x", "" " , and "3„" are dummy symbols in "xx "" 3 21(x, ,
B

"""

, O", e.g.

4' " " 421(3!

,

... ,

"

.. . kafcfc

8

" , 2/„)
and similarly for any other string of n
distinct letters. The order
of the letters in the prefix is,
however, essential, for

while

Xn) -j x

, 3 )ax a = 2l(ai , a 2),
1-4421(3! , 3 )a!a2 == %(a , a,).
Mi421(3!

2

2

2

2
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xn%(xx , "" " , xn) is in Fn ,so that
note that xx
In D 5
,
is in &_, , and "x x ", "" " , "3„" are
)
x
"
,""
n£i
&Ji(xx
string,
in
this
and therefore
symbols
dummy

...

■"

■

H

(Zi)2l(3i

, """ , 3„)

,

.

is a sentence-form in x "" " a;* We can, then, apply the quanoperation to the latter string and obtain

tification

(32)(3i)2l(3x ,32

, 3 ), etC

"

n

n
T2l. rU" = 4 " " " xn((x x )A x x x2 " " " 3n).
Proof. For all a 2 , " " " , an in 3, we have

hflA"a

2

"""-_*„ =

(3i)A3ia2
3 2 "" "

"" " an

in ((3i)An3i3 2

"" "

xn)a2

"" "

and the theorem follows from the uniqueness asserted in P„3.
T22. K*)(y)*(*,v) ■ ■&/)(*)*(*. v)2
#21(3, y), B = yx%(x, y). Then (3)21(3, y)
2
), and similarly
(y)(x)%(x,y) =
2
(x)(y)21(3, ?/) = Ilfll^ ) " Now take (x)(y) 21(3, y) as hypothesis,
and let a, /3 be in 3. Then

A 2=
Proo/. Let
2
and
(EU
)2A
=

FRfl^

ncns ),) D
2

IKE.*

2

dlB )a,
2

(TiB )ct,
(Y[B 2)a D 82(3a,B 2(3a,
2

(P„2)

821a3 ,B2l3a,
82(3aB2(3a

D 2l(a, 0),
2l(a, /?),
2l(a, 0) D A 2a(3,

A 2a)3

form a proof of A 2ao from the hypothesis. Hence h-Tlffl-82) V>
A 2a/3. Since this holds for all j8in 3, then
5') 3 (IXOp,
by Pi2, Px 4, and A7". Applying these postulates again, we
obtain
i-noi* 2) d

l-IIdl

n<rLn.
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By symmetry, HTMLO 3 Fldl^2) and consequently tho
theorem holds by T2.2.14 and A7".

i is any permutation of the integer
Ifix ,
, n, then Y(xit ) "" (x in)%(xx " , x ) = (X| ) . .. .
" " " , 3 ).
D6. (Xx
" , 3„)2l(3x
" ,3 ) =
(3i) " " " (3„)2I(3! , " " " , X )
D7. (3
" , 3 )21(3,
" , x ) =
(3a;,) """ (3a; )2t(3. , " " " , x )
T24. If ix , " " " , i is a permutation of 1, " " " , n, then
h(3a\. , """ ,3,021(3, ,-"" " ,x ) 33
(3X , "" " , 3 )21)3x , """ , 3„).
Corollary 22a.

1, """
21(3i ,

H

■

H

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

X

A good deal of mathematics can be built up on the basis of the
postulates of this section. For example, much of arithmetic can
be developed if we adjoin to those already given the following
primitives and postulates:
primitive
N1
S2
E2
1

PO.
PL
P2.
P3.
P4.
P5.
P6.
P7.
PB.
p9.
PIO.
Pll.

interpretation
("N a" shall mean "a is a positive integer")
("S2a(3" shall mean "/? =a 4- 1")
("E2ap" shall mean "a = 0")
(the integer one)
l

Nl is in & , and S2, E2 are in

hA^l-

g2 , and lisin 3.

Y(x,y) -.N'xAS'xy .D.N'y.
Y(x, y, z) : S2xy A S 2xz .D E2yz

.

Y(x).NIxD1xD (3y)S2xy.
Y(x) ~S2 xl.
Y(x, y, z) : S 2xz A S2yz .D E2xy,
Y(x)E2xx.
Y(x, y) .E2xy m E2yx.
Y(x, y, z) :E2xy A E2yz O. E 2xz.
// A*1 is m& , then Y(x, y) . E2xy O. A J3 = A 1?/.
//A is mgi, to (-A x l .A (3, z/):. A x 3 A S2xy O
Ay ::D::(x) .Nl x D Ax.

.

.
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words, Pl says that 1 is a positive integer, P2 that the
ssor of an integer is an integer, P3 that an integer can have
successor, P4 that every integer has at least one
a most one
essor P5 that 1 has no predecessor, P6 that integers with
,
me successor are the same, P7-PlO are the usual properties
postulate of mathematical induction.
f aua lity, and Pll is the
essentially
Peano's postulates for arithmetic.
Pl-P5 and PH are
logic
just constructed is illustrated by
the
defect
of
The main
about
all members of % x can be made
A
statement
PIO and PH.
but
not
in
the object language. We have
language
in the syntax
applying
quantifiers
to letters representing
for
no machinery
a new primitive
course,
of
introduce
can,
We
elements of % x
:
of
the
type
postulates
class gi i and
1
is in %
If A 1is in %x , and Tis in %x , x , then TA is in <$, J\t
1
If A 1is in %x , and ris in % ltl , then YU T D TA , etc.

\

.

-

Then we should also need to deal with sentence-forms in variables representing elements of gi ,""",$„ , " " " , and also gltl ;
we should wish to apply quantifiers to letters representing elements of &.! , and similarly for $„ , etc. The manifold complications of such a system, not to speak of its inelegance, forces us to
look for a better system. We shall discuss two ways of overcoming these difficulties. The first depends upon the construction of
a very expressive object language without regard to any interpretation. We distinguish between various types of strings of
symbols, and giverules for operation on these strings. It is only
later that we interpret these strings as names of objects.
In the second approach, we note that Pn3 can be replaced by
simpler assumptions at the cost of multiplying the primitive
notions. For example, we may adjoin the operator X and two
others C and W to the primitives, and such postulates as
F nK. If A"" 1 is in gn and a x " " ,«. are in 3, then KA"
is a uniquely determined element of % n and
_i

YKA ~ a aa
n 1

1

XC. If A" is in %n

" " " a, se A^'a, " " "
are in
andax "" "

,

,

uniquely determined element of
n
YCA axa2aa "" " an be A a2 aia3
B

.

3, then CA" is a

%n and
"" " an

88
FnW.

is in %„ and ax , " ,an are in $, then WA n+l i
determined element of gn and
uniquely
a
+l
a,a
= A" + aiaia 2 "" " an
hIFA"
2 "" "

IfA

n+l

■■

.

In section 1114 we shall make an independent systematic study
of such operators and shall show how they may be employed in
constructing systems of logic.

Ex 1. Prove the following from Al"-A7",

Fil-Fx 6

then f-p m (x)p.
(a). If pis in
(b). h( 3 4 .21(4 D 53(3) : he : (x)21(3) .D,
(3 453(3).

(c). h( 3421(4 p. (3)53(4 O: (4 Mx) D 53(x).
Ex 2. Prove the following from Al"-A7", Fil-F x 6, Fl-F3
(a). h(4(</) .21(4 A «(_/) := : (3)21(4 -A (y)»(y).
(b). K*)(v) «(*,*) 0.(3) .53(3) d ( 3y)Hx,y) :^ :
( 34( 32/)(4( 3«) .-21(3, y) V -58(2) V

.

<£(z, w).

(c). H*)(v)V(x,v) O. (4 .53(3) D (3y)&(x,y) : h. :
(x)(3y)(3z) .~%(y,z) V -53(3) v £(x, z).
(d). h(4 21(3, 3) :A: (4(y)(z) .21(3, y) A %(y,z)D
2l(a;, z) :A : (4( 3 yW(x, y) .-.= : (x)(y)(z)( 3 ti) i
-21(3, 3) .A. -21(3, y) V -21 (y, z) V 21(3, z)
.A. 21(3, v).
(c). h(4 ~H(-5,-r) :A:(x)(y)(z) .21(3,?/) A 2l(*/,z.0
21(3, z) .O:. (4(1/) .21(3, y) D ~H(y, 4.
(f). X 3421(4 3. (453(4 :^ : (^(y) .21(4 D
«(?).
Ex 3. Prove Fx3 and Fx4 from Al"-A7", Fx l, F x 2, Fis-Fil2.
Ex 4. Define the notion of a sentence-form in
xx , "" " , xk ,

~

Ai ,
By a
Xx ,

.

, x , , , x , "" " , xr , "" " , x"* "
form in Xj , "" " , Xl, , "" " ,
, Xr ,we mean
one of the form "(Qxx ) ""
(Qx )%(xx , " " " , Xk , XI , " " " , XTJ", where *'«&)"
"
4l _x"x
"" "
prene3 sentence

2

a

"".

m

k

is either "(3,)" or "( 3 3,)" and 21 is a sentence-form
with no quantifiers. Prove that every sentence-form

89

with only bound variables is equivalent

to a prenex
c,
Ex.
(See
2(b,
c)
above.)
sentence-form.
Ex.s. (a). Prove that if 21(X\ , "" " , X\) is a sentence-form
in X\ , " " " , X\ with only bound variables, then
21 is equivalent to a Boolean function (£ of the
following 2k sentence-forms:

(34 .SBiO) V

"""

V 53„(3),

—

where 53i(3) is either X\x or X<3.
that if (5 is not a theorem in the Boolean
Prove
(b).
propositional logic, then there is ak model of
Al"-A7", F xl-Fis, in which 3 has 2 members
and in which (S is invalid.
(c). Prove that if 21(X} , "" " , X\) is a sentence-form
in thefirst order logic of monadic functions, then
either
(1) "if Al, """ ,Alareinsi,then|-2l(Ai, """ ,

Al)"

is a theorem, or there is a finite model (i.e. where
3f contains only a finite number of elements) in
which (1) is invalid,
Ex. 6 (a). Prove that if 3is finite, then for all A 2in % 2
.A2xy A
.-. (x) 2~A 2xx :Ai (x)(y)(z)
(2) |
2
2
A yz D A xz .A : (x)( 3 y)A xy.
(b). Prove that if arithmetic is consistent, then (2) is
not a consequence of Al"-A7", FII-Fl6, FnlF n3. (Hint: take 3to be2 the class of positive
integers and interpret "A xy" as "x is less than
V".)
(c). A formula in the first order logic of monadic
functions iseither universally valid and provable,
or is refutable in some finite model. This is not
true in the logic of polyadic functions.
Ex 7 (a). If 21(3, X\ , "" " , XI) is a sentence-form in 3,
XI,
,X„,andif A\ , """ ,A£ are in & , then
there are elements px , " " " , P» in $ and Boolean

—

"..
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functions 53i(3) " " , 53„(3) , of A\x ,
t 41
such that
(3) Y(x)~Mi(*) A 53,(4 (i,j = 1, " " " ,n;i *j)
and h2l(a, A\
" , Al) .=.px A 53x (a) v '
p2 A 532 (a) .V. """ .V.pn A 53n (a).
(b). If 21(3, y, X\ , "" " , XI) is a sentence-form in x, y
X\, " " " , Xl , and if A\ , " " " , Al are in & , then
there are elements p'xi ,%,j = 1, " " " , n, in $ and
Boolean functions 53x (3) "" , 53n (3) as in 7(a)
such that (3) holds and
h2l(a, 0, A] , """ , Al) .he. pu A 58x («) A
53 x (/3) .V. pX2 A 53x (a) A 532 (,8) .V. """ .v
pm A 53„(a) A 53n(/3).
Ex 8 Let 3s be the class of real numbers, which we may
interpret geometrically as points on a line. To every
element A 1 of % x there corresponds the class of all
points 3 such that A x x. Similarly, to every element A 2
of 2 there corresponds the class of all points (x, y) in
the plane such that A 2xy. Now take % x to be the class
of all monadic properties of the form "i(a < 3)" or
"x(x < a)", i.e. the class of all half-lines, together with
all others obtainable from these by the use of the
postulates Al"-A7", Fx l-Fx 6.
(a). Prove that a property A 1is in g. x if and only if it
corresponds to the sum of a finite number of
disjoint intervals. (An interval is taken in the
widest sense, i.e. with or without either or both
endpoints, and it may degenerate to a single
point, or it may be a half-line or the whole line
in extreme cases.)
(b). Prove that if 21(3, y) is a sentence-form in 3, y,
the corresponding class of points (3, y) in the
plane such that 21(3, y) is an "elementary figure",
i.e. a sum of a finite numberof disjoint rectangles,
quarter-planes, half-planes, etc., with sides parallel to the axes.
(c). Conversely, to every elementary figure in the
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plane there corresponds such a sentence-form
%(x, y).
Thus the class of polyadic propositional
functions definable in terms of monadic functions
alone is extremely restricted. On the other hand,
essentially all of mathematics can be expressed in
terms of diadic functions. (SeeLowenheim f 171]9,
Kalmar [384]5, 6, 8.)
SECTION 3 SOME VERY EXPRESSIVE LANGUAGES
We shall now describe several languages which have been
proposed and shall show how the difficulties of the last section
can be eliminated. In section 5 we shall show how these languages are adequate for expressing much of mathematics. The
problem of defining precisely what is meantby an interpretation
of a language is not yet completely solved. For the present we
shall content ourselves with intuitive interpretations which are
at best vague.
We shall first construct the "pure" functional calculus of the
first order. In general we shall follow the exposition of Church
[X]l9, with certain modifications to avoid an alphabet of infinitely many signs. Our alphabet consists of the signs 0, 1, a, /,
By a string we shall mean a finite sequence of
(, ), D, and
these signs. Sometimes we shall exhibit strings explicitly; more
often we shall use special symbols as abbreviations for certain
strings. In any context such a symbol may, of course, be replaced by the string which it abbreviates. We shall use capital
Latin letters as names of strings. Two strings are said to be the
same if they have the same length I, i.e. the number of signs in
each is the same, and if for each k, 1 < k < I, the fc-th sign of
each is the same. If A and B are strings then "AB" shall denote
the string consisting of A followed by P. We shall introduce
abbreviations thus:
" " " for A,
where it is to be understood that " " " is an abbreviation for the
string A.

—.
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Dl A string in the signs ax , """,ak is a non-null string each of
whose signs is one of "a", """ , "a". The class of such
strings is denoted by ©(a,
" , ak). This
definition
will apply to all languages here constructed.
D2. An individual is a string of the form "aA", where A is a
©(0).

D3. If nis a ©(1), then function of degree n is a string of the
form "fnA", where A is a ©(0).
We identify the strings in 1 with the positive integers for the
sake of the exposition. This could be avoided at the cost of complicating the following definitions.
D4. A sentence is a string formed according to the following
rules:
(a). If F is a function of degree n and x x , " " " , xn are
individuals, then P3i32 "" " xn is a sentence,
(b). If p and q aresentences, then p and (p Dq) are

—

sentences.
(c). If p is a sentence and x is an individual, then (x)p
is a sentence.

In the intuitive interpretation the "individuals" will be either
names of individuals in the ordinary sense or variables ranging
over the class of individuals. We use the term "individual" here
instead of the more suggestive term "individual variable" for the
sake of brevity. Actually our language is so framed that the only
true sentences are generally true sentences, i.e. those which are
valid for all individuals. A function of degree n will express a
propositional function of n individuals such as ". gives
to
.". If this is denoted by "F" and 6, c, and d are individuals,
then the sentence "Fbcd" shall express the proposition that b
gives c to d. If p is a sentence, then the
sentence "(x)p" shall
express the proposition that for all
individuals x, p. We shall
ft n d n te individuals by "x", "y", "z",
"" " , sentences by
u M u ?,
P » "q", "" " , and functions of degrees nby "F ", "G",
n
It will be convenient to make use of the "null" string, denoted
by "A", consisting of no signs at all. Thus
AA and A A shall
be the same as A for any string A.

..

..
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D5. (Ai , "" " > A k) is a partition of PifP is AiA 2 """ Ak
D6. A is part of B if there are strings C and D (either of
which may be null) such that P is CAD.
If C is null, then A is called a head of B.
If D is null, then A is called a tail of P.
is
If
x
an individual, and (C, x, D) is a partition of P,
D7.
and "0" is not a head of D, then (C, 3, D) is called
an occurrence of 3 in P.
If
DB. a; is an individual and (C, x, D) is an occurrence of
3 in P, and if thereexists a sentence p and strings C,
and Dx such that CI3DI is (x)p and C\ is a tail of C
and _Di is a head of D, then (C, 3, D) is called bound.
Otherwise (C, x, D) is called free.
If
D9. Xx , " ' ' ,xn are distinct individuals and pis a sentence,
and if (C x , x it , C23._ "" " Ck+X), """ , (Cxx tl """ Ck ,
x ik , Ck + 0 are all the free occurrences of these individuals in p, then Sb{xx , " " ""', xn ,p) (yx , "" " , yn) is
the string Ci^C " " " Cky ik Ck+x This latter string is
thus the result of substituting "y" for '%" (i = 1,
, n) in all free occurrences of the 3's in p.

.

...

DlO.
Dll.
Dl2.
Dl3.
Dl4.

( 3 x)p for —(3) —p.
p D s gfor (x)(p D g).
pD XtV q for (x)(y)(pDq).
p H=x afor (x)(p m q).
p = x , v q for (x)(y)(p =q)

and throughout this section we shall use the
In Dl3
and Dl4
conventions
of 112.
definitions and
We shall now define a subclass of sentences called true sentences and shall denote the proposition that p is a true sentence
by "hP"Dl5. A sentence sis said to be true (i.e. HO if and only if its
being so follows from the following rules:
FL
If hp and h(p D q), then (-tf.
FII. If hp, then Y(x)p, where xis any individual.
Fill. If p, q, and r are sentences, then
Hp D.qDr.D-P D Q 3 -P

r
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FIV. If p and q are sentences, then hp D qD p.
FV. If p and q are sentences, then h~P D—qD .g ~}
FVI. If p and g are sentences and xis an individual with
free occurrences in p, then

HP D, g O. P D

(4ff-

FVII. If p is a sentence and 3 and 2/ are individuals, and there
are no strings C, Cx , D, Dx such that (C, x, D) i s a
free occurrence of 3in p, Cx is a tail of C, Dx is a head
of D, and CI3DI is (y)q for some sentence q, then
K*)P D <S&{_r, p}(y).
In Dl5the phase "follows from
We remedy this in

""

"" is not clearly defined.

Dl 6. The sequence px ,
p„ of sentences is called a proof ot
gif pn is q and for each i, 1 < i < n, either
(a). Pi has one of the forms described in FIII-FVII
or

(b). there are; and k < i such that pk is (p,- D Pi), or
(c). there is a/ < i such that p, is (aOp/ , where xis
an individual.
A sentence q is said to be true if there is a proof of g. The
language whose construction is embodied in the preceding definitions will be called L x
It is now easy to show that L x is essentially equivalent to the
object language of the previous section. It is slightly weaker because of the absence of any analogue to Pn3 (p. 84). This postulate, introduced partly for the sake of the theory of quantification as developed there, says that is complete
with respect to
%n
elementary propositions, i.e. that any sentence-form in x x , "" " ,
x corresponds to an element of
%n , so that relations may be
defined impredicatively. Otherwise the deductive power of these
two systems is the same. The
main difference is that previously
we had an object language which communicated something,
namely certain properties and relations involving the elements
of +>> tfi , 3, etc. The center of
interest was just the properties of

.
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the
elements
of these classes, and the
and relations between
object language was merely a convenient tool for expressing
exposition the syntax of the object lanthese matters. In the
guage was an automatic affair since we gave rules for determindenotes (e.g. Fxl) and these enable us to
ing what a given string
string
a
is meaningful or not. There is no obdecide whetherproblem
of interpretation, for if we are given cerscurity in the
objects,
$, X, 3, $1 . etc., and operations , D,
tain classes of
IT etc. defined upon them, then the question of whether these
constitute an example of the deductive science there considered
simply requires an examination of these classes and operations,
and a verification of the postulates. If the classes ty, X, 3, Si ,
gn and the operations are given concretely, then this
verification of the postulates involving only these classes is a
matter of direct observation. On the other hand, in this section
we have constructed an object language without any reference
at all to the denotations of the signs and strings. Our rules for
the classification of strings as individuals, functions, and sentences, and true sentences may be considered merely as rules for
a game played with these signs. The problem of consistency may
be thought of as the problem of whether the game is loaded
against us or fair, i.e. whether every sentence is true or not. The
game is interesting insofar as the proposed intuitive interpretation is acceptable, i.e. as our mental habits agree with the rules
of the game when the signs and strings are interpreted in that
way. This is unsatisfactory mathematically since there is no
effective way of determining exactly what our mental habits,
i.e. yours and mine and the other fellow's, are, and of communicating them with complete precision to others, or even to ourselves. (In the latter respect the situation is analogous to that of
the indeterminancy principle in quantum mechanics; the very
act of observing our own thought processes changes the phenomena observed.) Thus the most interesting and important
interpretation of our object language is unfortunately one whose
acceptability we cannot test, and therefore is unavailable to us
in a rigorous theory. In this way thje problem of defining the
notion of an interpretation of a language becomes of funda-

—
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mental importance when a language is constructed syntactically
i.e. without any reference to what its strings denote. This ha'
been neglected by a number of otherwise competent authors
who construct languages (or as they sometimes call them
calculi) independently of an interpretation and content themselves with giving untestable intuitive interpretations. Such
practices have given rise to the view that mathematics consists
of a game played with meaningless signs according to certain
prescribed rules, and to the charge that this way of approaching
logic and mathematics is not mathematics at all since the latter
is not such a conventional game. It must be said that many
writers who attack mathematical logic on this basis insist on
some mystical virtues of ordinary language as compared to a
precisely constructed language of the sort under consideration
and forget that words are also symbols, and that ordinary language merely differs from these other symbolic languages in that
its rules of syntax are very complicated and never stated precisely and explicitly. (It is true that there are countries like
France and Sweden which have official agencies, their academies,
which formulate canons of correct usage, but an examination of
these formulations and a comparison with those of logicians
show that the last statement holds without exception.)
We observe, however, that the study of an object languagefor
its own sake without reference to an interpretation is often fruitful and has led to results of fundamental importance. We
shall, ourselves, make use of this procedure. But we emphasize
that a language must have an interpretation in order for it to
serve as a language, namely as a tool for communication, and
that those who neglect this, and those who dogmatically insist
that the study of a language independently of its meaning is the
only rigorous procedure, are wrong. This statement is itself
somewhat dogmatic; it is difficult not to be dogmatic when one
feels strongly about something.
The language L x is adequate for much of mathematics but
suffers as indicated at the end of the preceding section, from the
defect of lacking an apparatus for applying
quantifiers to functions. We shall now consider some proposed
remedies of this
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due to Wiener, and later simplified by Kurasituation. A device
us to develop the theory of

towski, enables

polyadic functions
functions, or alternatively from the theory
of
monadic
that
from
of classes. We shall adopt this procedure. In this section we shall
of various languages and
restrict ourselves to the construction
adequacy
section
5
their
in
for mathematics.
discuss
shall
We shall first construct a language L 2due originally to Russell and Whitehead, simplified by the aid of thedevice of Wiener
and Kuratowski, and formulated in a precise manner by Tarski.
The following exposition is due essentially to Quine. Our alphabet consists of the signs (, ), E, ~, D, a, 6, and v.

Dl7. A variable of type n, where n is a ©(6), is a string of the
form "vnA" where A is a ©(a).
DlB. A sentence is a string built up according to the following
rules:
(a) If 3 is a variable of type n and y is a variable of
type nb, then (x E y) is a sentence.
(b) If p and q are sentences, then 'p and (p Dq) are

—

sentences.
(c) If pis a sentence and 3is a variable (of any type),
then (x)p is a sentence.

A string is a sentence if and only if its being so follows from
theserules.
In the intuitive interpretation a variable of type 6 will be an
individual variable, a variable of type bb will denote a variable
whose values are classes of individuals, a variable of type bbb will
denote a variable whose values are classes of classes of individuals, etc. Other strings will be assigned interpretations in a manner analogous to that of the previous language (see p. 92). The
paradoxes will be avoided since strings of the form "(x E 4"
are not sentences, by condition (a) in DlB, and hence the rules
for the construction of true sentences do not apply to them.
Definitions D5-Dl4 are taken over with the change that
"individual" is to be replaced by "variable" in D7-D9.

Dl9. (3 Cy) for (z)((z E x) D (z E y)Y
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If z is a variable of type n and x and y are variables of tv
then (x C._/) is a sentence. Of course, z will turn out to be a
Ur
my symbol in Dl 9.

n"

D2O. A sentence s is said to be true (i.e. |-s) if and only
f
being so follows from the following rules:

'

FI-FVII with "individual" replaced by "variable". I
n FVtt
add to the hypothesis that y is a variable of the same type
a
FVIII. If zis a variable of type n, and 3 and y are
variables
of
type nb, and v is a Variable of type nbb,
then

h ((z)((z Ex) = (zE y)) D

FIX.

((3 Eu)D(yE v))).
If pis a sentence containing no free occurrence
of
variable 3, and y is a variable of type n, and 3 isthe
a
variable of type nb, then

H3x)(y)((y E x)

HEp).

FIX is a form of the "Axiom of reducibility" of
Whitehead
and Russell, stated in a simple and precise manner. Intuitively
it guarantees the existence of the class
of all t/'s such that p in
other words it justifies the definition of
a class by abstraction
rom a propositional function. FVIII says,
the classes x and y have the same members, intuitively, that if
then y is a member
of any class containing 3. Since, by FIX,
every property defines
a class, it follows that y has every property
which 3 has, so that
3 and y are
identical in the intuitive meaning of the word.
Although the system L 2is already adequate
for practically all
*1S
convenient
to
introduce an abstraction
_'
r'
tO maintain Ur mention writing
of
strings
,
We Bhall den te this
"f"
b^
in^ead
of
B"
' J m t0 thG alphabet the si n
make
the
S
3
fdlowW
+
f thG Previous
replace
-d
definiti^
UlB and D2O by D2l
and D22.

7
l!f
X° 5

°
,
°
° °
mZ*!^C^T

beflTH

D2l. We define
(a). If

3

L

"*

" and "sentence" simultaneously:
"^is m
a

typen.

variable of type n, then 3 is a

term of
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(b). If x and y are terms of type n and nb respectively,
then (3 E y) is a sentence.
(c). (b) and (c) as in DlB.
(d). If p is a sentence and 3 is a variable of type n,
then 3 3 p is a term of type nb.

A string is a term or a sentence respectively, if and only if its
the occurrence (C, 3, D)
being so follows from these rules. In D8
3 3 p.
Ci3_Di
be
called
bound
if
is
also
B
will
in
D22. The definition of a true sentence is the same as in D2O
except for the following changes,
(a). In FVII y may be an arbitrary term of the same
type as 3. If y is a variable, then after the phrase
"Cx xDx is (y)q" add "or y 3 g".
Add
the rules
(b).
and 3 and y are variables of type w,
sentence,
pis
FX. If
a
and z is a variable of type nb which has no free occurrence in p, then

YvEx 3p.: = : .(3z) -.yEz .A.(x)((xEz) =p).
If
FXI. p is a sentence, and z is a variable of type nb, and y is
a variable of type nbb, and 3 is a variable of type w,
and there is no occurrence of z in p, then
ha=

3pGV .: = :.(3«)

:Z

.

Ey .A (x)((x E z) =p).

The language obtained from L 2by means of D2l and D22
will be called L 2
We use here and shall continue to use dots for parentheses
according to the conventions explained before. It can easily be
shown (see Hailperin ([IX] 1)) that we can set up a correspondence whereby to each sentence p in L_. there corresponds a
uniquely determined sentence q in L 2 such that

.

(1). Hp = g in L'2 ,
(2). Hp in L'2 , if and only if Yl m L »
*
(3). if pis a sentence in L then hp in Uif and only if hP in
L 2 This shows that the system L', is essentially equivalent to
L L'2 is what we call in the next chapter a conservative exten-

.

2.
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sion of L 2 It is, however, technically easier to manage
Th
following applies to either system, but for the sake of
teehn
1
convenience L'2 will be the one actually used.
In Principia Mathematica Whitehead and Russell
showed '
great detail how practically all of mathematics can be
develop
within a system of which L'2 is a simplified version. On
the oth
hand, Tarski has pointed out that this simplified
version
already adequate for Principia Mathematica. Thus the
present
language is adequate for practically all mathematical
reasoning
All we lack is a consistency proof. But by Godel's
theorem, if the
system is consistent, then any consistency proof
must involve
methods of reasoning which cannot be formulated in the system
To this extent a proof of consistency seems hopeless. This
be considered as a reason for rejecting the system since cannot
Godel's
theorem applies to every adequate system so far proposed
means, however, that the system can be accepted only as It
working hypothesis as long as no contradiction is discovered a
in
it. From this point of view this system is
one of the best which
have been constructed up to now.
While the language L'2 satisfies reasonable
demands of adequacy, it has certain technical defects which cause many
to
consider it unsatisfactory. To illustrate this let
us try to define
the universal class (the "1" ofChapter I). The simplest
is to
choose a sentence p which is universally true, i.e. way
such that
Hx)p, and to define the universal class as the
class of all x such
that p, i.e. as x 3 p. Thus we
are led to the following definitionV for 3 3 (y)((xEy)D (x y)).

*

E

But if the definiens is to be a term, and 3
is a variable of type n,
then y must be a variable of type nb.
Consequently
V is a term
ot type nb The particular
choice of the variables 3 and y is
immaterial since they can easily be shown to be dummy
symbols.
It is now easy toprove that
V) for every term 3 of type n.
X*
E
It 3 ls not a term of type n, then
(3 E V) is not even a sentence.
Hence F denotes the class of all terms
of type n, and for thesake
of precision we must
indicate this, and modify the definition in
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Vn iorx 3 (y)((xEy) D (x E y)),
where 3 is a variable of type n and y is a variable of type nb. We
nave, then, not a single universal class, but infinitelymany, one
for each type. The same phenomenon arises in connection with
all other mathematical concepts. There is an integer 3 for each
type, an arithmetic for each type, and so on. To each true senone type there corresponds an exactly
tence involving terms of
analogous true sentence in eachhigher type. We have an infinite
reduplication of logical principals on the various type levels. To
put it in another way, we can in the object language L 2 express
propositions about all classes of individuals, or about all classes
of classes of individuals, etc., but we cannot express propositions
about all classes, for example.
Whitehead and Russell get around this difficultyby their convention of typical ambiguity. In the theorems and proofs they
do not indicate the types of the terms which occur except in the
rare cases where the neglect of the type distinctions would cause
trouble. It is tacitly assumed that the variables are always
chosen in such a way that the rules of D2l are observed.
Another objection which has been raised is that the theory of
types is artificial. It is contended that such statements as "the
class of all classes is a class" or "the class of all men is a man"
ought to be considered as meaningful, and should therefore be
reckoned as sentences. Hence it is concluded that a theory such
as the theory of types, wherein it is impossible to express such
propositions, does not jibe with our intuitions. There are, however, also very plausible philosophical arguments to the effect
that the type restrictions are natural. We shall not, however,
digress at this point and enter into the dangerous quicksand of
philosophical controversy.
Some authors have dismissed the theory of types as an ad hoc
device, i.e. one invented for the sole purpose of avoiding the
paradoxes. Historically this is surely the case, but is not in itself
a serious objection. For in attacking a problem we often hit upon
a device that works, and then discover, upon reflection, that the
device was an obvious and natural one after all.
Quine ([II]86) has proposed a system which eliminates the
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technical difficulties involved in thetheory of types without 1
ing to any known contradiction. We shall call the language
under construction L 3 The alphabet shall be the same as in
The definitions up to D2l, including the new version of D 8
retained except that all phrases of the form "of type n" m
and D2l are omitted. The same applies to D22 except for FVTT
and FIX. FVII is taken as in L 2rather than L'2 so that the
s h.
stitution of a term of the form "z 3 r" for "y" is not
direct
possible. In order to explain how FIX is to be altered we
mv t
introduce the important concept of stratification.
D 23 If (C, q, D) is a partition of p and (Cx , x, Dx ) is an
occurrence of the variable xin g, then (CCX ,x, DXD)
is
called the (C, q, Z))-extension of (Cx , x, Dx ).
D24 If pis a sentence and [?i , "" " , 2 ] is
n
a division of the
occurrences of the variables in p into a finite number
of disjoint classes, then [2X ,
, 8J will be called a
stratification of p if and only if the following conditions are satisfied:

.

T?
'
r^l

■

-

>

(a). If 3 is a variable, q is a sentence, and (C, q, D) is
a partition of p, then all (C, q, _D)-extensions
of
free occurrences of x in q belong to the same
class.
(b). If there are free occurrences of the variable x in
the sentence g, and (C, (x)q, D) is a partition of
p, then (C(, 3,) qD) belongs to the same class as
the (C, (x)q, D)-extensions of allfree occurrences
of 3 in g.
(c). The analogue of (b) with "x 3 q" instead of
"(x)q".
(d). If (C, (x E y), D) is a partition of p, and x and y
are variables, and if (C(, x, Ey)D) is in S, , then
< n and {C{x E > y>^ is in 8<« "
. . Ihe analogues
(c).
of (d) with "(x E y 3 q)">
"(x 3 r E y)", and "(3
3 r E y 3 q)", respectively, instead of "(3 E y)". In the respec" tive conclusions the class of the corresponding
occurrence of yis ?, , 2i+2 , and 2 i+x

It *

.
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of (C(, x,)qD) according to (b) need not be
Note that the class
of
other occurrences of x in p of the form
that
as
the same
"(C ( x,)qDi)" or °f fr* ee occurrences of xin p.
If an occurrence of a variable in p belongs to £,- , we shall say
that its level is i (in this stratification).

D25. The sentence p will be called stratified if and only if
there is a stratification of p.
We can now explain the desired modification of FIX
FIX. If p is a stratified sentence containing no free occurrence of the variable x, and y is a variable, then
Y(3x)(y)((yEx) = p).

This makes it possible to substitute for "y" in FVII a term of
the form "z 3 r" whenever r is stratified.
The system L 3 just constructed could have been slightly simplified in that we no longer need the sign "b" in the alphabet
since its only use in L2was in providing the distinctions of type.
We have not done this in order to make the transition from L_
to L 3slightly easier. The former procedure would, of course, be
preferable in an independent construction of L 3
The infinite reduplication of logical principles in L. now disappears. For example, we can define the universe V as follows:

.

V for

3

3 ((x E y) D. (x E y)),

where y is any variable different from x. The sentence
"(x EyD v xE y)", or "(y)((x E y) D (x E y))" in its unabbreviated form, is stratified by taking 8i as the class of all
occurrences of x and 22 as the class of all occurrences of y.
FIX', we have
h(3z)(3)(3 G z

.h=.

3G y D v x E y),

which provides a justificationfor the definition of V.
If 3is a variable, then —(3 G a;) is a sentence in L in
contrast to U2 It is, however, impossible to prove by FIX' that

.

(!)

h( 3z)(3)(3 G z

.he.

-(3 G 4),
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so that Russell's paradox is avoided. Postulate FX
yield
(2) h* G y 3 ~(y Ey)
.:-:.( 3z) :xEz.A.(y)((yEz) m

**'

-(?/(=*,))

which no longer leads to contradiction by the substitn.~(y G y)" for "x" by FII, FVII, and FI. If
omitted the condition that p be stratified in FIX'
the (
would be a true sentence.
' n")
Now

T? °f

-"V 3

Hx)(xEz.m. ~(xEx)) :D:zGz.h_. -(*
<= 2)
But
hM2 Gz.HE. M2e2))
Hence \-~(z)(x E z .^ ~(x E x))
so that h(z)
Ez.^.~(x Ex))
and consequently h~( 3 z)(3)(3 Gz. = ~(z

.

.

b
(Ex 2
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Ar^

(T2 01 1
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X

)}

which contradicts (1).
' * -5 ' Fl^
The same reasoning applied to (2) would yield
only

h(4 ~(x E y 3 —(2/ G y)),
which srnipty says that y 3 ~(y y) is the
G
null class.
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involving only special forms of "p" instead of a generalstratified
sentence. A more serious defect of L 3is that there are certain
simple and natural arguments which are correct intuitively and
which can be translated into L but whose validity is not
provable in L These arguments areso plausible that we should
probably condemn L 3as a formalization of logic if the stronger
system obtained by postulating the validity of these arguments
is inconsistent. Rosser ([IV]IS) did not succeed in finding an
inconsistency in this stronger system. By Godel's theorem, we
could not hope to incorporate all consistent and intuitively valid
methods of reasoning into the system.
Other systems have been proposed which avoid the known
paradoxes in a somewhat different way. The first of these was
proposed by Zermelo ([125]3), and later formulated more precisely by Skolem ([247]5). As we have seen, the origin of the
paradoxes is the intuitive process of constructing the class of all
x's which have a certain property. Quine's improvement over
Russell's solution of the problem is to restrict oneself to properties expressedby stratified sentences. Zermelo's idea is that it is
unreasonable to demand that one gather together from the
whole universe those objects which have a given property. He
considers it reasonable to pick out from an already known class
the objects which have the given property. This leads to the
replacement of FIX' by
3.

FIX". If 3, y, and z are distinct variables and p is a sentence
containing no free occurrence of x, then
Y(lx)(y)(yE x : = ; y G z A p).

.

The resulting language will be called L. Zermelo adds certain

postulates providing for the existence of classes constructed
from given classes according to some simple rules. For example,
the following guarantees the existence of the class of all subclasses of a given class:

FXII. If 3, y, z, and v are distinct variables, then
Y(3x)(y)(yE x

.=

.jfG*«)<
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Quine ([l]4s) has shown, however, that L z without
such
tional postulates as FXII (and with a slight
alteration
of FVI Tt
is already adequate for standard methematics as
measured
f
example, by L'2 He does this by constructing within
L,
'
am
of L'2 With Zermelo's additional postulates the system
bee mes
almost as manageable technically as L 3
An interesting alternative has been suggested by
Q
([VI]I3S). As L. stands without FXII and the like,
we
only unable to prove the existence of a class
corresponding
arbitrarily given property, but we are also unable to proveto
that
an arbitrarily given object is a member of some
class. We may
then, weaken the restrictions on those properties which
classes and impose instead restrictions on which objects defin
may be
members of classes. In this way we can eliminate
Russell's
para
dox not by denying the existence of the class
of 3's such that
~(x G x), but by denying that this class can be
a member any
class, m particular itself. Formally this can be done by of
addine to
L z the postulate

.

.

.

°

■

areTt

FXIII. If 3, y, and z are distinct variables, then
Y(3y)(x)(xEy . = . (3z)(3Gz)).
This guarantees the existence of a class which
contains everything which is a member of something.
This
class plays the role
ot V m L It is easy to show that
FXIII and FIX" together are
equivalent to
3.

FIX'". If 3, y, and z are distinct variables, and pis a sentence
containing no free occurrence of 3, then

X 3x)(y)(y Ex

.

:^:( 3 z)(y Gz).A p).

if H a member of some class.
"! °bjeCt anthedement
existence
of the class of all elements
?Vi.

ti.

guarantees

"»

winch have a given property. It
now becomes desirable to add
postulates which guarantee
that certain entities are elements.
in other words, we may supplement

L z either with postulates of
class existence or of elementhood. Both
yield plausible systems.
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Tt

is still too early to decide which of these is the most con-

venient.

We call attention to the detailed development by Beraays
(.11165) °f a system which is essentially the same as L. with
by FIX"' with an additional restriction on p,
FIX" replaced
postulates of class existence. He shows
supplementary
and with
how classical mathematical analysis can be developed on this
basis. In his epochmaking memoir on the continuum hypothesis
Godel ([VI] 112) made use of this system.
EXERCISES

Ex. 1. Interpret in English the following sentences in L x :

Ex. 2.
Ex. 3.
Ex. 4.

Ex. 5.

—

(a). ((a0)/10o0 D /10a00).
(b). ((a0)/10a0 D ~(a0) /lOaO).
(c). ((a0)(a00)/110a0a00 D (a00)(a0)/110a0a00).
(d). (a0)(/110a0a00 D /HOaOaO).
(a0)(a00)(/110a0a00 D /HOOaOOaO).
(c).
(f). ((a0)(/10a0 D /lOOoO) D (/10a0 D /100a0)).
Identify the occurrences of the individuals in the
above sentences. Which are free and which are bound?
Translate the sentences of Ex. 1, 2, p. 88, into L x
Define the notion of consequence (see p. 45 in L x ).
Show that qis a consequence of the sentences r x , " " " ,
mrn if and only if h^i A r 2 A "" " A
D q, where rk is
, xm are all the individuals
(xi) -■ ■ (xm)rk and xx
which occur free in rk
Interpret the following strings in L 2and L 2:
(a). ((vba)((vba E vbba) D (vba E vbbaa)) D
((vba) ((vba E vbbaa) D (vba E vbbaaa)) D
(vba) (vba E vbba) D (vba E vbbaaa)))).
(b). ((vba)(vba E vbba) D (vhaa E vbba)).
(c). ( 3 vbba)(vba) ((vba E vbba) m (vba E vbbaa)).
(d). vba 3 ( 3 vbba)((vba E vbba) A (vbba E vbbba)).
(c). ((vba E vba 3 (vbba) ((vba E vbba) D (vba E
vbba))) m ( 3vbba)((vba E vbba) A (vba)((vba E
vbba) = (vbba)((vba E vbba) D (vba E vbba))))).
(f). vbbaa 3 (vba)((vba E vbba) ■ (vba G vbbaa)).

—

—

.

.

—

i
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Ex. 6. Give suitable definitions in U2 for the following concepts :
(a). The null class of type bb.
(b) The union of a and 0, where a and 0 are terms of
type bbb.
(c). The join of a and 0 where a and 0 are terms of
type bb.

.

(d). The common part of all members of a class of
/
type bbb.

(c). The class of all ideals in the Boolean algebra of
all terms of the type 66.
Translate
the following English sentences into L 3
7.
Ex.
(a). Every member of ais a member of 0.
(b) 3isin a if and only if xisin 0 but not in 7.
(c) For all x, y, and z, if x and y are in a, then 3isin 2
if and only if y is in z.
(d). 0 has a member in common with each member of

.

.
.

a.

(c). For all x and y, if x and y are in a, then 3 and y
have no common members.
(f). There is a class a containing all members of
members of 0.
(g). The members of a are linearly ordered with respect to inclusion. (See p. 20)
(h). There is a member of 0 which is included in all
members of a.
Ex. 8. Tell which of thefollowing sentences are stratified, and
give stratifications of those which are:
(a).
(vba) (v&a E vbaa)
(b). —(v&a G vba)
(c). ( 3 vba)((vbaaa)((vba E vbaaa) D (vbba E vbaaa))
D (vba E vbba))
(d).
(vbaa) ((vba E vbaa) D (vbaa E vbaaa))
Ex.9, (a). Prove FIX'" from FIX" and FXIII.
(b). Prove FIX" and FXIII from FIX'".

— —
—

~
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COMBINATORY LOGICS
emphasized (p. 95) the striking contrast
We have already
and the logical systems
en the systems just described
interpretation
in
before The root of the difficulty ofsubstitution. Inlies
ordiprocess
of
of variables and in the
not the name of an entity
variable
is
a
usage
rv mathematical
used in building up "word-forms" or "senXt rather a letter
name of an entity in an approT ee forms" such that when the
«ma word
for
priate category is substituted
x
41
Thus
"x
1
i c a name of something, results.
if
the
proposition,
but
express
a
does not
to not a sentence, and
for "x", a sentence,
is
substituted
"3",
say
integer,
name of an
It makes sense
results
expressing in this case a true proposition,disappointed" but it is
"x is
substitute "Dewey" for "x" in
Dewey for "x" m the
the
man
to
substitute
nonsense
of variables is convenient
tion" that 3 is disappointed. The usewhich is expressed m L, by
because of the rule of substitution,
substitute, in a sentence-lorm
FII and FVII, whereby we may
word-forms for the variwhose values express true propositions, again a sentence-form
is
ables occurring free, and the result
precise definition
whose values express true propositions. The
and justistatement
correct
the process of substitution, and the
vanab
the
enough
when
fication of the rule, are nasty
sections 112 1112, and
sent entities of only one category, as m
several categories of
1113. It becomes much worse when we have had considered also
entities, as would be the case in 1112 if we
of & as well
sentence-forms in variables representing elementscomplex
when
intolerably
as 3. The situation becomes almost
variables, for which subwe must allow for bound or apparent
thiß rute m
stitution must be forbidden. Thus the statements 1) (l
([365]
such standard works as Hilbert-Ackermann
4
Gode
[458]5)
Hilbert-Bernays ([so7]!), Quine (
([XJI9).
incorrect; for a correct statement see Church ([359]9),
in the very
substitution
of
process
From our analysis of the
complicated
simple language of 112 we see that it is essentially a
matter, and no real short-cut is to be expected.
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Also from another point of view the use of variables, though
convenient, seems unnatural. For in a sentence like
"for all integers x, x 4- 1 = 1 + x",
the variable "3" has nothing at all to do with the assertion. The
+,1, = , and the class of
sentence is really about the constants
merely
as a tool in communicatintegers. The letter "x" is used
appears in it. In
only
apparently
ing a certain proposition, but
by
the
sentence
expressed
the language L 3it would be
((x)(x EN.D.x

+

l = l

+ 4),

where N is the class of integers, and the fact that "x" doesn't
really enter into the meaning of this proposition is shown by the
analogue in L 3of T3.2.1b, whereby "x" is a dummy symbol. In
the system of section 1112 this proposition is expressed without
variables thus:

riA.

where A 1is the element of gi such that
2
x
l
VA a :=:N a .D. E (a 1)(1 + «), for all

+

am 3,

assuming that addition has already been defined. We know,
however, that this formalism is inadequate from the remarks on
p. 87. It thus appears that the notion of a variable is a linguistic, rather than a logical, concept, and similarly, that a rule
of substitution is a linguistic, rather than a logical, law, amounting to the observation that in certain languages only generally
true propositions can be deduced, so that what is provable about
one object of a certain category is provable about all. This view
is substantiated by Lindenbaum and Tarski ([I]115).
This raises the question: can a system of logic be constructed
in which the signs of the object languagehave denotations, which
is adequate for at least a large part of mathematics, and which
deals only with constants? Can we make the system adequate
for all the ordinary uses of variables and the process of substitution, so that the convenience of variables as tools in comCurry,
munication is not lost? This problem has been solved by
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previous work by Schonfinkel, and simplirtlv on the basis of
Curry's work have been made by Rosser and Curry
fi t ns of
shown the close connection
If Kleene and Rosser have
Curry's theory and that developed independently by
a serious inconsistency in the systems
Church. They also foundCurry
and Church.
proposed by
give
to
an idea of the work of these
here
attempt
We shall
of space we shall be forced to limit ourthors but for lack
inadequate, sketch. Our first task
to a brief, and perhaps
independent theory of operators, the so-called
is to set up an
"combinators", of the sort introduced on p 87. a class ffi ot
consisting of
We start with a primitive frame
A and X, a binary
objects called entities, two special entities
between
relation
binary
operation I called application, and a shall denote the
applientities If a and 6 are entities thenof"\ab"
or
operators
entities
as
cation of a to 6. We may conceive the
a.
on
with
operating
6
functions, and \ab as the result of
of the entities comBy writing the stroke before the names
we
avoid the need ot
operation
bined by means of the indicatedconsiderably the
syntax of the
parentheses, and also simplify
string
of names of
of
a
object language. We define the rank
the number
minus
entities and strokes as the number of strokes
i.e. a name
a
ward,
string
is
of letters, i.e. names of entities. A
of each
rank
and
the
1
of an entity, if and only if its rank is
is nonstring)
whole
the
proper head (a head which is not
part
a
unique
corresponds
negative. To each sign in a word there
syntactical
These
sign.
which is a word beginning with that
in the next
theorems will be proved for more general languages
,
,
chapter (Theorem 4.1.1.)
The word
For example, the string \\A\K\AAK is a word
had denoted
beginning with the third stroke is "\K\AA». If we
s, then
and
used
thefundamental operation by "a\b"
a
After
this word would have been written " (A\(K\(A\A)))\K
is
little practice in the use of the above criteria this notation
notation,
much simpler to read than the ordinary parentheses
*or conespecially when the formulae are 'rather complicated
tne
venience and economy, we shall omit writing the strokes on

°

hTween

"Lal'ly

Sves

-

-

paren^ese
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extreme left of a word occurring alone. Thus this word will be
written "A\K\AAK"; by the use of the above criteria we see
that two strokes must be written to the left in order to obtain a
string of rank 1, and therefore an unabbreviated word in the
"official" notation.
The assumptions are:
R. If a and 6 are in (g, then \ab is a uniquely determined
member of (g.
El. If a is in (g, then a = a.
E2. If a = 6, then b = a.
E3. If a = 6 and 6 = c, then a = c
E4. If a = 6 and c = d, then \ac = \bd.
E5. If a and 6 are in (g, and |ac = |6c for all cm (g, then a = b.

—

This means that a and 6 are the same operator if and only if
they always yield the same result when applied to an arbitrary
entity c. E5 may be called a postulate of "extensionality" in
analogy to FVIII (p. 98).
CO. A and X are in (g.
CI. If a, 6, and c are in (g, then Aabc =
C2. If a and 6 are in (g, then Kab = a.

ac\bc.

Thus X is a "constancy" operator, generalizing the notion
introduced in FnK (p. 87). The entity \Ka is an operator which,
when applied to an arbitrary entity 6, yields the constant result
a. The entity A is a certain "substitution" operator. If a is an
operator which, when applied to arbitrary integers m and n,
yields the integer 2m3 + n -f- 1 while 6 is an operator which,
2
when applied to an arbitrary integer n, yields n , then Aab is an
operator which, when applied to an arbitrary integer n, yields
the integer 2n3 n2 -f 1. If /is a function of two variables and
g is a function of one variable, then Afg is the function h whose
value, for an arbitrary argument c, would be expressed in the
usual notation by h(c) = f(c, g(c)).
The following definitions are very useful :

+

Dl. "/" for "AKK".
D2. "B" for "A\KAK".
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"AA\AK".
D 3"W" for "_B_B'\
for
m <<D" "A|DA|KK".
D 5«C» for
D «T» for "CI".
the nature of these
The following elementary theorems exhibit
In the folpostulates.
erators, and illustrate the use of these
arbitrary
and
c
denote
a,
c,
d,
the small Latin letters 6,
members of @.
6.

lowing,

Proof. la
T2. Ba =

= AKKa

A\Ka.

-

Ka\Ka

(Dl, CI, C2).

=a.

Proof. Ba = A\KAKa = KAa\Ka = A\Ka.

T3. Babe = a|6c.
Proof. Babe =

A\Kabc

T4 Wab = abb.
Proof. Wat =

AA\AKab

= Kac\bc =

= a6||K6|a6 = a 66.

T5. Dabcd = ab\cd.
Proof. Dabcd = BBabcd =
T6. Ca6c =

Proof.

=

a\bc.

Aa\\AKab

B\abcd

= a6|||AKa6

= a6|cd.

ac6.
Cabc = A\DA\KKabc = DAa\\KKabc
= DAaKbc = Aa\Kbc = ac\\Kbc = ac6

T7. Tab = 6a.
Proof. Tab = Clab = /6a = 6a.
entity unThus I is the identity operator, which leaves each
Bfg is the
then
variable,
of
one
changed. If / and g are functions
expressed
function whose value, for an arbitrary argument c, is variables,
in the usual notation by f(g(c)) If /'is a function of two
then Cf is the function h whose value, for arbitrary arguments
<p
b and c, is expressed by h(b, c) = f(c, 6), and Wf is the function
also
such that <p(c) = f(c, c), for an arbitrary argument c. See
p. 87.

.
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TB.

A\Kal = a.
Proof. If 6is in (g, then A\Kalb

= Kab\lb = a |__6 =a^
Since 6 is an arbitrary element of (g, the theorem
follows by E5.

AB\KI = I.
= Ba\\Kla = Bal = A\Kal =
AB\KIa
Proof.

Corollary

TBa.

a = /a
Again we apply E5 to obtain the desired result

T9.

A\\A\KKab = a.
Proof. H c is in <g, then A\\A\KKabc
= KKc\ac\bc — K\ac\bc = ac.
T9a. BA\BK = K.
Proof. BA\BKab = A\\BKab
= Kab.

=

.

A\KKac\bc

(E5).

Corollary

A\\A\KKab =

=

a

(E5).

A\Ka\Kb = K\ab.
Proof. A\Ka\Kbc = Kac\\Kbc =ab = K\abc.
Til. A\DB\KK = B\BKI.
Proof. A\DB\KKab = DBa\\KKab = DBaKb
= Ba\Kb « A\Ka\Kb.
B\BKlab = BK\lab = BKab = K\ab.
TlO.

(E5)

(E5).

Tl2. Aj|Aac||A6c = A||A||_3Aa&c.

Proof. A||Aac||A6cd = Aacd\\\Abcd = ad\cd\\bd\cd.
A\\A\\BAabcd = A\\BAabd\cd = BAad\bd\cd
(CI, E5).

= A|ad|6d|cd.

Tl3.

A\D\\BA\\B\BAA\KA = B\BA\\WI\BA.
Proof. A\D\\BA\\B\BAA\KAabc
= D\\BA\\B\BAAa\\KAabc
= D\\BA\\B\BAAaAbc = BA\\B\BAAa\Abc
= A\\\B\BAAa\Abc = A|| BA|Aa|A6c
= BA\Aac\\Abc = A||Aac||A6c.
B\BA\\Wl\BAabc = BA\\\Wl\BAabc
= A\\\\Wl\BAabc = A||||/|sA|_BAa6c
(E5)"
= A\\\\BA\BAabc = A|A||BAa6c.
J
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have very simple meanings, namely that
These theorems all
have the same effect. Thus Tl3 says that
always
operators
entity ad|cd||6d|cd from four arbitrarily
the
an construct
V
and
d, in two ways, either by forming Aacd
a,
c,
ones,
6,
g n
CI, and combining, or by applying the
applying
nd
and cd.
operator A to the entities ad, bd,
that
TBa,
T9a, Til, and Tl3 are suffilater
show
We shall
two words in "A" and "X"
theory
in
that
the
whole
" nt for
CO-2 if and only if they
from
R,
El-5,
equal
proved
can be
El-4, CO-2 and these equations.
can be proved equal from R,
"metatheory",
i.e. the theory of the
This is important in the
hypothesis
of E5 requires instructure of the system, since the is a simplification
to replace
finitely many premises, so that it
E5 by a finite number of equations. On the other hand, the proofs
are much simpler on the present basis.
Curry took B, C, W, and X as primitive notions and gave
Rosser
another system of postulates in terms of these operations.
constancy
gave a set of postulates for a weaker system without a
operator, and Fitch studied a still weaker one without a W
operator. We give below Curry's "combinatory axioms" and
indicate how they are proved by showing the steps whereE5 is
applied. The details may be left to the reader as an exercise.

- Abed,'

Tl4. Bl = I.
Proof. Blab

- ab = lab.

C\\BB\\BBBB = B\BBB.
Proof. C\\BB\\BBBBabcd = a|6|cd = B\BBBabcd.
Tl6. C\\BB\\BBBC = B\BC\\BBB.
Proof. C\\BB\\BBBCabcd = a||6dc = B\BC\\BBBabcd.
Tl7. C\\BBBW = B\BW\\BBB.
Proof. C\\BBBWabc = a\\bcc = B\BW\\BBBabc
Tl5.

TlB.

C\\BBBK = B\BKI.
Proof. C\\BBBKabc ab

-

Tl9. CBI = I.

Proof. CBlab

=

a6= lab

=

B\BKlabc
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T2O.

T2l.

B\\B\BCC\BB = BBC.
Proof. B\\B\BCC\BBabcd = ad\bc = BBCabcd.
B\B\\B\\B\BWW\BC\B\BBB = BBW.
Proof. B\B\\B\\B\BWW\BC\B\BBBabc = a|6d|6d
= BBWabc.

T22. BBK = BKK.
Proof. BBKabc = a = BKKabc
T23. BCC = I.
Proof. BCCabc = abc = labc.

T24.
T25.

B\\B\BCC\BC = B\\BC\BCC.
Proof. B\\B\BCC\BCabcd = adc6 = B\\BC\BCCabcd.
B\\B\BWC\BC = BCW.
Proof. B\\B\BWC\BCabc = accb = BCWabc.

T26. BCK = BK.
Proof. BCKabc = a& = BKabc

T27. BWC = W.
Proof. BWCab = abb = Wab.
T2B.

BW\BW = BWW.
Proof. BW\BWab =

abbb = BWWab.

T29. BWK = I.
Proof. BWKab = ab = 7a6.

We shall now prove that our system is functionally complete.
In order to do this we shall need some syntactical concepts. We
adjoin to the object language an infinite list of letters x, y, z, xx ,
Vi *i , x% , y , z% , "" " , which shall be called variables. We define
a word as a string built up from names of entities, variables, and
the strokes, according to the following rules:
}

(a). If 21 is a variable or a name of an entity, then % is a
word.
(b). If 21 and 33 are words, then 2153 is a word. Here "| W
1
denotes the string consisting of "|", followed by the signs of 21,
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the signs of 53. By a word in the variables x x , x 2,
followed bymean
a word in which these, or some of these, are the
. Xk we
thus "3" does not necessarily occur in a word in 3.
only0nly variables;
We shall denote a word in xx , "" " , xk by some such symbol as
" 2l(a.i , "" " , xk)". If §1(4 is a word in 3 and "a" is a name of an
entity, then "21(a)" shall denote the result of substituting "a"
for "x" in 21(3), and similarly for words in several variables or
for substitution of words for the variables occurring in another
word. If no variables other than "3" occur in 21(3), then 21(a) is a
name of a uniquely determined entity. Thus if 21(3, y) is "|3|_/3"
then %(\AK, B) is "\\AK\B\AK", so that %(\AK, B) is the
name of a definite entity, while %(\AK, z) is "\\AK\z\AK"
which is merely another word. We shall use such symbols as
"21(a)" to denote the entities of which they are the names.
We aim to prove that if %(x) is a word in 3, then there is a
uniquely determined entity F such that Fa = 21(a) for all
entities a. To do this we introduce a new sign, "X", and establish
a correspondence between words and entities by means of the
following rules:
(a). Ii 21(3) is a name of an entity, then \x^i(x) is \KU(x).
(b). If 21(3) is "3", then \x%(x) is 7.
(c). If 21(3) is |£3(3)(S(3), then X321(3) is \\A\x®(x)\x&(x)

...

.

For example,

-

= ||AX3|A|7C3X37 =
||A||A|KA||AX3KX33|K7 =

\x\\A\Kxl

||A||AX3AX3|X3|K7

\\A\\A\KA\\A\KKI\KI.

For ease in reading, we mention that "X32t(3)", where 21(3) is a
word in 3, is also a word. If we define therank of "X" as +1 and
that of a variable as 1, then the previous criterion that a string
be a word still applies, with the restriction that "X" must always
be immediately followed by a variable. Note that if a is an
arbitrary entity, then

-

-

-

\\x\\A\Kxla \\\A\\A\KA\\A\KKl\Kla
= A\KA\\A\KKla\\Kla KAa\\\A\KKlal
= A|||KKal7a7 =

A\Kal,
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so that in this case X3||_4|7_.3/ is the entity F such th
Fa = A\Kal for all a in (g. We shall now prove this in gener*.
Until further notice we shall not use E5, but shall instead r
1y
on TBa, T9a, Til, Tl3 and the other assumptions.
T3O. \\x%(x)a = 21(a).
Proof. If 21(3) is a name of an entity, then
|X321(4a = \\K%(x)a = 21(3) = 21(a).
If 21(3) is "3", then |X321(3)a = |7a = a = 21(a). If %(x
)
|S(3)(g(3), and the theorem is true for all words shorter is
than
21(3), then

\Xx%(x)a = |||AX3£s(3)X3(g(3)a = \\\xs&(x)a\kc®(x)a
= |SB(o)6(a) = 21(a).
We now supplement the above definition of
following rule :

"X321" by the

(d). If 21 is a variable different from "3", then X321 is
and we assume EO-4, CO-2, TBa, T9a, Til, and Tl3 for \K%
arbitrary strmgs. In this way, if 21 is a word in any
number of variables, then X32T is a word in which 3 no longer occurs. T3O still
holds, with the remark that "21(a)" means the result of substituting "a" for "3" in 21, leaving the
other variables untouched.
In this way we can construct
words
like "\x\y%(x
v)"
X 9)
u
\x\y\z%(x, y, z)", etc.
' '

*

T3oa. 11X3X2/21(3, y)ab = 21(a, 6); \\\\x\y\z%(x, y,
z)abc
2l(a, 6, c), etc.
For example,
=

XUMxyXyy = M\A\\A\y^yyl

M\A\\A\Kxll = ||AX3|A||A|i_:37X37
M
\KXIIKI = U\\A\KA\\A\x\A\Kx\xl\Kl

\u^Inllf
- \\A\\A\KA\\A\\A\xA\x\Kx\Kl\Kl
A KA

=

\

\\A\\A\KA\\A\xK\xx\Kl\Kl

Of course, this entity is equal to W.
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It is useful to note that T8 follows from TBa, T9 follows from

T9a, TlO follows from Til, and Tl2 follows from Tl3, as is seen
from the above proofs.
T3l. U x d°es not occur a the word % then Xx% = \Ksl.
Proof. If 21 is a single sign, then the conclusion follows

""

*

from parts (a) and (d) of the definition of "X321".
If is |SB(S, and the theorem is true for all words
shorter than 21, then
X321 = X3|53(5 = ||AX353X3(5 = A|/C53|7v(5
= 7C|53(5, by TlO.

If "x" does not occur in the word 21, then \x\ 2.3 = 21.
Proof. X3|213 = \\A\x%\xx = A|7C2i7 = 21, by TB.
T33 If 21, 53, and (g are words, then \x\ |\A 21536 = X3| 1 21(g|53.(S
Proof. X3|||A 2.53d= ||AX3||A2l53X3(g
= A l l AX3|A 21X353X3(5 = A | l A \ \ A\xA\x 21X353X3(5
T32

-

A||A||Aji_:AX32lX3s3X3(s

= A||AX32IX3(S||AX3S3X3(S, by Tl2,

andX3||2l(s|s3(s = ||AX3|2K5X3|53(5
= A||AX32IX3(S||AX3S3X3(S.

T34.

T35.
T36.

If 21 and 53 are words, then X3l|i_T2ls3 = \x%.
Proof. \x\ lK2ls3 = ||AX3J2_.2.X353 = A \\A\xK\x 2lX3s3
A\\A\KK\x%\x% = \x% by T9.
7/X3 21 = X3s3andX3g = XxX), then\x\m = X3|s3£).
Proof. \x\m = AX32(X3(g = AX3S3X3© X3|532).
/o«ou« from
/rom R,
#
If
words, and "21 = 53" follows
If 2121 and 53 are words,

-

-

El-4, CO-2, TBa, T9a, Til, and Tl3, then so does
"X321 = X353".
Proof. Each of TBa, " " " , Tl3 is of theform "2li = 53i",
where x does not occur in 2li or 53i Then

.

X32li = X% x = Zs3i = Xa;s3i (T3l). Thus the
desired conclusion holds for thesefour equations.
Now if "21" and "53" are arbitrary words, and if,
in the proof that 21 = 53, we replace each appliby T34,
cation of E4 by T35, of CI by T33, of C2
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and of TBa, "" " , Tl3, by the corresponding
equation of the form "X32li = X353x ", then we
obtain a proof that X321 = X353.
36a. If "21" and "53" are words, and if V does
not occur in either, and if "|213 = \9sx" follows from R
53
Tl3, then so does "21

Corollary

-

For 21 = X3|213 = X3|533 = 53, by T32 and T36.
These last two results show that E5 may be replaced by TBa,
" " " , Tl3 without any change in the theorems.
It is instructive to work out the proof of Bl = 7 by this
method. In the above proof we first showed that J57a6 = ab =
7a6 for arbitrary entities a and 6, and then applied E5 twice.
Now we parallel the proof in accordance with T36. The following steps should be compared with the original proof, beginning
with Bl = A\KI.
We first prove that A\Klx = x by applying the method of
T36 to the proof that A\Klxy = Ixy. We note that A\Klx =
\y\l\xy = \y\\\AKK\xy by T32, which suggests the following
steps :

A\Klx

= A \K\ |AKKx = A\\A\K\AK\KKx
= A\\A\\A\KA\KK\KKx
= A\\A\KKx\\A\KKx
=3

(TIO)
(TIO)
(Tl2)
(T9).

We now apply the method of T36 to this proof to obtain the
result that A\KI = 7, remembering that X3||A|7£73 = A\KI,
by T32. Thus

A\KI

(T8)
= A|i_"|A|K77
= A\K\A\K\\AKKI = A\K\A\\A\K\AK\KKI (TIO)
= A \K\A 1 1A 1 1A \KA\KK\KKI
(TIO)
= A\K\\A\\A\KA\A\KK\A\KKI
(Tl3)
= A\K\\AK\A\KKI
(T9a)
= A\\A\\A\KA\KK\K\A\KKI
(TIO)
= A\\A\KKI\\A\K\A\KKI
(Tl2)
=7
(T9).
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Of course, once we have found a proof by a direct application of
T36, we may often construct a much simpler one, but in any case
T36 shows one universally applicable method of dispensing
with E5. We now return to the free use of E5.
We can construct a sequence of entities which have a remarkable analogy to the (non-negative) integers, and may, for our
present purposes, be identified with them. The idea behind this
correspondence is that the integer n may be considered as an operator which, when applied to any other operator a, yields the
n-th iterate of a. Thus \na is the operator which, whenapplied to
an arbitrary entity 6, yields the same result as a applied n times
to 6. For example,
2a6 = a|a&,

3a6 = a|a|a6,

etc.

In particular, la must be the same as a; it is convenient to consider Oa as the "operation" of not applying any operator, so that
it leaves every entity 6 unchanged. This leads to the equations
oa6 = 6
la& = a6.

E5, we have the following equations:
0=
1=
2=
3 =

\x\yy = \xl = XI,
\x\y\xy = I,
\x\y\x\xy = ABI,
\x\y\x\\2xy = A||£Ai_:2, etc.

In general, the successor of n (i.e. n + 1), denoted by "Sn", may
be identified as the operator such that
Snab = a||wa6,
i.e. Sna consists in applying a n times and then applying a to the
result. This leads us to the definition
S = \x\y\z\y\\xyz =

A\\BAK.

It is easy to check that 1 = £0, 2 = SI, 3 = S2, etc. We may
now define % the class of non-negative integers, as the common
Part of all classes 2TC such that 0 is in SW and if n is in 2K, then Sn
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is in £0?. We intend Sft to be the class of all entities obtained h
operating with S on 0 a finite numberof times, but must enm]
some dodge to avoid the vicious circle of using the concent f
number in the definition of 9^.
The elementary arithmetic operations are easy to defin
Thus the ra-th iterate of the n-th iterate of the operator a ' '
the (m X w)-th iterate of a, i.e.
(m X to)a = m|TOa = Bmna,

so that

m X

to

= Bmn.

Similarly, the m-th iterate of a applied after the n-th iterate of a
yields the (m -}- n)-th iterate of a, i.e.
(m 4- 7i)a& =

ma\\nab,

so that

(m 4- to) = \xy\\mx\\nxy =

A\\BBmn = A\Dmn.

Finally,
2
3

TO

a = (to X n)a =

a

=

(to X

2

TO

n\na = 2na,
)a = TO|n2a = TO||2TOa = Sna, etc.,

which leads to the simple definition

nm = mn.
The entity mn occurring here is not to be confused with (m X n),
which is \\Bmn.
We might also define an operator such that 4-a6 = (a b)
-f
for all entities a and 6, i.e.

+

+

- Xx\y(x 4- y) = \x\y\\A\\Bßxy = A\KA\BB = BAD.

Then parentheses would be unnecessary, and
would be an
entity itself. The corresponding entity for multiplication is B,
and for exponentiationis T. An alternative definition of addition
is discussed in the exercises
below.
We can now derive most of the important
properties of integers With the definitions just
given, some of these properties
hold for all entities. We give some examples.

+
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T37. U a> h , and c are in ®> then (a X6)Xc= a X (6 X c).

Proof. Let d be an arbitrary entity. Then
((a X 6) X c)d = B\\Babcd = Bab\cd
while
(a X (6 X c))d = Ba\\Bbcd =
The conclusion follows by E5.

T3B.

=

a\b\cd,

a\\\Bbcd = a|6|cd.

// a, 6, and c are in (g, then (a 4- 6) 4- c = a +
Proo/. Let d and c be arbitrary entities. Then

(6 4- c).

+

((a 4- 6) 4- c)de = (a
6)d||cde = ad||6d||cde,
while
c)de = ad||6d||cde
(a 4- (b 4- c))de = ad||(6
Now apply E5.

+

These theorems hold for all entities. The next one is more
characteristic of the members of 9..
T39.

If to is in % then Sn = n+l = l+n.
Proof. We note that *Sa = 1 4- a for all entities a, for if

6 and c are arbitrary entities then
Sabc = 6||a6c = 16||a6c =(14- a)bc.
Let 9). be the class of all entities a such that
Sa = a + 1. Then 0 is in 2K. For
SO = 1, and (0 4- l)o6 = oa||la6 = 7a6 = la6,
so that £0 = 0 + 1 = 1. X a is in 2K, then
Sa = a 4- 1, so that
S(Sa) = 1 4- (Sa) = 1 + (a+ 1) = (1 + «) +
= (Sa) 4- 1,
which shows that Sa is in 90?. Hence all members of W are in 9W,
which proves the theorem.
Church has developed a system of logic with an apparently
completely different approach. We take as primitive an infinite
list of signs x x , 3 2 , "" " , called variables, the stroke, and the
symbol X. By a word we mean a string formed according to the
following rules:

*

«

(a) If is a variable, then 21 is a word.
(b) If 21 and 53 are words, then 1 2153 is a word.
(c) If 21 is a word and "3" is a variable, then X321

>

is

a word
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All occurrences of a variable "3" in parts of a word 21 of the
form "X32li", where 2l_ is a word, are called bound) all other
occurrences of "3" in 21 are called free. The precise definitions of
occurrence, part, bound, and free occurrence, as given in 1113
Dl7-19, are to be modified in the obvious way to apply to the
present object language. A word in the variables xx , " " " , Xk \
one in which no other variable occurs free; all of these variables
do not necessarily occur in the word. As before, we shall denote
a word in xx , """ , x k by some such symbol as "21(x x , "" " , xk)".
If 21(3) is a word in 3, and 53 is a word, then "21(53)" shall denote
the result of substituting "53" for "3" in all free occurrences of
"3" in 21(3), and similarly if 21 is a word in several variables.
A relation —-> (read "produces") between words is defined by
the following rules:
I. If 21 is a word, and "3" is a variable which does not occur
free in 21, while "y" does not occur at all in 21, and if 53 is the
result of substituting "y" for "3" throughout 21, then 21 -* -B.
11. If 21(3i , "" " , xk) is a word in the variables xx ,
,xk ,
and 53 is a word, then |X3i2l(3i , "" " , 3„)53 -» 21(53, x "" " , xk ).
111. Under the hypotheses of 11, 21(53, x 2 , "" " , xk) ->
|X3i2l(3x , """ ,3„)53.
IV. If 21 > 53, (5 is a word, and "3" is a variable, then
1 21(5 ~> J53(5, |(521 -» |(553, and X321 -> X353.
V. If the variable "3" does not occur in the word 21, then
X3|213-> 21 and 21 —> Xx| 2tx.
If 21 and 53 are words, then 21 is said to be convertible to 53,
denoted by "21 oonv 53", if and only if there is a sequence of
words 2li , "" " , 2I„ such that 21 is 21, ,53 is 2I„ , and 21, -» 21. .1
(*
1, """ ,n- 1).
We can define A and X as the following words:
"A" for "\x\y\z\\xz\yz" ,
and "X" for "\x\yx".
It is a remarkable fact, first proved for an analogous system
by Rosser, that if 21(3i , 2) and %(Xl , 2) are words in xx and x
and do not contain the symbol "X", then 2I(A, X) cony 53(A, X)
if and only if "21(A, X) = 53(A, X)" can be proved from our
■""

—

-

x

x
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proof
The
is
fairly
easy
on the basis of T36 and
assumptions.

T36a.

We shall illustrate this system by proving a few elementary
results on the basis of the definitions

7 for \xx,
B for \x\y\z\x\yz,
and C for \x\y\z\\xzy.
T4O. AKK cony 7.
\x\ykz\\xz\yzKK cony \z\\Kz\Kz.
Proof. AKK
But ||_K_.|_?_.z cony \\\x\yxz\Kz cony z, so that
Xz||2_Tz|.Z--Z cony \zz
\xx cony 7.
T4l. Bl cony 7.

|X3Xi/Xz|3|2/z7 cony \y\z\l\yz. But
\l\yz
\Xxx\yz cony \yz, so that
cony
7.
XyXz|7|yz
\y\z\yz cony Xyy cony Xxx

Proof. Bl
T42. A|i_:3|Ky

Proof.

cony

cony

cony K\xy.

cony Xz|||_K.3z||2fr/z
\z\xy cony
XmXzm|32/. But XwXzw cony X3X2/3 cony i_T, by
rule I. Hence, by rule IV, \\u\zu\xy cony if|3y.

A\Kx\Ky

These examples should suffice to illustrate the technique of
conversion.
The theorem of Rosser, cited above, shows the essential equivalence of the theories of Curry and Church. Church and Rosser
have also proved a consistency theorem which shows that such
words as A and X are not convertible into each other. By the
equivalence theorem, it follows that the system of Curry is also
consistent.
On the basis of these results Church constructed, by the adjunction of another primitive notion, a system of logic whose
consistency could be proved and which, though inadequate for
extant mathematics, is undoubtedly adequate for all mathematics acceptable to the intuitionists. The system of Church
escapes Godel's theorem that logics are, in general, inadequate
for theproof of their own consistency just through its inadequacy
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in another direction, namely that no universal quantifier exists
in his system. There exist, indeed, better and better approximations to a universal quantifier, but it is impossible to express a
proposition of the form "for all 3, " " within his object language. On the other hand, Curry has made certain suggestions
whose detailed development has not yet been published, but
which promise to be more adequate for mathematics as actually
practiced. We can only give the merest sketch of these ideas in
this volume.
We take now as primitive notions a class (g of objects called
entities, certain special entities A, K,Q, Jj, D, and P, a binary
operation |, called application, and a subclass X of entities,
called true. As before, we shall denote that a is in X by ")-a".
Theentity Q is to be an operator such that for any entities a and
6, ||Qa6 is the proposition that a equals 6. The entity P is an
operator such that \Pa is the proposition that a is a proposition.
The operator D is such that if a and 6 are propositions, then
\\Dab is the proposition that if a, then 6. A class is to be an
entity a such that for certain entities 6, |a& is the proposition
that 6 is a member of a, expressed in our former languages by
"6 E a". Finally, if a is a class, thenfla is the proposition that
for all 3, |a3.
In stating the assumptions and definitions it will be convenient to use words and the symbol X as before. The symbol X can
be eliminated by the definition on p. 117.

""

D7. "a =6" for "[-IIW.
R, Dl-6, El-4, Cl-2, TBa, T9a, Til, Tl3, as before.
CO. A, X, Q, 11, D, and P are in (g.
DB. "a, """ , 6 Ye" means that if f-a, " , and Yb, then |-c.
""

C3.
D9.
LI.
L2.
L3.
DlO.
Dll.

a,

\\Qab |-6.

"\WQ".
T}A,Eb,Y\ab.
a Y\Pa.

"E" for

Pa,P&HP||Da&.
"Pi"for"||£Pn"
"/" for "lillQA".
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Ql. YIIWBUWBIBPQ.
Q2. hllll^iQ.

Fl.
F2.
F3.
F4.
F5.
F6.
Dl2.
Dl3.
F7.
FB.

\\Dab\rb.
Y\ ab for all 6in (g, then H_Tl aP«, Pb, Pc HPIP afeIDUD 6c||D ac.
Pa, P&HPIPIPa6aa.
Pa, P6 HP a\\Dba.
a,
If

HP /a"~" for "\x\\D 3/" (i.e. ||C D /).
"2" for "X3X2/|rMP|a%z" (i.e. B\BY[\\BA\B D).

Pa

Pia HriMPinalaz (i.e. Y\U\\B\D\Uaa).
Pa, Pi&HPl|H|#a&|pa|n&.

In the old notation the postulates F3-6 have the forms
F3.
F4.
F5.
F6.

If a, 6, and c are in $, then [-a D6.D.6DcQ .a D c.
If a and 6 are in ty, then [-a D6Da 3 a.
If a and 6 are in i)3, then Ya D.b D a
If aisin $, then j-/ Da.
(

Now / is the proposition that every entity is equal to A, so
that / may be taken as a typical false proposition. It can easily
be shown that Fl, L3, F3-F6 are an adequate set of postulates
for a Boolean propositional logic. The assumptions LI, F2, F7
and F8 complete the assumptions for the logic of propositional
functions as given in L x (III3). Assumptions Ql and Q2 say that
says
Qa6 and Yl\Qa are propositions for all entities a and 6. L2
says that if a = 6
that every true entity is a proposition. C3
and a is a proposition, then so is 6. Some of the above postulates
are superfluous, and Q may be defined satisfactorily in terms of
the other primitives, but we shall notattempt to gain the utmost
economy. We have taken "Pi" to mean the class of classes, i.e. a
is a class if and only if Vl a is a proposition.
A large part of mathematics can be derived from these
assumptions, especially if we adjoin some postulates concerning
class formation. There is reason to believe that these postulates
are consistent, although a proof would be rather difficult.
In the original formulations of Curry and Church they postu-
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lated the properties of implication and quantification in f uu
generality, i.e. for all entities, with no restriction that these
entities be propositions, classes, etc. As might be expected, these
systems turned out to be inconsistent. Kleene and Rosser showed
that Richard's paradox (see III6) arose in these systems. Later
Curry showed that in any system which is functionally complete
in the sense of T3O, and in which certain laws of the propositional logic hold for arbitrary entities, Russell's paradox arises.
We may formulate this result in the following manner,
T43. If, besides the above postulates, we assume that Y\\D aaand
\\D a\\D ab Y\\D abfor all a and 6 in (g, then Ydfor all
din (g.
Proof. We first construct an element a in (g such that
a = |p ad. Let N = \\C D d, R = \W\BN, and
a = \RR. Thus we have
Nb = CDdb = Dbd for all 6 in (g,
Re = W\BNc = BNcc = N\cc for all c in (g
so that
a = RR =

N\RR

= Na = D ad

Intuitively, if d is a false proposition, then "Nb"
expresses the falsity of 6, and if c is a class, then
Re is the proposition that c is not a member of c.
Thus R is precisely the class which appears in
Russell's paradox. We now obtain successively

HP

aa>

HP

by C3
and Fl.

a|p ad,

HP

ad, j-a, and |-d,

Thus under the conditions of T43 every entity is asserted,
which means that the system is inconsistent.
Curry proposes to avoid the difficulty by distinguishing a
certain subclass (5 of (g, called the class of canonical entities, and
by assuming such laws as P3-F6 only for members of (5. The
canonical entities may be thought of as generalizations of the
notions of proposition and class. For certain systems of this
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to be adequate for mathematics, Curry has
possession
of a proof of consistency. It is to be
the
announced
publish
he
will
the details of this work in the near
that
hoped
future.
He has pointed out that much of theformal development can
be simplified if one takes as a primitive the entity
type,

which appear

F = \x\y\z\\Zx\\Byz.
If a and 6 are classes and c is an arbitrary operator, then Fabc
is the proposition that if x is an arbitrary element of a, then |c3
is in 6, so that c is a function on a to 6. In terms of F we may
define S, IX and D by the equations
X3X2/||F3?/7 = A\\BAF\K\KI,
E
I I

and D

-

jg

'ff-p'

= X~3xJ/||E[tf3|ta/ = A||A|K£||PSK|7:K.

It maybe noted that combinatory logics analyze the processes
of reasoning into such "atomic" steps that the preliminary
development needed in order to arrive at "real mathematics"
is longer than with other approaches, but the single steps make
much smaller demands on our intuition than is the case in other
systems.
EXERCISES

Ex. 1. If "||4- xy" denotes x 4- y, "\\Pxy"' denotes xy, and
"| -3" denotes -x, where x and y are numbers and
these are the usual algebraic operations, then interpret
the following operators:
(a). B 4- \WP.
2.
(b). A 4- ||BP|

-

(c). AP\WP.
(d). C\\BB\\BB 4- +
(c). C\\BB\\BB 4- P.
Ex. 2. Using the notations of Ex. 1, construct operators
which, when applied to arbitrary numbers, yield the
following results:

.
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.
- .
2

(a). x2 -Yy
(b). x - y.
2
3
(c). 23
(d). xy 4- xz.
(c). (3 4- y)(x -f- 2?/).
Ex. 3. Eliminate "X" from th<
the following words:
(a). [ = X3X2/Xz||z|__T?/3.
(b). a = X3||[|£|3o|3o.
(c). p = Xa;|||aJo|Xol.
(d). 0 = X3Xi/XzXw||||[|_iC3|2/|pi_)w|zjpw.
(c). 9 = \x\\W\Bx\W\Bx.
(f). R
X3Xy|9|\pxy.
(g). M = eX3X2/Xz|||[zi|32/|^z|?/z.
(h). A = \x\y\\\)py\\B\nxS\\nxO.
(i). \XoXx x "" " X3n |3o|| "" " |3!32
""" 3n
(j). X3X#XZ||JF|2/3|Z3.
(k). X3Xy| "" " \xyy " " " y, with to y's.
(m). X3OX3! "" " \xnx0
(n). X3OX3i "" " \Xn |" " " |303„3 1 "" " 3„_,
following in .hrpp
.v..,Ex. 4. Prove the following
in three ways, from
R, El-5
CO-2, using TBa, T9a, Til, and Tl3 instead of E$
and from I-V, p. 124:
(a). P|a6 = A\\Ba\Kb.
(b). AX XI.
(c). A||A||P£a6c Aa||A6c.
(d). A\\BWab = A||Aa66.
(c). ADa = D\\Ala.
(f). BO « 7CO.
(g). A||PPao = a.
(h). A\\BDab = D\\Aab.
(i). A||A||A||_32)a&cd = A||Aa6||Acd,
(j). A\\A\\BCabc = A||Aac6.
(k). A\\BTab = Aba.
(1). BCCab = ab.
(m). B\\Babc =
Ba\\Bbc.
(n). B\Ka = K\Ka.
(o). BBK = BKK.

-

.

.

- -

.
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(p). P||Pa6 = B\Ba\Bb.
(q). C\\BBBK = BK.
(r). W\\B\Bab = Ba\Wb.
(s). PA|A||P_3a = B\B\AaA.
the notations of Ex. 3 (a, "" " , h), prove the
Using
5.
Ex.
following:
(a). [a&0 = a.
(b). [ab\Sn = 6.
(c). If to is in Sfi, then na\Koo = to.
(d). pO = 0.
(c). If to is in Sfi, then p\Sn = to.
(f). 9a = a|6a.
(g). (3agfo = a.
(h). If to is in ">!£, then f3agf\Sn =
(i). If / = Rag, then / = fiagf, and
/0 = a,
f\Sn = <7to|/to, for all to in Sft.
(j). Juan = [TO||jua|*Sja|an.
(k). If aO =0, then Mao =0.
(1) If aO is in Sfi but different from 0, then naO = /xal
(m). If an = 0, then nan = to.
(n). If an is in 9^ but different from 0, then nan

.

.

na\Sn.

(o). If there is an to in Sfi such that an = 0, then juaO is
the smallest such integer.
(p). If there is an integer n > m such that an - 0,
then nam is the smallest one.
(q). Aal = juaO.
(r). Aa|S|Sn = na\S\\Aa\Sn.
(s). If the equation am = 0 has at least n solutions
in non-negative integers, then Kan is the n-th
solution in order of magnitude.
(t). 00 = 1, SnO = 0.
Ex. 6. Using the results of Ex. 5, give definitions of entities
satisfying the following conditions where m, to, etc. are
in Sfi:
(a), -^mn = oif m < to, -^mn = m - n\im> n.
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(b).
(c).
(d).
(c).
(f).
(g).
(h).
(i).
(j).
(k).
(1).
(to).
(n).
(o).
(p).

Mmn = max (ra, to).
Mx mn = mm (ra, to).
Amn = 1 for m = to, Aran = 0 for m n.
1, \\Sn = B\Sn\n. (to factorial),
!0
<wto =oif m > to, <ran =lifm < n
-f-raTO = the integral part of the fraction
m/n
where n 9^ 0.
pmn = the remainder on division of m by n
wdiere to 5^ 0.
Bmn =lif w is divisible by to, oifra is not divisible by to.
.tto = 1 if to is a prime number, oifto is not a
prime number.
coto = the TO-th prime number.
= the integral part of -y/n.
-&n = 1 if to is a perfect square,
= 0 if to is not
a perfect square.
tto = the number of divisors of to.
an = the sum of the divisors of to.
<px nxy = the smallest of the numbers
\xn —yn zn \, as z ranges through the values

-

1, 2,

(q).

.

"""

.—

<p2nx = the smallest of the numbers
y = 1, 2, " " " 3.

,

<pxnxy

for

(r). «. 3.i = the smallest 3> 1 such that the equation
xn — y n -\- zn has a solution in positive integers
y and z, if such exist.
(s). <pi = the smallest integer n > 3 such that the
equation 3n = yn 4- zn has a solution in positive
integers x, y, z, if such to's exist.
(t). 7TO = the smallest of the numbers (rm) + (r(n 4
to - ra)) for ra = 2, 3, " " " , to.
(v). V_ = the first to > 2 such that yn > 4, if such
exist.
(v). 72t0 = the number of integers m such that
2 < ra < to and ym > 4.
(w). ~0 =1, ~1 =o.
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=
=0,
VOl
=
VlO
Vll = 1.
(x).
(y). AOO = AOl = AlO =0, All = 1.
301 = 311 = 1, 310 = 0.
(z). 300

voo

SECTION

5

-

THE DEVELOPMENT OP MATHE-

MATICS WITHIN AN OBJECT LANGUAGE
We shall now sketch the formalization of mathematics within

a language of the sort constructed in section 3. To fix the ideas,
everything will be carried out in L although similar developare possible for the others except L x We shall make free

.

ments

use of the results of section 2, all of which can be derived in L
with trivial modifications in the statements and notations.
It will be useful, however, to state and prove some of the
results again for L 3 We shall adopt the mnemonic device of
using "w", V, "x", "y", "z" for variables, "p", "q", "r", and
"s" for sentences, and "a", "s**, "y", etc. for terms.
It will be convenient to begin with the following definitions:

.

Dl. A string of the form "(x)p" or "x 3 p", where p is a
sentence is called x-bound.
D2. The (to 4- l)-tuple (x x , "" " , xn , p), where the x's are
variables and p is a sentence, is said to be adjusted to
(«!,-"-, an ) if for no i, 1 <* < to, is there a variable y
with a free occurrence in a, such that there is a abound
part C of p and a free occurrence of in C.
The importance of (x x , "" " , xn , p) being adjusted to
(«i . "" " , an) is that when we form Sb{x x , " , a^, v\ («i > " ' ' »
a.) we do not wish free occurrences of variables in the a's to
become bound after the substitution. In this terminology FVII
can be stated more simply:
FVII. If p is a sentence and x and y are variables, and if
■-

(3, p) is adjusted to y, then
Y(x)p .D.Sb{x,p}(y).
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We can now prove some useful analogues in L 3to T3.2.1b and
T3.2.1c.
Tl If (x,p) is adjusted to y, and qis Sb { x, p ) (y) and y does not
occur free in p, then Y(x)p .— (y)qProof. By FVII, Y(x)p .D.q.
ByFII, Y(x)p.Dv .qY(x)p .D (y)qHence
(FVI, FI).
By D 2, (y, q) is adjusted to x, and p is Sb{y, q}(x j
and 3 does not occur free in q. By symmetry we
have
Y(y)q p. (x)p-

.

.

.

The conclusion follows by T2.2.14 and FI.
This shows that "3" is a dummy symbol in "(x)p", i.e. "3"

may be replaced throughout by any other variable y, which does
not occur free in p and such that (3, p) is adjusted to y, and the
result will be equivalent to (x)p. Thus in a definition where a
variable bound by a universal quantifier appears in the definiens, it may be replaced by any other variable satisfying these

conditions without affecting the notion defined, and therefore
does not have to be indicated explicitly in the notation for that
notion. These remarks will be used from now on without explicit
mention. For example, D3.19 may be written as follows:
D3. (a C fi) for (z)((z Ea)D(zE fi)),
and "z" may be replaced by any variable which does not occur
in a or fi without affecting the result as far as equivalence is
concerned.
We now define identity as follows:
E>4. (a = fi) for (zEa

In such definitions as D3
and D 4
it is simplest to adopt the
convention that z is chosen as a variable which does not occur
m a or fi, and analogously in all similar cases.

-

T2 UP, q, x, and y are as in TI, then
Yx 3 p = y 3 QProof. Y(x)(x Eu .^ .p) m (y)(y Eu = mq)m
(TI).
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K3 v)

.

: z E v A (x)(x E v .= p)
(3u) : z G v A (_/)(?/ G to .= ? ) by
T2.2.37, FH, T3.2.11, and FI. The conclusion
follows by FX, T2.2.28, FII, and D4.

Hence

.

.: =:.

The comments to TI apply also to T2. We shall use these
observations from now on without explicit mention.
Postulate FVIII may be written in the following form :

FVIII. Yx = y-D'XEuDyEu.
The following theorems are almost trivial.
T3.
T4.
T5.
T6.
T7.
TB.

-

Y(x)-X = x
Y(x)(y) : x = y .= y = x.
Y(x)(y)(z)-..x = y Ay = z :D:X = z.
Y(x)(y)(z):.x = y.D-.xEz .^.yEz
Y(x)(y)(z):.x = y -.D'.zEx .= .zEy
Yp =*q -D-(x 3p) = (x 3 q).

.

By repeated application of T6-T8 we can show that if
occurrence
Yx = y, the "x" may be replaced by "y" in any freeequivalence
to
respect
of "3" without changing the result with
or identity, according as the substitution is performed on a
sentence or a term. In fact, if p and q are sentences so related,
and a and fi are terms so related, then

Yx

-

= y .D.p
2/ .3. « ~ Z3

and [-3 =

-

This is the principle of substitution of equals for equals.
It is convenient to introduce the null class:

D5. A for x 3 ~(x = x).
T9. Y(x)
(x E A).

~

-

-

A
Proo/. h/G A.i-i.(3«) :VG*a:)).

(**)"
-(3
x))
Y(x)(xEz^~(x =
D.V Ez s ~(y = 2/)
(T3, T2.2.21, T2.2.15,
.3. -(</£*)

(*)(* G

.
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T2.2.7), and therefore
Y~((y E z) A (x)(x E z m ~(x = x)))
(D2.2.2, T2.2.5, T2.2.12). Hence
Y(z)
((y Ez) A (x)(x E z = ~(x = x
(FII), and
1-^(3^) i y E z A (x)(x E z s
=
(DlO, T2.2.5), so that
I (yGA).
(T2.2.21, Fl).
The notation of the second and third steps of this proof
indicates
that the conclusion of step (2) implies the conclusion of step
(3)
so that, by T2.2.8, the hypothesis of step (2) also implies the
conclusion of step (3).

~

—

TIO.

"

Ifp, q, 3, and y are as in TI, and zis a variable which does
not occur in either p or q, then

Y(3z)(x)(xEz = p) :D:y Ex 3p

.= .q.

This shows that if the property expressed by p corresponds to a class, then x 3 p is that class.
Proof. Y(x)(x Ez m p) Oi y £ « ■ j
(FVII)
Oi y E z A (x)(x E z = p)
(Ex. 2.2. 1g).
= .q
Hence Y(3z)(x)(x E z = p) ..D-.y E x 3 p
= (3z)q
(FII, T3.3.11).
Now it is trivial that X 3 z)q
q f or

.

. .

y

.

\r(z)(qDq) :D: (3z)q .D q
(T3.3.9),
and Y(z)(q 3q) O: q 3 (z)q
(FVI),
(3«)g
(T3.3.7).
0:?3
Now apply T2.2.1 and FII.
Corollary TlOa. Y(x)(x
E z p) .3. z = (x 3 p).
TI 1. If x, y, z, p, and q are as in TIO,
then

-

*W. h/Ga; 3t>.Oi.(3z)

A (#6« .■.?>):

.ye*

(FX).
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But Yy E z A (x)(x E z

s

p)

:D-.yEz .A.yEz^q

(FVII)
(Ex. 2.2.1J)

.D.q-

Also Y( 3 z) :y E z A (x)(x E z .= p)
:D:.(3z)(x)(xEz s p).
(T2.2.18, T3.2.8a).
The conclusion is now obvious.
Corollary Tlla.

.

Y~(3z)(x)(x E z .m p)
.3. (y) ~(y Ex 3 p)-

—

(3z)(x)(x E z .s.p)
.3. a; 3 p = A.
is an obvious consequence of the
part
The first
the rest, we note that
prove
theorem. To
iD-.y
Y~(y Ex 3 p)
Ex 3 p = ~(y -v)
(FX)
h.GA. (T9).

1

Proof.

.

Thus if the property expressed by p does not correspond to a
class, then x 3 P is the null class. Hence if x 3 P has any members at all, then it is the class of all x such that p. In particular,
if p is stratified^ then it automatically corresponds to a class
by FIX (and therefore y E x 3 P if and only if q, by TIO), and
x 3 p is this class.
We can now define the operations of Boolean algebra:

D6. V for 3 3 (x = x).
D7. a U fi for 3 3 (x E a V E 0)
I)$. aH fi forx 3 (xEa A xEfi)
D 9. a' for 3 3 ~(x E a).
algebra witfi
It is easy to show that classes form a Boolean
Chapter i
respect to these operations, so that all the results of
h m
methodl of
We sh_li now explain the Wiener-Kuratowski
functions :ft»
developing the theory of polyadic propositional cons,der
dndie
let
us
the theory of classes. To fix the ideas

*
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functions, or what comes to the same thing, binary relation i
Suppose that we are able to define a notion of ordered pair
that
(1)

Y(x, y) =

<w, f>

i=

i

x=

to

a

2/ = y;

i.e. two ordered pairs are the same if and only if they consist
of the same elements in the same order. Then to each relation R
we can associate the class of all ordered pairs (x, y) such
that
xRy:
z = to 3 (( 3x, y) ■. xRy A to = (3, y)).

In this way each relation corresponds to a uniquely determined
class of ordered pairs, and conversely if z is a class of ordered
pairs, then the sentence "(x, y) E z" expresses a relation between 3 and y. It is then a natural step to define a relation as a
class of ordered pairs. For this we need only a definition of
"ordered pair". This will be accomplished as soon as we have
constructed a notion "(x, y)" satisfying (1). Its exact nature is
immaterial for mathematical purposes. This leads us to
DlO. (ta) for y 3 (a = y).
Dll. (a, fi) for (i(ca)) KJ L((ia) U (tfi)).
Thus i3is the "unit class" of x, the class whose only member
is 3. And (3, y) is the class whose only members are lx and
cc \J iy. It is now easy to prove (1). We
can therefore define the
relation expressed by a given sentence:
Dl2. xy 3p for z 3 ((3x, y)z = (x, y)
A p), where z is a
variable not occurring in p.
It is easy to see that if p is stratified and if
the free occurrences of 3 and y in p (if there be any at all) have
the same level
m the stratification, then "(
3 x, y) . z = (x, y) A p" is stratified,
so that
(2)

X 3to)(z)(z Gto ..._,.. ( 3X} y)

{x> y) A p)m
If (2) does not hold, then (xy p) =
3
A. It is also easy to prove
the following analogue of TIO.
.z

m

»
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s adJusted to (xi

, 2/0,

and if q =
*
#6 {3, p} (x\ , 2/0 «^d if neither x x nor yx occurs free in
p, then \-(z)(z E v .: =:. (3a:, y) -. z = (3, y) A p)
:D'.u = xy3p-

Tl2. If (x> V' P)

We shall usually use capital Latin letters R, S, T, etc., for

relations.

>

Dl2. "(aßfi)" for "««» 5 G B)"
The converse of the relation fl is defined thus:
Dl3.

R for 3^ 3

(yRx).

Many important concepts can be defined in terms of relations.
Thus a function is a relation fl such that to each 3 there is at
most one y such thatxRy. The x's for which there is a y form the
domain of the function. To each x in the domain of the function
there is a unique y such that xRy. This y is the value of the function for the argument x. In the language L 3we have

Dl4. Rel =fl3(z G A O, ( 3x, y) .z = (x, y))
Dl5. Fct = A3 (flGßel .iAi. xRy A xRz 0#,».«: y = z).
Dl6. Cor = fl 3 (fl G Fct A

R E Fct).

Thus a relation is a class of ordered pairs. A function is a
relation R such that if xRy and 3#z, then y = z. And a correspondence is what we usually call a one-to-one correspondence.
An example is the relation between a man 3 and his partner y at
a dance in which there are no wallflowers.

-

((3y)xßy).
Dl7. D(R) = x3
DlB. a(R) D(ft).
If fl is a function, then D(R) is its domain and <l(fl) is its
shall
range, i.e. the class of values taken on by the
etc.
f,
F,
G,
H,
<p,
g,
h,
/,
often denote functions by the letters
Di9. f(a) = z 3 ((3y) '.<*Jy A z E y)The notation here will be used principally in the case where

function^We

?
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f is a function. Then if a E D(f), there is only one y m
such that afy. In the cases of interest to us, y will be a cla
will therefore be determined by its members. In this
case' ,7
will have the same members, so that (-/(«) = y. In other
f(a) also has an interesting interpretation, but we
shall
digress now to

discuss it.
It is more to the point to meditate on the proverbial pro
of counting noses. In order to understand more clearly
philosophy behind nose counting let
fl
xy 3 (x is a nose ofy.A.yis human and
not a freak)
Then A is a correspondence, since no nose belongs to
different
humans, and a human non-freak has exactly one nose. From
we conclude that we can determine the number of members this
in a
class of normal humans by counting their noses. If
"Nc(a)"
denotes the number of members of a, then

th*

-

Nc(a)

-

Nc(x 3((3y) .xRy A y E a))
for any class a of normal humans. This leads to
us a better idea
of the notion of number. For we can now
determine when two
classes have the same number of members
without counting
them simply by looking for a correspondence
between their
members Two classes for which there exists such a
correspondence will be called similar.

D2O. sm = xy3((3R):RECorAD(R) = xAa(R) y).
=
Thus "3 sm y" will mean that there is a correspondence
between
the members of x and the members
of y whereby to each z in x

there corresponds a unique to in y and
conversely. As nose countteaches us, such a correspondence exists if and only
if x and
y have the same
number of members
aWe t0 define the relation homing between
1
thG Same number of ambers, without
tlon the CQnc^t of number. This was acH m
ma r Which ma^ at first
«*sht seem luundv
numbers into simpler notions.
The process of counting can be
ing

tJnlt BIT
uliL tTJ^i
comnli?h \
aTut but

T
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olained, now as follows. We have a standard class consisting
etc. To determine the number of
f the words "one", "two",
arbitrary class a we pair off the members of a
0
f
an
bers
"th these words until the class a is exhausted. The last numberord used in constructing this correspondence is the name of

of a.
the number of members
class as a standard provided only
any
may
use
Clearly we
members
for
our purposes and that its memenough
that it has
distinguished
from
each
other. In particular, in our
bers can be
classes which could serve
many
we
can
construct
3
language L
Its
members
(or rather the correstandard.
equally well as
just as
be
used
as
number-names
may
in
L
3)
strings
sponding
simple
method
is
One
,
ordinary
in
discourse.
"one" "two", " " "
the following:

D2l. Nc(a) for 3 3 (a sm 3).
D22. Nc for 3 3 (( 3 y) .x = AM?/))
Thus we define the number of members of a as the class of all
classes similar to a, and a (cardinal) number as any x which is
the number of members of some class y. These definitions yield
concepts which are very easy to work with in the language L 3
distinguished
We now show how the finite numbers may be
of the finite
properties
from the rest. One of the characteristic
(non-negative)
intethe
them,
numbers, or as we may also call
inducof
mathematical
principle
gers, is that expressed by the
the
tion. It turns out that this is very convenient to use as
special
the
this
we
need
definition of the class of integers. For
could also
integers 0 and 1 and the concept of addition. (We
natural
is
more
but
it
directly,
define the successor of an integer
to proceed in the following way).

.

D23. Of or Nc(A).
,r ,
D24. 1 for 3 3 ((3 2/) .X = '</)"
W*)
,A
«
tfc(y)
3y,z)
s
D 25. to
i, for 3 3 ((
(y w z)).
A y H s = A .A x sm
]
D26. Fin for 3 3 (0 G y ■A 2Gy D« (z + ) G

+. .

O.i xEy).

.

.

-

.

,-„

"
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Thus 0 is the number of members of the null class, and 1 i
number of members of ia for any a. If to and v are card' i
numbers, and y and z are classes with no common members
that y has to members and z has v members, then to -f _> js tv
number of members of y \J z. A number x is finite if and only 'f
it belongs to every class y which contains 0 and which conta"
z + 1 whenever it contains z.
We can now describe one of the intuitively valid argument
which cannot be formalized in L It may very well happen
th t
(I) bS6{3,p}(o), YSb{x,p}(\), YSb{x, p}(\
1),
are all provable without
3.

+

(2)

.

\-x E Fin 3_ p

being provable in L 3 For example,
H) *A,

hi *

+

hi 1 A,
are all provable in 7v3 , but there is no known proof that
(3)
Yx E Fin D x x A,
A,

*

.

and it is very unlikely that (3) is provable at all in L 3 In
other
words, we may be able to prove that each particular integer has
a certain property, and yet be unable to prove the
sentence ex-

the proposition that all integers have this property.
Rosser has proposed to adjoin to L 3 the rule Fl2. p a
is sentence and if YSbix, p}(0), YSb{x, p}(l), YSb{x, p\(lIf 1),
""" ,
+
then Yx E Fin D x p. If there
should be an inconsistency in the
language L 4thus obtained, then we should probably reject L 3as
unacceptable intuitively. In the paper
previously cited Rosser
reports on his vain
attempts to prove L 4inconsistent.
We have now shown how many
basic mathematical concepts
can be defined in L and have
indicated briefly how then- most
important properties may be
proved. Of course, our treatment
was of necessity, very sketchy. We have
contented ourselves
with thesebrief
indications partly because of limitations of space,
but mamly because we wish to emphasize
the main tendency of
modern work on logic, namely the
study of the structure of a
pressing
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whole, rather than the detailed development
logical
The latter is, nevertheless, necessary and
system.
within the
important when one is either interested in the adequacy of the
system or in the applications of the system.
system as a

exercises

Ex. 1. Prove the following:

(a). h~( 3z)(x)(x £.s(jf) ~((x Ey) A
(y E x))).
(b). h«
o=o H a.
0) n7= a n (,8 n 7 ).
h(«
(c).
(d). h«
0' =A= a C /5.
(c). ha^iB== »- a CiB.
(f). h« Ha' = A.
(g). T3-T8 above.
(h). h(a:, y> = (to, y) .= 3 = to A y = 0.
(i). [-£ GI2AyG t2 3 x =y.
(j). h« = y 3 (y e *)"
(k). h# = fl(1). h0 = 3 (y)(y EaDxEy) AzEa .3.

.

*

fiCz.
(m).
(n).
(o).
(p).
(q).
(r).
(s).

h(2)(2 Ga3i3C2)3/3Ca;3 (y)(y E a 3
x E y).
hr = x 3 ( 3 y)(y E « A x E y) A
2 G a .3.2 C 7Y(z)(z E a 3 2 C 7) D
x 3 (3y)(y E a a x E y) C yh« H /3 A 3 #c(« U fi) #c(«) 4" AW),

hO

A.
A.

-

-

X*
#c(V)
hG^cAn^AAw^
to

+1

A.

.3

Ex. 2. Give suitable definitions for the following:
(a). The product of two cardinal numbers. (Hint:
with
how many ordered pairs (x, y) are there
x E a and y E fit)
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(b). The class of functions with a given domain and
given range.
(c). The relation "less than" between cardinal num
bers.
(d). The class of equivalence relations,
(c). The class of transitive relations,
(f). The class of even integers.
(g). The relation between a and R which holds if and
only if (a, fl) is an ordered system.
(h). The class of sum ideals in the algebra of classes
SECTION 6

THE PARADOXES

The restrictions on intuitive reasoning which are embodied in
the languages constructed in section 3 were introduced in order
to avoid the paradoxes into which our naive intuition leads
us.
The simplest of these paradoxes, namely Russell's, has already
been discussed. We shall now describe some of the others.
One of the oldest is the so-called Epimenides paradox. Epimenides, the Cretan, said, "All Cretans always lie." It is supposed to be known that all other statements by Cretans are lies.
Now if this statement is true, then the Cretan Epimenides spoke
the truth for once, and Cretans do not always lie, so that the
statement is really false. If, on the other hand, this statement is
false, then all statements made by Cretans are false, so that
Epimenides was speaking the truth, after all.
A simpler, but less picturesque, form of this paradox is
"The sentence quoted on this line is false."
This sentence is so framed as to refer to itself. That is, the phrase
"the sentence quoted on this line" is a name of the whole sentence. Now if it is true, then it is false, and conversely.
It is not obvious how this can be formulated in any of the
languages constructed here. What is needed is a sentence p of
the form "~g», where "q" is also a name of p. In combinatory
logic such a phenomenon seems possible if
we adjoin a negation
operator ~. For if p is
W\B \W\B~, then we have
B
P
~\W\B~ \W\B~ = ~||TF|fl~ \w\B~ -p.

-

~

-
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The way out of the difficulty is to deny that "p" is a sentence,
proposition. As we have mentioned before, in
ie that p is a
Curry's original system he postulated the properties of implication for all entities without restriction, so that the paradox did
arise in his system. In such a language as L 3 we can formulate
something similar to this paradox, using a method due to Godel.
We can construct a sentence p whose intuitive meaning is
"r^p is provable in L 3". If 7. 3 is consistent, then the reasoning of
this paradox'shows that neither hp nor h~P in L 3 Thus the
Epimenides paradox shows that if L 3is consistent, then there is
an undecidable sentence in L so that L 3is not categorical. The
same argument holds for a large class of languages adequate for

.

arithmetic.

The theory of types, as originally formulated by Russell,
explains this paradox in another way. In his original version
types were assigned to sentences as well as terms. A proposition
about a sentence of one type is itself expressed by a sentence of
the next higher type. Since every sentence has a definite type,
the sentence " "p" is a false sentence" is a sentence of the next
higher type than "p" and therefore "p" cannot be a name of the
proposition here expressed. Hence a sentence of theform "I am
now making a false statement of type to" is itself a false sentence
of type to 4- 1, since no statement of type to is being asserted.
We have already discussed Russell's paradox. We only mention here that an essentially similar, but correct, argument is
used by Cantor to prove that the class of subclasses of a given
class a has more members than the class of all subclasses of a of
the form "vx", where x E a. Intuitively, the number of such
subclasses is equal to the number of members of a. Propositions
analogous to this can be proved in systems of the Zermelo type.
In L 3and similar systems a sentence expressing intuitively that
R is the relation between x and y such that xRy = x E y is not
stratified, and does not define a relation by FIX.
Richard's paradox arises on considering the names of the
integers in the English language. "The least integer not nameable in English in less than thirteen words" is itself the name of
a definite integer, and is a name consisting of twelve words. In
consistent languages which are adequate for arithmetic one can
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formulate sentences whose intuitive meaning is just this. This
leads, however, not to contradiction but to a theorem of the
Godel type on undecidable sentences. In the systems originally
proposed by Church and Curry the freedom of expressionwas so
great that it allowed a paradox analogous to Richard's.
The paradox of Burali-Forti concerns ordinal numbers, and is
beyond the scope of this book.
We observe that when a logical system has too weak restrictions on the means of expression or proof, there is aAways danger
that the paradoxes of intuitive reasoning may creep in. On the
other hand, the reasoning in each of these paradoxes contains a
kernel of truth, and when performed within the frame of a suitable and precisely formulated language, leads to results of
fundamental importance.

Ex. 1. Prove in L 3 that f-~( 3x)(y)(yßx = ~(yRy))- Relate this to Russell's paradox.
Ex. 2. Show that naive intuition leads to a paradoxical situation on consideration of the relation fl which holds
between the relations S and T when and only when £
does not have the relation S to T. How is this paradox
avoided in L 2and in L 3? Show how this paradox could
be formulated in combinatory logic if a negation operator is adjoined.
SECTION 7

THE AXIOM OF CHOICE

Zermelo, in 1904, proposed as an axiom a principle which has
led to one of the most hotly contested controversies in the history of mathematics. Let fi be a class of mutually disjoint nonempty classes. Zermelo postulates that there exists a class y such
that for each a in fi, the class a C\ y has exactly one member.
This says, intuitively, that the class y chooses one element out
of each member a of the class fi- We remark that Zermelo was, to
some extent, anticipated by Peano in 1890 and Levi in 1902.
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This principle had been used implicitly beforeZermelo and has
ften been used without explicit mention since. Many objections
by distinguished mathematicians and
to it have been raised

nhilosophers. The difficulty is that the existence of a class y is

postulated without any method for constructing such a class.
object can meaningfully be
There are many who deny that an
said to exist unless a method is givenfor constructing it.

The underlying reasons for the controversy seem to be psychological rather than logical. Those who accept the axiom of
choice are, in general, pragmatists or idealists (in the technical
philosophical sense). The former accept it because it works, i.e.
because we can draw so many useful and interesting consequences from it, and also because many of these consequences
they
are obtainable without it. The idealists accept it because
thoughthey
are willing to conceive of something as existing even
just
can't lay their hands on it or see it or otherwise ascertain
theology
what it is. Sometimes the idealist approach smacks of
and metaphysics.
Those who oppose the axiom of choice are usually empiricists
schools. They
or realists or members of some offshoot of these
that someare like the man from Texas, who doesn't believe
the intuiObviously
his
hand.
thing exists unless you put it in
these
Often
of
choice.
axiom
tionists are strong opponents of the
meanmg of exisvery
the
opponents profess not to understand
tence without explicit construction.
that there was
Formerly the argument has often been voiced
the axiom ot
means
of
by
danger of arriving at a contradiction
if such lanthat
shown
choice. Since, however, Fraenkel has
they
then
consistent,
guages as L 2 ,U, and L_ are
»
if either the axiom of choice or its negation
to be ob«"d
It
is
plausibility.
such arguments have lost their
to
that the axiom of choice is convincing at least
its opponents do not try to find
of its
proved with its help. Nevertheless, some
so amazing that they seem
s resu
There are some who feel that IraenKei happen
that a given
They say, "So what! It may very well

..

-

Lent

*****«£
po^k^
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proposition doesn't lead to contradiction in spite of its being
false. The axiom of choice is true or false in an absolute sense and
this may be determined by examining the real world (or sometimes, the absolute laws of logic)." (This argument has some
weight since, as is shown in Chapter IV, we may adjoin, without
destroying consistency, to a language of a very general type a
postulate which we can prove to be false by an argument outside the system. See also Godel [XIII] 116). As we have seen before, the very existence of controversies over the foundations of
logic shows that our intuitions differ greatly from person to
person, and make it extremely doubtful that there are any absolute laws of thought.
It may be useful to list here some of the most interesting
propositions equivalent to the axiom of choice (see the comments
which follow): (We use here L 3 as a shorthand for ordinary
language.)
(1) There exists a function
Yf(a)

E

a

/ such that

. = . (x) .3 G a.

(2) If fi is a class of non-empty classes, thenthere is a function

/ whose domain is fi such that Yf(a) £ a f°r a^ a E fi-

(3) If a is a non-empty class, then there is a relation fl such
that
(a), x E a .Dx. ~(xßx).
(b). xRy A yRz 0,,,.,: xRz.
(c). 3, yG « .Dx,v xRy Vx= y V yfl3
A .:3 7 :. (3a;) :3 G7 .A.
(d). 7Ca A 7
y EyDyX = y V xRy.

.

(4). If a and fi are arbitrary classes, then either a is similar to
a subclass of fi or fi is similar to a subclass of a. (p. 140, D3.5.20).
(5). If a is a class, and ~(Nc(a) E Fin), and if fi is the class
of all ordered pairs (x, y) where x E a A y E a, then fi is
similar to a.
(6). If R is a relation satisfying (3b) above, and if to every

relation S satisfying (3b) and (3c) with a = D(S) U G(S) and
also
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(c ).

h xSy Dx.vxMy

there is an x such

that h ySz D v .*zSx, then there is a to such that

h to G D(R) U

d(R).A.uRx D xxßu.

(7). Let fi be a class of classes such that

hx E

|3

":

=.:" yCx A Nc(y)

E Fin. 3„.y E fi-

Then if 7 is any class, one of whose subclasses belongs to fit
there is a subclass 8 of 7 such that 8 E fi and such that BQxC
y .A.x G |8: Dx-.x = 5.
Proposition (1) means that there is a function / which to each
class a assigns an object f(a) such that f(a) E a if and only if
everything is in a. We may think of f(a) as a test case so that
we can find out whether a = V simply by testing whether/(a)
is in a. For example, some political observers, mostly Repubto
licans, consider Mr. Truman such a test case when it comes
according
to
these
questions.
Thus,
understanding political
observers, if Truman can understand a given political question,
always
then anyone can. The axiom of choice implies that we can
find a test case.
Proposition (2) says that given any class fi of non-empty
classes, then there is a function / which picks a member out of
,
each member a of fi.
Conditions 3a-3c mean that the members of a are ordered by
the relation fl in a series. T*is becomes clearer if we think.of
that
"xRy" as meaning "x precedes y". Condition (3d) signifies
this
in
every non-empty subclass 7 of a has a first member
tne
that
say
usually
ordering. If 3a-3d are satisfied then we
that
implies
class a is well ordered by fl. The axiom of choice
every class can be well ordered.
of/3, then
If a and fi are classes and a is similar to a subclass
(4)
proposition
we should say that Nc(a) < Nc(fi). According to
two
cardinal
any
and therefore according to the axiom of choice,
be proved
numbers are comparable in size. This can, of course
without the axiom of choice in the case of finite
pairs oftfae
If a is a finite class, then the number of ordered
to, where
form (3, y>, where x and « are in a, is equal to

cajdmals

—
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ATc(a). If a is an arbitrary class and n Nc(a), it is natural
to define nas the number of these ordered pairs (3, y)
V
x and y are in a. The axiom of choice is equivalent to proposition
(5), which states that if n is not finite, then n — n- If ais the
class of positive integers, then the similarity can be proved by
constructing the required correspondence explicitly. If Ris c
relation such that
to

". andi only
i -.
if k7 =
k,R(m, n) if

-(w

4-

to

— 2)(m 4-! to —1)~>- _|_
_2

m

'

then R is a correspondence between a and the class of ordered
pairs of positive integers; the pairs corresponding to 1, 2, 3 4 5
" " " are

(1,1), (1,2), (2,1), (1,3),

(2,2),

...,

respectively.

Proposition (6) is what we called Zorn's lemma on p. 21.
(It was actually discovered independently by R. L. Moore and
Kuratowski in 1923. Zorn rediscovered it in 1935, and shortly
after Teichmtiller did it again. The name "Zorn's lemma" was
apparently coined by Bourbaki in ignorance of the literature,
but became current because of the important applications which
Bourbaki made of this result).
A class fi of classes is said to be oi finite character when a class x
belongs to fi if and only if every finite subclass of 3 belongs to fi.
By proposition (7), if fi is of finite character, then every class 7,
one of whose subclasses belongs to fi, contains a maximal subclass 8 belonging to fi, i.e. no other subclass of contains 8 and
7
belongs to fi.
In many applications, propositions (3), (6), and (7) are more
directly useful than the axiom of choice itself.
Among the more astounding consequences of the axiom of
choice is the theorem of Banach and Tarski (later refined by
Robinson) that a sphere of radius 1 can be decomposed into 5
parts which can be put together again in such a way to form
as
two spheres of radius 1.
The axiom of choice is often used so casually that one often
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does not realize how much it pervades the most common reason
ing processes in mathematical analysis. Whenever, in speaking
class a, we say, "Let l xX2 r
._„
nf an infinite
01
be
,
a sequence
„, '
,
> x3,
'
*
'
of distinct members of a we are using the axiom of choice in
the form of proposition (2). For let fi be the class of non-empty
subclasses of a, and let /be a function whose existence is asserted
in (2). Then x x , x "" " are obtained by the construction
= f(a), x 2 - f(a - 13,), 33 = f( a - LXx
a 2), etc.,
assumption
that a is infinite implies that the process
and the
doesn't stop. The assumption that we can choose a sequence of
distinct members of a-is equivalent to the existence of such a

.

"■"

-

function /.

It is for this reason, that the axiom of choice is so useful, and
simplifies so much of mathematics, that opponents of this axiom,
when not writing about the foundations of mathematics, often
make free use of it.
It seems surprising, after all this controversy, that there has
been no systematic study of the consequences of denying the
axiom of choice, beyond some work on the consistency and independence of different forms of it. The only work in this direction, so far, as we know, is a paper of Church [359] 1. When one
considers some of the complications in mathematical analysis if
this axiom is not assumed, one may well expect consequences of
its denial as paradoxical as the Banach-Tarski theorem. Denjoy
[XIII] 144 gives some indications in this direction.
exercises

Ex. 1. State the axiom of choice and the propositions (l)-(7)

.

in the languages L 2and L 3
Ex. 2. Prove that (1) is equivalent to the axiom of choice.
Ex. 3. Prove the axiom of choice from Zorn's lemma. (Hint:
consider the class T of all classes 7 such that
7 H a y£ A for all a in fi. Let 7.A72 mean that
72

C 7i ")

Chapter IV
THE GENERAL SYNTAX
OF LANGUAGE
SECTION
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LANGUAGES

We have, up to now, studied logic mostly
as a deducts
science, although we have indicated in 112
and 1113 how
might approach logic by considering a language
and its forma
rule apart from any interpretation. As
we have pointed out on
p. 95, the second approach
does not tell the
a valuable tool just the same, which should whole story but is
be neither overesti0
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punctuation marks, and a sign for the space between two consecutive words. A word is any string listed as a word in the
Oxford English Dictionary. A sentence is any string which is
formed according to the rules in some standard book of English
grammar. We may alternatively construct the English language
by taking as the alphabet the strings of letters already
classified
as words, together with the punctuation marks. Then a sentence
is a string in this alphabet formed according to standard rules of
sentence formation. We may then regard English sentences as
"words" in this alphabet and the rules of formation of English
sentences as rules of word formation (i.e. spelling) in this alphabet. This procedure of using the strings in one alphabet, or
names of these strings, as letters in another alphabet, is very
useful. As in all natural languages, including Esperanto, the
rules of word and sentence formation in English are so complicated and full of irregularities and exceptions that it is almost
impossible to get a general view of the structure of the language,
and to make generally valid statements about the language. It is
for this reason that mathematicians and logicians prefer to work
with languages like L 3with very simple and regular structures.

Among the languages suitable for mathematical purposes
there are some whoserules are especially simple. The signs of the
alphabet are classified as letters and connectives, and each connective has a certain degree, denoted by a positive integer. The
main rule of word formation is:

Wl. If a is a connective of degree n, and fix
words, then afi x "" " fi n is a word.

,

"" ■

, fi

n

are

By formulating the rule so that a connective is written in
front of the words which it connects we avoid the need of parentheses to indicate grouping.
Thus the language of 112 can be formulated as follows. The

~

alphabet consists of the letters p and 1, the connective
of
degree 1, and the connective D of degree 2. Besides rule Wl we
have the rules:

Al. "p" is a word.

I*.

If is a string in 1, then pv is a word.
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Thus "~pl" and "D pplll" are words. Then we
have so
rules classifying certain words as "true". For
exa
"Dp D pip" is a true word (A 12IV). A slightly
equivalent and syntactically more convenient different * t
formulatio
obtained by taking as the alphabet the connectives
an{j
as above, and the letters p, px , pxx
" , where "pv " is a
the string pv, and v is a string in 1. Then the rules are name f
Wl a Ye
and

~

if

bn°

W2. A string consisting of a single letter is a word.
As we shall see, the syntax of languages governed by
rules Wl
and W2 is especially simple.
We can formulate a part of arithmetic as a
language in this
sense. Our alphabet consists of the letter 1, the
degree 1, and the connective 4- of degree 2. Weconnective of
take rules
and W2 as rules of word formation. Thus "-4-i-|_ii» jWl
word, and denotes what we usually would mean by "-3" We
can classify a word as true if the integer denoted by it
is
E.g. "4-1-1" would be true. With this intuitive idea a zero
as basis
we can easily set up a system of rules of inference,
and thus
obtain a suitable language for arithmetic.
Before we go on to a discussion of the rules for
sentence formation, and the classification of words
or sentences as true, we wish
to give a generaltheorem on word
formation. We shall say
a
language L is simple if its alphabet consists only of lettersthat
and
connectives and if Wl and W2 are the rules of word
formation
in L. We define the rank of a
string as followsDl. (a). If a is a letter, then p(<r) =
-l.
(b). If ais a connective of degree
n, then P(a) =n-l.
c.lfa ls a f and lM =1; then p(a) =pM+
pM
W. II a is the null string, then p(<r) =
0.
a and "a " is a letter a connective for
'

-

k^

;;

*"

ImT^n I' { m " if dm^ language,
if
I Li a
L and only

then visa word

and a is a siring in I,
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(1). p(o) = -1(2). If ox is any head of a, and ax ?£ a, then pfa) > 0.
We divide the proof of this theorem into four parts.

T2 Under the hypothesis ofTl,if<risa word in 7_, then (1) and
(2) hold.
Proof. If 1(a) = 1, then the lemma is true by W2. If T2 is
true for strings of length less than k, (k > 1), and
if 1(a) = k, then, by Wl, ais afi x " " " fi n where ais a
connective of degree n and fi x , " " " , fin are words.
For convenience we denote a by "fi". Let
l(fii) = h , 0 < i < n. Now

... 4- p(fi )

p(a) = p(fi0 ) 4- P(fix) 4= n- 14- (-1) +
-1,

-

a

"""

+

(-1)

so that (1) holds. If ax is a head of o-, and ax 5* a,
then there is a unique integer j, 0 < j < n, such
that

k 4- """"+!, < Z(<r.) <io+

"""

4-.,+1

Then there is a string cr2 , possibly null, such that
a x is j30 "" " /8,0-2 "If o"2 is not null, then it is a head
of fi i+x and different from fi i+x Hence, in any
case, p(a2) >o,by T2 applied to fi i+x Therefore

.

p(o x )

-

p(fio) 4-

>n- 1 +
=n~ 1 -

"" "

.

+ p(0.) +pW
(-1)

(-1) 4-

"""

4-

+0

j

>o,
which proves (2)

T3. If <t is a string in L satisfying (1) and r is not null, then ar
does not satisfy (2).

For ais a head of ar and p(<r) =
for <tt.

- 1, so that (2) does not hold
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T4. Under the hypotheses of TI, if a is a string satisfying (l)
and (2), and a = ax a2 , a 2 not null, then there is a unique
string t such that r satisfies (1) and (2) and is a head

of a 2 .
Proof. There cannot be more than one such string

T

, by

T3. Now

p(o2) = p(o)

- p(o ) = -1 - p(a ) < 0
x

x

Let t be the head of a 2 of minimum length with negative rank.
If t_ is any head of t different from t, then p(r x ) >0. Let "a,-"
be the last sign of t, and let t = r 2aj Then

.

0

> p(t)

= p(t2)

+ p(ai) > p(a ).
t

Hence "a" must be a letter, and p(a^) = —1, and therefore
0 < p(t 2) <1, so that p(t 2) =0, p(r) = -1.
T5. Under the hypotheses of TI, if a is a string satisfying (1)
and (2), then a is a word.
Proof. If 1(a) = 1,the lemma is true by Dla. Suppose that
T5 is true for all strings of length less than k,
k > 1, and that 1(a) = k. If "a" is the first sign
of a, then p(a x ) >0, by (2). Hence "a" is a connective of degree n = 1 -\- p(a x ). Let abe
"a x a2 "" " a". There is a unique string fi x such that
fix is a head of "a2 "" " a" and satisfies (1) and (2).
Hence fi x is a word. Suppose the words fi x , """ , ft
have already been defined, 1 < j < n, such that
0-/3- "" " fii is a head of a, so that ais a xfi x "" " fto. "
Since p(a xfi x "" " fi,) =n-1-j> 0, a; is not
null. Then there is a unique heacl fi i+x of aj satisfying (1) and (2). By T5 for strings of length less
than k, fi j+x is a word. Thus we can find words
, fi n such that axfix "" " fi n is a head of <rfi x ,
This string is a word by Wl, and consequently
satisfies (1) and (2), by T2. Hence ais a xfi x """ ft
byT3.
■'"
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The criterion of spelling embodied in Tl explains why the
syntax of simple languages is simple.
An examination of the rules of sentence formation and the
rules of classification of sentences as true in the languages
hitherto considered and a comparison with the rules of word
formation in these languages reveals such a striking analogy
that we are led to seek a theory which unifies these rules with
respect to their common features. This may be done by means
of Post's concept of production.
EXERCISES

Ex. 1. Formulate the object language of a Boolean algebra
with the operations P. and N (Na = a') as a simple
language. State the postulates in the new notation
without parentheses.
Ex. 2. Set up a system of postulates for the elementary
arithmetic of integers, positive, negative, and 0, using
the idea on p. 154.
Ex. 3. Prove that if L is a simple language, then a string a in
Lis a word if and only if p(a) = - 1 and the rank of
every tail of a is negative.
CANONICAL LANGUAGES,

SECTION 2

AND DEFINITION

Let us examine the language of 112 from a slightly different
point of view. The alphabet consists of the letters p, px , pxx , "" " ,
the connective of degree 1, and the connective D of degree 2.
The rules of word formation are Wl and W2. The rule of sentence formation is simply that all words are sentences and conversely. The rules of truth are stated by means of the symbol
V which indicates that the string which follows is to be

~

classified

as true:

Al". If Ya, then a is a sentence.
A4". If a, fi, y are sentences, then YD D a D fiy D D afi D
A5". If a, fi are sentences, then YD a 3 ft*-

ay.
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A 6". If a, fi are sentences, then YDD ~a
A7". If f-« and fO a/3, then f-ft

~/_?

D fia

The whole system can be formulated in a more suggest"
way if we adjoin to the alphabet the signs SB and
"-So-" is to be interpreted as meaning that a is a word. fidentify words and sentences in this language, we do notSince
formulate explicitly any rules for sentence
formation. The la
guage now appears in the following form :
Pl". f-« -> SBa.
P2". 333a, 38/3 -* 333 D afi.
P3". 333a-+ 3B ~a.
P4". SBa, SBft S7 -DD«D /?y DD afi Day
P5". ©a, $Sfi-*YDaD fia.
P6". ©a, W -> (OD
~« ~0 D /3a.
P7". h«, (O a/3 hJ.
PO". 2Bp, ffip, , «5Pll _,_"";.

g^

needT°

-

initial su PP y of strin gs, and rules
Pl^fyasthmk
°f P° foranproducing
instructions
new strings from strings
]

ri -Jr7

which we already have. The rules are understood in
the sense
that if a, fi, y, etc. are arbitrary strings
such that the strings
appearing to the left of the arrow in
any rule

are in our stock,
then we may add the string to the right of the
arrow to that
stock.
We call Pl"-P7" productions and the
strings in PO" the
axioms and an axiom or a string
from the axioms by
obtainable
repeated applications of the productions
is
called a theorem.
(Note that Pl" might
have been omitted.)
In this formulation we had an
infinite alphabet and infinitely
many axioms. We can, as indicated before, reformulate
the language so that there are only a
finite
number of axioms and a
finite alphabet We take the alphabet
to consist of the signs
P, l, J>, ~, 353, h and 8.
"8" may be thought of as denoting the
class of letters. The productions
are Pl"-P7" as above and
P8". 2a -> Bal,
P9". 2a -> 333a,
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an d the only axiom is

PO'. Sp.
It is not obvious, at first sight, how one would formulate the
first system of combinatory logic given in 1113 in the present
manner because there are infinitely many premises in E5
(p. 112). We can, however, approach the system in a different
way. If a and 6 are formulae in A, X, and a finite number of
variables and x is a variable which does not occur in either a or b,
then E5 is used only where the inference from ax = bx to a = b
would be allowed. This idea leads us to the desired formulation.
Our alphabet consists of the signs A,K,\,x, a, 2ft, 8, 51, ft and
= The productions are :

.

Pl.
P2.
P3.
P4.
P5.
P6.
P7.
PB.
P9.
PIO.
Pll.
Pl2.
Pl3.
Pl4.

8a -> 2aa.
2a -» 333a.

933a, 38/3 -» 933|a/3.

9Ba -J- a = a.
a = /3 -» /3 = a.
a = fi, fi = y — + a = y.
a = ft 7 = 5 -> |a7= |/35.
ftaft 8/3, %a -* ftaa/3a.
ftaft SBB/3, 31a -» ftaaft
ftaft fta7 , 953/3, 3337, 51« -* %a\fiy.
ftaft fta7, 953ft 987, \fixaa = | 7 xaa, 51a
953a, 953ft 9537 -* \\\Aafiy = ||a.7 |/37
953a, 98/3 -> ||7Ca/3 = a.
sla -* 31aa.

.

->

/3 =

y.

The axioms are:
PO. 2xa, %axa, 3BA, 953K, ftaA, ftaZ, sla.
The interpretation is that the "letters" are "xa", "xaa",
" " " , (Pl), and that A, X, and all letters are words. If a is a
string in a, then a word fi is of type a (i.e. fta/3) if and only if it is
built up from A, X, and letters involving at most the same number of a's as in a. Pll, which corresponds to E5, says that if fi and
7 are such words then we may infer fi = 7 from \fixaa = \yxaa.
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But xaa is a letter which does not occur in either fi or y. We ha.Ye
used the sign a to distinguish between the letters of the language
instead of "1" as before, since in the development of the system
on the basis of PO-14, we should like to be able to use "1" as in
1113.
We could have eliminated 953 and taken "933a" as an abbreviation for "a = a". This makes possible certain economies in the
system.

Another way of looking at these languages is to consider the
productions as instructions to a moron, who can scan a string
and recognize it as being of a certain form, for producing
theorems starting from the axioms. The happy moron can, by
merely following the instructions, generate as many theorems as
he pleases, and never feels the need for any intelligence in the
process. He might just as well be a robot or a machine. Now a
mathematician proceeds in a somewhat different way. He is not
satisfied with this mechanical method of producing all theorems.
He takes, rather, a string which has some interest for him, and
by applying his ingenuity tries to produce it from the axioms or
to show that it cannot be so produced. If the string is a theorem,
then the moron will produce it sooneror later, but on the way he
will produce a lot of irrelevant matter which has nothing to do
with the problem. If the string is not a theorem, then the moron
will never find it out by means of his purely mechanical method
of generating all the theorems, for he will never be sure that he
cannot produce it by working longer.
The decision problem for the language is that of determining
whether a given string is a theorem or not. For the language of
PO', Pl"-P9" the solution is essentially given by T1.2.3 and
T4.1.1. For as we see from the statements of Pl"-P9", every
theorem is of the form |-a, 933a, or Ba. By PO' and P8" 2a is a
theorem if and only if a consists of "p" alone or "p" followed by
a string of l's. Theorem T4.1.1 takes care of all theorems of the
form 353a. Theorem 1.2.3 together with the definition of "V"
given on p. 38 tells us how to decide whether j-a is a theorem.
Note that this decision process can also be carried out by the
happy moron. It can also be set up in the form of a set of pro-
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ductions and axioms, so that he could apply it and always
arrive at the decision. We need only to adjoin new signs F (for
"false") and T (for "true") and give rules for producing the
string Ta whenever a is a theorem and Fa whenever a is not a
theorem. The criteria just outlined show us what instructions
must be given to the moron in order that he may carry out this
decision process. Thus all intelligence and ingenuity is eliminated
from this language. There is no blemish on the moron's happiness, for he can solve any problem stated within the language.
A rule for producing Fa in cases where a is a string in the original
alphabet which is not a theorem is called by Carnap [V111]36 a
rule of refutation. In the present language we can give a complete
set of rules of refutation.
The situation is different for PO-Pl4. According to a theorem
of Church, if we adjoin the signs T and F as before, then it is
impossible to add a set of productions and axioms to PO-Pl4,
in such a way that Ta is a theorem if and only if a is a theorem
in the original system, and Fa is a theorem if and only if a is
not a theorem in the original system. This is already impossible
if one restricts oneself to strings of theform fi = y, where fi and y
are words formed from "A", "X", and "|" alone. Thus there is
no mechanical process for solving all problems stated in this
language. Intelligence and ingenuity cannot be dispensed with
in this or any other language adequate for arithmetic. For any
given string a, one may perhaps, by exercising ingenuity,
be able to decide whether it is a theorem or not, but there is no
generalprocedure for this purpose which could be applied by a
moron or a machine.
Church's theorem has sometimes been interpreted pessimistically as a proof that there are absolutely unsolvable problems.
It is indeed a fundamental discovery on the limitations of human
ingenuity that no machine can be invented which will solve all
problems stated in the simple language of PO-Pl4. But optimistically speaking, it is a rigorous proof that brains are indispensable, and that should be comforting to anyone who hopes
that he can solve problems which a moron cannot.
The languages considered in this section illustrate the general
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class introduced by Post. We consider a language with
a finit
alphabet % consisting of signs ax , "" " ,a m .By a production
we
mean an operation whereby the strings
Ox X ai^aX2ailt "" " alni
22

(1)

a., :i " " " a

Okiaikl ak2 aik

,

" " " akn

,

,

,

produce the string
(2)

a xaiV a2 ait " " " a,

_

Here the <r's are given strings in 21, some of them possibly being
._. ,jx ,--- , jr x are chosen
null, and the numbers ixx
" ,
from the integers 1, " " " , M, for some M The rule means that if
ax , """ ,aM are arbitrary strings, even possibly null,
then the
strings in (1) yield the string (2). The strings (1) are called the

.

data of the production, and (2) is called the product. We make
the restriction that each a which occurs in the product
must
occur in at least one datum, and that each datum and the
product contain at least one a. We further
assume that the
product is not null, no matter how the a's
are chosen. This
amounts to assuming that at least one of a , " " , <r is not
x
r
null.
"
A canonical language is a language L with a
alphabet, a
finite number of productions, and a finite number of axioms.
Every precise language which has ever been
constructed, except
for those containing rules of the type of FSI on p. 142, can be
formulated as a canonical language. Of course, the canonical
forms of such languages as L 2 and L 3 are rather complex, but
this is to be expected since these languages are themselves quite
complicated. The point is that by abstracting from the special
features of a particular language and studying canonical languages in general we can obtain results which apply to all languages which can be put in canonical
form, and this includes
practically all languages which are useful in mathematics and
logic. We shall consider only
canonical languages from now on.
With this tool at our disposal we can explain simply and

finite'
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elegantly
mathematical and logical notions.
One might also expect that many concepts in linguistics which
have resisted all attempts up to now at clear and general formulation may now be treated with the same lucidity and rigor
which has made mathematics a model for other sciences. The
wealth of detail and the manifold irregularities of natural languages have often obfuscated the simple general principles
underlying linguistic phenomena.
We wish to emphasize that canonical languages seem to be the
most general languages in which the rules of word and sentence
formation and the rules of inference are constructive, i.e. in
which one can determine in a finite number of steps whether a
given chain of strings constitutes a valid proof. Church's theorem
may be considered as a proof that a certain problem cannot be
solved by constructive methods. If, as some believe, these are
the only methods available to man, then that theorem brings out
a profound limitation to what man can accomplish. As we have
pointed out, this limitation is essentially that he cannot eliminate the necessity of using his intelligence, no matter how
cleverly he tries.
The a's occurring in the statement of a production will be
called its string variables. A string r will be called an immediate
consequence of the strings t x , "" " , r k by a given production P
if strings can be substituted for the string variables in P in such
a way that the data become t x , "" " , rk and the product is t.
A sequence of strings r x ,
rk is called a proofby P x , """ ,P r
from the hypotheses H, where H is a class of strings, if each t,
is either in 77 or an axiom or an immediate consequence of some
preceding t's by one of the productions P x , " " " , P r A string t
is a consequence of 77 by P x , "" " , -Pr if there is a proof by
Pi , "" " ,P r from the hypotheses 77 in which ris the last string.
A string r is a theorem if it is a consequence of the axioms.
It should be noted that a moron will prove any theorem if he
lives and works long enough, and he can check any proposed
sequence of strings to determine whether it is a proof, but unless
the decision problem for the language in question is solvable, he
will, in general, be unable to discover a proof for a given string,
many important

-

even if it is a theorem. Thatrequires intelligence directed toward
a goal; mere patience does not suffice.
The language 7/ is called an extension of L if (1) the alphabet
% of L is contained in the alphabet W of U, and (2) each theorem in L is a theorem in 7/. The simplest case is where 31 is contained in W, each production of L is a production of U , and each
axiom of L is an axiom of 7/. In that case 7/ will be called a
direct extension of L. If L and 7/ are extensions of each other
then they will be said to be equivalent.
The notion of variable can now be explained. A variable over L
is simply a sign in an extension of L which is not in the original
alphabet. This is a generalization of the concept of variable (or
indeterminate) as it is used in modern algebra. The letter x used
in defining the concept "formula in x" in 1112 and 1114 is employed as a variable in the present sense.
In the languages L 2and L 3and some similar languages which
we have studied the notion of "variable" was modified by
means of a technical device in order to have infinitely many
variables at our disposal and still have a finite alphabet. It is not
easy to see how the concept could be redefined generally so as to
take care of such a situation.
An extension 7/ of a language L is said to be conservative if a
string t in the alphabet of L is a theorem in U if and only if it is
a theorem in L. Thus a conservative extension of L is one in
which the class of theorems expressible in the alphabet of L is
left unchanged.
A class (S of strings in the alphabet % of the language 7. is said
to be canonical if there is a conservative extension 7/ of L and a
string a such that a is in (S if and only if a is a string in % and
aa is a theorem in U We may consider a canonical class as one
whose members may be enumerated by a constructive process.
For if we construct a machine which generates the theorems of
7/ and prints a on a special tape every time a theorem of the
form "aa" is produced, then the machine will list the members
of (5 step by step, and each one will appear on the list sooner or
later. In particular, the class of theorems in a canonical language
is canonical, for we may take a to be the null string and 7/ to be
L itself.

.
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The class of all strings in the alphabet U of L is also canonical.
We may adjoin to % two new signs, -say "©" and "£". To each
production P in L, with the data rx , " " " , irk , and product r,
we take as the corresponding production in the extension
2/n"i , "" " , Xirk —> 5t.7.

.

We adjoin also the productions

i = I,
Xa^a —> at a,
©a, ©0 —> ©a/3,

"""

,n

and take as axioms ©a< , i = 1,

"" " ,n, and 2>, , i = 1, "" " ,m,
where a, , i = 1, "" " ,n, are the signs of 31, and a ,i = 1, "" " , ra,
are the axioms of L. Then we have a conservative extension of L
in which ©a is a theorem if and only if a is a string in 21.
A moron can make a list of the members of a canonical class (S
by mechanically applying the productions of 7/ and picking out
the theorems beginning with a certain fixed string a. He will,
however, be unable to decide, in general, whether a given string
a will appear on his list if he works long enough. A class £ for
which this decision problem is solvable by a moron will be called
solvable. More precisely, the class (S will be said to be solvable if
there is a conservative extension 7/ of L and there are two distinct strings a x and a 2 such that for any string am the alphabet
of L the string axa is a theorem in 7/ if and only if ais in (5, and
a 2a is a theorem in 7/ if and only if ais not in S. The decision
problem for a language is solvable constructively if and only if
the class of theorems is solvable.
The following language N is adequate for a part of arithmetic.
The alphabet consists of the signs 1 and = The only production
is
{

.

Nl. a = fi ->al = 01,
and the only axiom is N0."1 = 1". The decision problem is
solvable. For we may adjoin new letters F (for "false") and
-S (for "string") to the alphabet, and the productions
N2.

a

N3.

a = a, y = 7

= a, fi = fi -> Fa = afi,

—► Fay —

a,

N4. a = a —» Fa,
N5. a = a —► Sa,
N6. sa, 50 -♦ Safi,
N7. 5a -+ P = a,
NB. 5a -> Fa = ,
N9. sa, Sfi, Sy -> Pa = 0 =

7,

and the axioms
NlO. 5, and 5 =
These productions show that if ais a string in 1, then a = ais a
theorem and that no other strings are theorems. More explicitly:
N2 and N3 show that no equation with more l's on one side
than on the other is a theorem; N4 shows that a string of l's
alone is no theorem; N7-N9 show that only equations can be
theorems. A string t in N is a theorem if and only if it is a theorem in the new language. It is not a theorem in N if and only if
Ft is a theorem in the new language.
We can now explain the process of definition. The simplest
type of definition is that in which a new sign is taken as an abbreviation for a given string a in the alphabet of the language.
This amountsto adjoining the new sign, say "s", to the alphabet,
and the productions
Ps(l). asfi -» aafi
Ps(2). aafi -> asfi
to the list of productions in L. In other words we extend L in
such a way that in every context "s" and a are interchangeable.

This extension is conservative, and to each string in the extension there corresponds a string in L such that each is a consequence of the other.
More often a new sign is defined in context. That is, certain
strings containing the new sign are taken as abbreviations of
strings in L. For this to constitute a definition in the usual sense
of the word, the extension of L thus constructed must be conservative, i.e. no new theorems in the old alphabet are provable.
Also, there must be a condition of translatability, i.e. that at

least to every meaningful string in the extension there corresponds a string in L such that each is a consequence of the other.
In order to formulate this condition in a general manner, we
must suppose that certain classes of strings are distinguished as
meaningful.
Thus in the above language N we may define a sentence as a
string of the form a = 0 where a and 0 are numerals, and a
numeral is a string of l's. Formally, this may be doneby adjoining the letters W and © and the productions:

Nil. a = a ->Wa.
Nl2. Wa-*a = a.
Nl3. Via, 9.0 -> ©a = 0.
It is convenient to adjoin also the productions
Nl4. a = fi -> 0 = a.
Nl5. a = fi, 0 = 7 -> a = 7
Nl6. a = 0, y = 8-» a 7 = 05.

.

We shall use "N" from now on to denote the language of N0Nl6.

We may then define addition by adjoining the signs (,), and
4-, and the production

+

Nl7. 9la, 9.0 -> (a
0) = afi.
The language N' thus obtained is a conservative extension of N
since Nl4-Nl6 are trivially valid in N, for the only equations
which are theorems in N are of the form "a = a". To every
string y' in N' such that ©7 ' is a theorem there corresponds a
string yin N such that ©7 is also a theorem (in N') and each of
y and y' is a consequence of the other (in N'). This assures the
translatability of every sentence in N' into an equivalent sentence in N. We do not need to be able to translate such strings
as"4-((l) = ".
A more complicated type of definition is definition by recursion, sometimes called definition by induction. Here the new
sign is defined in some simple contexts, and then rules are given
for translating an occurrence of it in a more complicated context
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in terms of one ormore occurrences in simpler contexts. Thus we
may define multiplication in N' as follows:
NlB. Wa -» (a X 1) = a.
Nl9. 9la, 9.0 -> (a X 01) = ((« X 0) 4" a).
This amounts to adjoining the sign X and the productions NlB
and Nl9. Thus we do not equate (a X 0) directly to a string in
which "X" does not occur, but we give productions whereby
any sentence in the new language N" may be translated into an
equivalent sentence in N.
For example the sentence
"((111 X 11)4- 1)

-

(IHI

+

11)"

in N" is equivalent to the sentence
"(111111

4- 1) = (HH

+ 11)"

in JV' (i.e. each is a consequence of the other), and in fact, both
are equivalent to the false sentence
"1111111 = 111111"
iniV.
Still more complicated is the type of definition where several
new signs are defined simultaneously. An example of this is
D3.3.21, where "term" and "sentence" are so defined.
We are thus led to the following definition of "definition".
If 7/ is an extension of L, and © is a canonical class of strings in
U, and co is a sign in the alphabet W of L' but not in the alphabet
21 of L (i.e. co is a variable in L' over L), then co is defined in 1/
relative to L and © if and only if 7/ is a conservative extension
of L, and to every string y' in the class © and in the alphabet
21 \J {co}, therecorresponds a string y, in L and in the class @,
such that each is a consequence of the other in V Thus the sign
co is defined, essentially, if the definition doesn't change the class
of theorems, and if it can be eliminated from any sentence.
In particular, a function g on the class of positive integers is
recursive if there is an extension Nx of N and a sign "/" defined
in Nx relative to N and © such that

.

f(a) = g(a)
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a theorem for each a such that 9ia is a theorem. We may define
the notion of a recursive function of severalvariables in a similar

■

manner.

The above discussion shows how we can analyze rigorously
a number of concepts for the whole family of canonical languages, where most previous treatments are either vague or
refer to some special language. In the next section we shall delanrive some non-trivial properties common to all canonical
guages.
EXERCISES
ChapEx. 1. Formulate the postulates for Boolean algebra in
ter I, section 2, as a canonical language.
substitution
Ex. 2. Formulate that language using a rule of
as on pp. 40-41.
Ex 3. Adjoin to the alphabet of the language on pp. 40-41
and
the signs 0 and P, and adjoin the following axioms
productions:
Allb. ©0.
Al2b. PO.
RlBb. ©A -> (A D 0) = (~A).
Rl9b. ©A -> (0 D A) = (~0).
R2ob. ®A-^(4 3 (-0)) = (-0).
R2lb. ©A->((~0)DA) = A.
R22b. PA, A = B ~* PB.
FB
R23b. VA, ©B, FS(O\A\B)
FB.
R24b. VA, ©B, F((~0)\A\B)
c
,
then
VA is not a theo
is a theorem
Prove that
of
true
the class
if and only if FA is a theorem. Hence
such
that
A
strings
e— i.e. the
strings a such
that the class of words, i.e. the on p. 159
4.
Prove
Ex.
language
that 3Ba is a theorem, in the
solvable.
„„ r' (Chapter
f Chanter 111, section 3) is
Ex. 5. Prove that the language L 2
a conservative extension of U
variable

'if ©i

f

--

_-^J*£

.
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extension of a field, and the analogy between the
notion of a definition and that of an algebraic extension of a field. (For readers acquainted with algebra.)
Ex. 7. Give extensions of N' in which the following are
defined:
(a). a\
(b). a!.
(c).

a

< 0.

(ifo <a)
(d). a- fi
(c) a divides fi.
(f). the greatest common divisor of a and 0.
(g). the number of divisors of a.
(h). ais a prime number,
(i). the a-th prime number.
Ex. 8. Show that the following classes of integers are canonical:
(a), the even integers
(b). the perfect squares
(c). the non-squares
(d). the prime numbers

.

SECTION 3

NORMAL LANGUAGES

THEOREMS OF

AND

A very special kind of canonical language is one in which the
productions all have the simple form
(1)

ax a

—

aa2

(a x ,a2 given strings)

and there is only one axiom. A production of the form (1) is
called normal, and a language, with one axiom, whose productions are all normal, is called a normal language. Post proved the
remarkable

.

Theorem 1 Every canonical language has a conservative normal
extension.
As a result, every canonical class of strings can be generated in
a normal language, and a .class is solvable if and only if it is
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binormal, i.e. both it and its complement can be generated in a
normal language. This makes it possible for us to focus our

attention on normal languages without

any loss of generality.
The proof, though completely elementary, is rather long, and
cannot be given here. We shall, however, make free use of this
theorem in our discussions.
We remark, also, that it is sufficient to consider languages
with only two signs. For if "ax", "" " , "an " are the signs of a
language L, then we may construct a new language in the signs
a and b, and make the strings aba, abba, " " " ,ab- " -ba correspond
to the signs of our original language. This is essentially how we
avoided infinite alphabets. This shows that a canonical class of
strings in 1 can be obtained as the class of all strings in 1
which are theorems in a certain normal language with "1" in its
alphabet. For there is a language L, whose alphabet contains
"1", and a string a in L such that (5 is the class of all strings a
in 1 such that aa is a theorem in L.
We adjoin two new signs, say "9£" and "d", to the alphabet
of L. If
TTI

> **

'

, ITk

*

~ 7T

is a production in L, then we replace it by
a\ x d,

"" "

, dn d
k

—

>

dird.

If x is an axiom of L, then we replace it by dird. This process we
call sealing the language L with the sign d. It is very useful in
constructing extensions of languages, since it hermetically seals
off processes in L from the new processes which we wish to
introduce.
We take the following new productions:
-> 9Ua,
dalad, 9Ha

9ta

—

» la,

and the following new axiom: 911. Then every theorem in the
new language 7/ is either of theform "dird", where r is a theorem
of L, or "9la", where a is a string in 1, or is a member of the
class (_., and furthermore, every member of the class 6 is a theo-
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rem. Thus (S is the class of all theorems of 7/ which are string
in 1 By Post's theorem, there is a conservative normal extension
L" of 7/, and consequently (_. is the class of all theorems of JJ*
which are strings in 1.
Let "1", "a", " " " , "a" be the signs in the alphabet of L"
We introduce a new sign b, and replace "a" by "61 " \ 0
with i l's, (i = 1, " " " , n). If we perform this replacement in all
the productions and the one axiom of L", we obtain a normal
language L'" with the two-sign alphabet {1, 6} such that (£ is
precisely the class of theorems of U" which are strings in 1. We
have thus proved

.

..

Theorem 2. £is a canonical class of strings in 1 if and only
if
there is a normal language L with the alphabet {1, b] such that a
string a in 1 is a theorem in L when and only when a is in (£.
If Lis a normal language, and a a at (i 1,"" " , n) are
** the string i^adax crx d
its productions, and x is its axiom, then
"" "
darCTr d, where "a", "c", and "c." are fixed signs not in the alphabet of L, will be called its basis. Thus we have a means of
representing each normal language with a given alphabet 21 by
means of a single string. The string in 21 preceding "a" is the sole
axiom of the corresponding language, a string in 21 flanked by
"d" and "c" in that order is the head of the datum of a production of the language, and the string between "c" and the next
"d" is the tail of the corresponding product. A basis of a normal
language with the alphabet 21 will simply be called a basis
over 21.
The class of all bases over a given alphabet 21 is canonical.
For let 21 be {b x , "" " , b n] and let "A", "B", "5", "a", "c", and
"d" be signs not in 21. We take the following productions
{

{

m

Sa —» Aa,

Aa,Sfi-+ Safi,
Sa, Afi, Sy -* Baadficyd,
Ba, Afi, Sy -* Baficyd,
and the axioms: A, Sb< ,(i= l,
, w)< Then Aa is a theorem
if and only if a is a string in 21, Sa is
a theorem if and only if a

...
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is a non-null string in 21, Ba is a theorem if and only if a is a
basis over 21. This language we shall call -8i and its alphabet 2U
Let "p"be a sign not in 21 1 By a sentence we shall mean a string
of the form "apfi" where a is a basis over 21 and 0 is a string in
9T We may think of this sentence as expressing the proposition
that 0 is a theorem in the languagewhose basis is a. We shall say
that the sentence is true if the corresponding proposition is true,
and false if the corresponding proposition is false.

.

.

T3. The class of true sentences is canonical.
Proof. Let "V" be a sign not in 21v We adjoin thefollowing productions to 93. :
Brafi > hraopx,
Badacrdfi, Aa, St, Ay, YadaCrdfipay -*
Yadacrdfipyr.

.

—

Then a string a is a true sentence if and only if h* is a theorem in
the language 932 justconstructed. The alphabet 2. 2 of 932 consists
of the signs V, p, and those of 21,.
The above remarks mean that given the alphabet 21, our
happy moron can write down step by step all bases over 21 and
produce the corresponding true sentences one by one. This is to
mechanbe expected, since these acts can be performed purely
is
no
mechanical
there
ically. We should expect, however, that
procedure for deciding whether a given sentence is true or false,
as
for non-trivial parts of mathematics can be formulated canonto
is
reasonable
and
it
ical, and therefore as normal, languages,
This
hunch
brains.
require
suppose that non-trivial problems
can be stated and proved rigorously:
canonical, if 21
Theorem 4. The class of false sentences is not
contains at least two signs.
is canonical, then there
Proof. If the class of false sentences
a in the alphabet ot
string
is a conservative extension SB. and a
if a is a string m 2l2
only
£3. such that a is a false sentence if and
»_
with a new sign
sealing
and aa is a theorem in »_ By
we
can cons met a
and by using a device like that of p. 171,
only if a is a
if
and
language ©, such that a is a false sentence

.

.
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string in 2l 2 and a theorem of 3 Also, we may suppose, without
loss of generality, that "1" and "b" are signs in 21.
The idea is to set up a one-to-one correspondenceR between
strings in a, b, c, d, and 1 , and positive integers n, which may be
thought of as a "name" relation, i.e. the proposition that a has
the relation R to n (denoted by "aRn") can be interpreted as
meaning that n is a name of the string a. Let (S be the class of
integers n such thatfißn, where 0 is a basis over 21 and n is not a
theorem in the language corresponding to 0. Then fipn will be a
false sentence whenever fißn and n is in (£. But if the class of
false sentences is canonical, then the class S is also canonical
By theorem 2, there is a normal language L with the alphabet
{1, 6} such that ($. is precisely the class of theorems of L which
are strings in 1. Let 0O be the basis of L. Consequently fi opn is a
true sentence if and only if n is in (S. That is to say, if g(fi) denotes the integer n such that fißn, then for any basis over
0
{ 1, b) , fiopg(fi) is a true sentence if and only if fipg(fi) is a false
sentence. In particular, fi opg(fi0) is a true sentence if and only if
it is a false sentence, which is a contradiction. It remains only
to carry out this plan of proof in detail.
Let "c", ".", "A x ", "A 2", "W, "R",
"= ", "(", ")", "4",
"X", and "<£" be signs not in 2T 3 , the alphabet of S83 .We construct a new language 584 as follows. Its alphabet 2I4 shall consist
of 2l 3 together with the above mentioned new signs. We seal $8_
with the sign c, as on p. 171, so that a is a theorem in £B3 if and
only if eae is a theorem in -3 4 We take also the axioms
A x l, A x a, A xb, A xe, A xd, A 26, ,
(i =1,
, n),
A 2A, A 2B, A 2a, A 2c, A2 d, A 2Y, A2 p, A 2S,
and the productions

.

...

A x a, A xfi -» _4jao,
A 2a, A 2fi — > _4 2a0.
Thus A xa is a theorem if and only if ais a string in { 1, a, b, c, d\
and A 2a is a theorem if and only if ais a string in 2l2
We take the axiom
1= 1

.
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and the productions Nil, Nl2, Nl4-Nl9 of the last section,
which provides us with as much arithmetic as we need for the
present proof.
The relation between a string in {\,a,b,c,d\ and its length is

characterized by the following axioms and production:
IZI, all, Wl, ell, dll;
alfi, ylB, A x a, A l7 , 9.0, 915

-> a7

ZOS.

It is now easy to define the desired name-relation R. We wish
to use "1" as the name of itself, and "2", "3", "4", and "5" as
the names of "a", "b", "c", and "d", respectively, and if a is any
string in {I, a,b, c,d\, then its name shall be the integer represented in the ordinary decimal notation by the string in { 1, 2, 3,
4, 5} obtained by replacing in a the signs 1, a, b, c, and d by
their names. Thus the name of the string abcldb shall be the
integer 234153, i.e. in unabbreviated form,
5
(2 X (10) )

2
3
4
4- (3 X (10) ) +(4 X (10) ) +(1 X (10) )

4- (5 X (10))

+ 3.

This relation may be defined within our language by the axioms
IRI, aßll, bßlll, cßllll, dfilllll.
and the productions

+

n),
A ia , A xfi, aRv, fißn, fill -» afiß((v XT)
aRv.
>
—
a,
A x aRn, P=v
(Here "T" is an abbreviation of the string ill 11 11111, which
denotes the integer 10.)
in
The above discussion shows that to each string a
1
such
that
in
string
v
{1, a, b, c, d} there corresponds a unique
aRv is a theorem, and that to different a's correspond different

packs the
We are now ready to construct the class <S which
wallop in this proof. We adjoin the production

j

efipve, fißv -+ (_*.

This completes the definition of the language 934

Now <Ev is a theorem in 534 if and only if there is a 0 such that
fißv and efipve are theorems in 534 But efipve is a theorem if and
only if 0 is a basis over 21 and v is not a theorem in the language
whose basis is 0. Furthermore fißv is a theorem if and only if 0 is
a string in { 1, a, b, c, d) and vis its uniquely determined "name"

.

Hence <&v is a theorem in 534 if and only if v is the name of a
basis 0 over {1, 6} and is not a theorem in the language corresponding to 0.
The class of v's such that (&v is a theorem in 534 is canonical
and consequently, by theorem 2, there is a normal language L
with the alphabet {1, 6} such that © is precisely the class of
theorems in L which are strings in 1. Let 0O be the basis of L.
Then YPoP* is a theorem in 532 if and only if (Sv is a theorem in
534 Thus if g(fi) is the unique v such that fißv is a theorem in
534 , then for any basis 0 over {1, b) we have that Yfiopg(fi) is a
theorem in 532 if and only if &g(fi) is a theorem in 534 , which is
true if and only if Yfipg(fi) is not a theorem in 532 In particular
YfioPg(fio) is a theorem in 532 if and only if it is not a theorem in
532 , which is a contradiction.

.

.

Corollary

4a. If is any canonical class
then there is a false sentence not contained in

offalse sentences,

We remark that the proof of the theorem shows how to construct explicitly such a false sentence.
Corollary

4b. Let 53 be any canonical language adequate
for the expression of 532 and for the expression of the notions of
"true" and "false" sentence. Suppose that 53 is consistent in the
sense that no sentence of 532 can be proved in 53 to be both true
and false. Then there is a false sentence whose falsity is not
provable in 53.
This corollary is formulated vaguely, but it would take too
long a digression to state it in more precise terms. It will suffice
to remark that L x , L 2 , L 3, and 7_ are adequate in the above
sense, and can be put in canonical form. (See the appendix.)
It follows that if these languages are consistent, then they are
not categorical, and furthermore, that their decision problems
2
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are unsolvable by constructive methods. For L x this is an important theorem of Church, which was originally proved by a
somewhat different method.
Proof. Let /be a function such that for each a in language 53 2
f(a) is a string in 53 which expresses the proposition that a is a
false sentence of 53 2 Seal 53 by a new sign "c" and adjoin a new
sign, say "P", to the alphabet, and the production

.

ef(a)e

—» Fa.

Since 53 is adequate for 53 2 and the notions of "true" and "false"
sentence, then every true sentence in 532 is provably true in 53.
Since 53 is consistent, no true sentence in 53 2 is provably false
in 53. Then Fa is a theorem in the language just constructed if
and only if a is a false sentence in 532 whose falsity is provable in
53. Clearly the class of all such a's is canonical, and therefore
cannot contain all false sentences.
If 53 contains a notion of negation, then for a false sentence a
such that /(a) is not a theorem in 53 neither /(a) nor its negation
can be theorems in 53. Note that the negation of /(a) is a statement in the language 53 which we, observing 53 from the outside,
can prove to be true, but which cannot be proved within 53.
Thus any consistent language 53 satisfying the above conditions
will contain undecidable propositions, and there will be true
propositions expressible but not provable in 53.
Thus the decision problem for the language 532 is not solvable
in any canonical language adequate for the statement of that
problem. The problem of inventing a machine for solving the
decision problem of 532 is absolutely unsolvable. The language532
is a specific one with an alphabet of n 4- 8 signs, 6 productions,
and n 4- 1 axioms, where n is the number of signs m 21. For the
sake of definiteness we set down the primitive frame of 532 for
the special case n = 2.
Alphabet: 1, a, b, c, d, A, B, S,
Axioms: A, 51, 56.
Productions: 5a —> Aa.

Aa, Sfi -* Safi.

h P-
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Sa, Afi, Sy -> Baadficyd.
Ba, Afi, Sy -> Baficyd.
Baafi —■> [-aaopa.
Ay, Aa, St, BadaCrdfi, YadaCrdfipary
Yadacrdfipyr.

—>

We can "arithmetize" 532 by taking as the alphabet the digits
1, 2, 3, " " " , 9, 0, corresponding in order to the above signs, and
making this replacement throughout the primitive frame of 53
thus:
Alphabet: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 0.
Axioms: 6, 81, 83.
Productions: 8a —» 6a.
6a, 80 -> Bao.
Ba, 60, 8 7 -> 7a250475.
7a, 60, 87 -> 7ao475.
7a20 -> 9a200a.
67, 6cr, St, 7ascr4rso, 9ascr4TsoO<77

->

9a50-4r50O7 T.

The productions represent simple arithmetic operations, which
could be defined in elementary arithmetic. For example, the
first production corresponds to the function / defined by
f(n) =

(n
i
[6

- (2 X 10*), ifn there9 is a k such that 8 X 10* <
<

X 10*,

otherwise.

Similarly, to each of the other productions there corresponds a
certain elementary arithmetic operation which, if the integers
operated upon have certain forms, yields a certain result, and
otherwise yields the number 6. Then the decision problem of 532
becomes the problem of determining for any given integer n
whether it can be obtained from the integers 6, 81, and 83 by a
finite number of applications of six elementary arithmetic operations. The problem can also be transformed into one of the following type: for a certain elementary arithmetic function /,
to determine for which integers n the equation f(x) = n has an
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integral solution. (See Skolem [Xl]26. Thus any canonical language which is consistent and adequate for arithmetic will
contain undecidable sentences expressing elementary arithmetic
propositions. There will even be such sentences which we can
prove to be true by an argument in the syntax language.
If we like, we may take an alphabet of two signs {1, 6} and
replace the signs of the above alphabet by 616, 6116, " "
611111111116, respectively. We thus obtain a very simple" language in two signs whose decision problem is unsolvable by any

machine.

The proof of theorem 4 has a very simple meaning. We may
think of a basis as a statement, namely the joint statement of
all the theorems in the corresponding language, and the integer
n, such that fißn is a theorem, as a name of that statement. The
sentence fipv may be interpreted as an expression of the proposition that the statement 0 asserts that the statement whose
name is v is true. The class (S is the class of names of statements
which do not assert their own truth. If the class of false statements were canonical, then there would be a statement 0O
asserting the truth of all statements and only those statements
which do not assert their own truth. The contradiction is simply
that if 0o asserts its own truth, then its name is not in (£, so that
0o does not assert its own truth; and if 0 does not assert its own
truth, then its name is in (£, so that 0O does assert its own truth.
Thus 0o is exactly the kind of statement which is made in the
Epimenides paradox. The theorem says that a canonical language which gave an exhaustive definition of falsity and which
had machinery for expressing names would give rise to this
paradox.

These results, anticipated by Post and Finsler, and published
with rigorous proofs for the first time by Godel, show that no
consistent canonical language can be adequate for the expression
of mathematics and at the same time be capable of proving all
true propositions in elementary number theory.
The undecidable proposition which was constructed by Godel
is one whose intuitive meaning is that 53 is consistent. Thus
Godel's proof shows that no consistent canonical language can
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be adequate for arithmetic and also adequate for the
proof of
its own consistency. This holds, in particular, for such langua^
S ges
as L 2, 7.3 , and L.
This situation has given rise to a great deal of pessimism
since
it seems to indicate that the consistency of arithmetic
cannot be
proved by constructive methods. One might hope,
build a language which is not constructively given however to
as a whole
but such that there is a constructive method for
determining
whether a given chain of sentences is a proof. For a
consistency
proof all that would be needed would be to show that any
constructively given part of the language is consistent. The
methods
used in this proof would be inexpressible in this part, but
would
be expressible in a certain larger part of the language.
Whether
such a program could be realized is a question for the
future
As the matter stands today we must close this book sitting
squarely and painfully on the horns of the dilemma: the
only
known adequate languages are incomplete and not
provably
consistent by the modes of reasoning which they express, and
the only safe (i.e. provably consistent) ones are inadequate.

.

EXERCISES

Ex. 1. Show that if Cx and C 2are canonical classes
of strings
in 1, then so are Cx U C 2and
H
C
2
d
Ex. 2. Show that the solvable classes of strings in 1
form a
Boolean algebra.
Ex. 3. (a). Show that if is a recursive function
/
of one
variable and if f(nx ) < f(n2) whenever nx < n2 ,
then the set of values taken on by is solvable,
(b). If / is any recursive function, then/ its range is
canonical.
Ex. 4. (a). Prove that the class U of
bases of normal languages in a given alphabet {1, bx ,
"" " , &„} in
which "1" is a theorem is canonical,
(b). If T is the basis of a normal language
L in the
alphabet (1, bt
" , bn ] and a 0 is a string in 1,
a 0 ?* 1, let "2" be a sign not in
the given alpha-

.

.

(c)
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bet. In each of the productions and axioms of L
replace "1" by "21" and '%" by "26 ", i= I,
""" , n. Adjoin the following productions, where
kis the length of a 0:
2121 "" " 2a -» a 2 (k 2's in datum),
12a —» al.
Prove that "1" is a theorem in this new language
if and only if a 0 is a theorem in L.
Prove that the class of normal languages in
{1, a, , "" " , an ) in which "1" is not a theorem is
not canonical.

APPENDIX 1

CANONICAL FORMS

L x , L'2 ,

AND

L-

U
Alphabet :

o, 1, a,f, (, ), D, ~, I, F, 5, ©, =, |, f-,
Z, £7.

Axioms:

Productions

Al.
A2.
A3.
A4.
A5.
A6.
A7.
AB.
A9.
AlO.

?_,

o, 0,

Zo.
171.
0 = 0.
1 = 1.
a = a.
/ = /.
( = (.
) = ).
D-D=

~

Pl.lZa

P2.
P3.
P4.
P5.
P6.
P7.
PB.
P9.
PIO.
Pll.
Pl2.

->Zao.
Ua -> Ual.
Za —* laa.

Ua, Zfi -> Fafafi.
Pl/a, 70 -» ©/«0.
Ua, Pal/0, 77 -► Faffiy.
©a -+©~a.
©a, ©0 .-» ©(a D fi).
©a, 70 -» ©(0)a.

ha, K« Dfl-* hft
ha, 70 -»Ko)a-

©a, ©0, ©7 -> h((a D (0 D 7 ))
D ((a Dfi)D(aD y))).
Pl3. ©a, ©0-*h(<O (fiD a)).
Pl4. ©a, ©0 -> h((~a D ~0) D (0 D a)).
Pl5. a = 0 -* 0 = a.
Pl6. a = 0, 0 = 7 -> a = 7

.

JB2
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Pl7. a = fi, y = 8—> a 7 = 05.
PlB. a 9* 0 --> 0 5* a.
Pl9. a = fi, 0^ 7 -. a^ 7
P2O. a=o, 7
5-» a 7 05.
P2l. a 0, 7=d-+ ay 9* fid.
P22. Za -> a aa.
P23. 7a -> aOa.
P24. 7a, 70, a 9± fi -> aOO.
P25. C/a, Zfi, ly -> 7 0/aO.
P26. /a, F0/7 -* aO/ 7a.
P27. 7a, 70, Fyfb, aO/5, a 0-> aO/50.
P2B. 7a, 70, P7/5, aO/5 -> aO/50.
P29. 7a, ©0, aOO -» aO~O.
P3O. 7a, ©0, aOO -* aO~O.
P3l. 7a, ©0, ©7 , aOO -» aO(0 D y).
P32. 7a, ©0, ©7 , a0 7 -> aO(0 D y)P33. 7a, ©0, ©7 , aOO, a0 7 -+ a0(0 D 7 ).
P34. 7a, ©0 -> a0(a)0.
P35. 7a, 70, ©7 , a0 7 , a=^o -> aO(0) 7
P36. 7a, 70, ©7 , a07 -> a0(0) 7
P37. 7a, 70, 007 -+ s(a|o| 7 ) =7
P3B. 7a, 70 -+ s(a|o|o) = a.
P39. 7a, 70, 77 , P5/r -* s(a|o|/r7 ) =

.

.

.

.

s(a|o|/f)s(a|o|7).

P4O. 7a, 70, © 7 -* S(a\fi\ ~y) = ~s(a|o|7 )
P4l. 7a, 70, ©7 , ©5 -> s(a|o|(7 D 8)) =
(s(a|o| 7) D S(a\8\8)).
P42. 7a, 70, 77 , ©5, as^y,fi9* y ->
s(a|o|(7)5) = (7 )s(a|o|s).
P43. a = 0, h* ~> hft
P44. 7a, ©0, ©7 , aofi -* K(«)(0 37) 3
(0 3 (a) 7 ))P45. 7a, 70, © 7 -* XG8)? 3 S(a\fi\y)).

Interpretation: "7a" means "a is an individual".
a
"Faffi" means "ffi is a function of degree
"©a" means "a is a sentence".
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"s(a|o|7 )" means "the result of substituting
for 0 in y."
"aO0" means "a occurs free in 0".
"a00" means "a does not occur free in 0".
"Za" means "a is a string in o".
"Ua" means "a is a string in 1".

a

L_

Alphabet:

(, ), E, 3, ~, D, a, b, v, V, ©, T, A, V, =,0,
|, _■, 3, A,h

Axioms:

Al.
A2.
A3.
A4.
A5.
A6.
A7.
AB.
A9.
AlO.
All.

Productions

Aa.

-

_96.

(
(.
) = ).
G = G
3 = 3
iv=

->-

D = D
a = a.
6 = 6.

v

=

v.

—

Pl. Aa * Aaa.
P2. Ba -* Bab.
P3. Aa, Bfi -> F0«0 a
P4. 7ayo ~» _"ayo.
P5. 7at<o, na6w7 , _3a -> ©(_>o G »>).
P6. ©a, 70w7 ,
-> Tfivy 3 a.
P7. ©a -^©~a.
PB. ©a, ©0 -> ©(a D fi).
P9. ©a, 70y7 , Bfi -» ®(«7 )a.
PIO. As in Lx
Pll. ha, Vfivy, Bfi -> |-(n)a.
Pl2-P2l. As in L x
P22. Aa -> a 5* aa.
P23. Ba->b 9± ba.
P24. .4a, Aft By, 88, a9+fi-» a 7 5* 05.

.

_

.

.
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P25 Aa, Afi, By, BS, y
5-» ay
P26 Ba, Bfi, Vavy, Tfivb 3f-> vy
P27 Ba, 7ayo ► yoOvo.
P2B

sa, 50,

—,

7ay7 70y 5, y7

05.
vb

3f.

-> y7 oy«.

P29 iia, 88, Tavfi, Tabvy, Vsv{, v{ovB
->
HO(vfi E vy).
P3O Ba, 88, Tavfi, Tabvy, VBv£, vsOvy
vso(vfi E vy).
P3l Ba, 88, Tavfi, Tabvy, VBv£, vtyvfi,
vtyvy -» vffl(vfi E vy).
P32 ©a, Vfivy, Bfi, vyOa -» vyO~a.
P33 ©a, Vfivy, Bfi, vyoa -» v7 o~a.
P34 ©a, ©0, 77y5, 57 , ysoa -» yso(a D fi).
P35 ©a, ©0, 77y5, By, vBofi
-* yso(a D 0).
P36 ©a, ©0, 77*/5, 57 , ysoa, v5OO -»

—

__) 0).

P37. ©a, 70y7 , 50 -» y7 o(n)a.
P3B. ©a, 70y7, 50 -* y 7Oy7 3«.
P39. ©a, 70y7 , 75ltf, 50, 55, vy yf, ?;7 0a -»
y7 o(y_r)a.
P4O. ©a, 70y7 , F&tf, 50, 55, y7 yf, y7 oa -»
D7 o(.^)a.
P4l. ©a, 70y7 , 75yf, 50, BB,vy 9* v£, vyOa -*
v7 of^" E3 a.
P42. ©a, Vfivy, VBv{, Bfi, 55, vy 9^ vf, vyoa -*
vyov£ 3 a.
P43. Tavfi, VyvS, Ba, By, vBo£ -*
S(vfi\vB\n = f.
P44. Tavfi, VyvS, Ba, By -* S(vfi\vB\vB) = vfi.
P45. Tavfi, TyvS, Tybv{, Vrjvd, Ba, By, Br, -»
S(vfi\vd\(vB E vjr)) = (S(vfi\vd\vB) E

S(vfi\vd\vi:)).

P46. Tavfi, VyvS, ©f, Ba, By -> S(vfi\vB\ ~f) =

~s(vo|_>s|f)).

-

P47. .Tai;o, 77w5, ©f, @i7, Ba, By

S(vfi\vB\({ D V))
S(vfi\vB\r,)).

~>

(S(vfi\vS\n D
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P4B. Tavfi, VyvS, ©f, Vr,vd, Ba, By, Br,, vS
vd,vfi 9* yd -> S(vfi\vS\(ve)jr) =
(v6)S(vfi\vS\£).
P49. Data of P4B -► S(vfi\vS\vd 3 ?) =
yd

*

3 S(vfi\vB\{).

P5O. a = 0, ha -> h0P5l. Vavfi, Ba, ©7 , ©5, 0 —>
Y((vfi)(yD 8) D (yD (vfi)8)).
P52. Vavfi, Tavy, ©5, Ba ->

v

P53.
P54.
P55.
P56.
P57.

K(^)0%M«)).
©a, ©0 -> ©(a A 0).
©a, ©0 -+ Y((a A fi) D ~(a D ~0)).
©a, ©0 -^ h(~(« 3 ~0) D (a A fi)).
©a, ©0 -> ©(a = 0).
©a, ©0 -» h((a « 0) D ((a D fi) A

(0 3 a))).
P5B. ©a, ©0 -> K((« 3 0) A (0 D a)) D
(«
«).
P59. ©a, Vfivy, Bfi -* ©( 3 y7 )a
P6O. ©a, Vfivy, Bfi -* K( 3 vy)a m ~(vy) *~a).
P6l. Vav£, Vabv£, Vabvr,, Vabbvß, Ba ->
K(»f)((»r G »f)
(ttf G vr,)) D
((»* 6 »») 3 (»* G ttf)))P62. ©a, Vfivr,, Vfibv£, Bfi, v£oa ->
Y(lv£)(vv)((vv E v£) = a).
P63. ©a, 50, 70v£, 70W7?, 706yf, wfoa -*
Y((vr, Ev£3a) = (3 vr)((»i? G yD A
(»*)((»* G »f) m a))).
P64. ©a, 50, 70y£, 706vr, 7066^, vro<* ~+
X(*>£ 3a G vV ) m( 3 »r)((»f G *»?) A
(»*)((»€ G vi,) m a))).

-

-

Interpretation: "Aa" means "a is a string
string in a".
"Ba" means "a is a string in 6".
"7ou0" means "vfi is a variable of type a".
"Tavfi" means "v 0is a term of type a, if a is a
string in 6".
The other signs are interpreted as before.
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L
Alphabet :
Axioms :

A3.
A4.
A5.
A6.
A7.
AB.
A9.
AlO.

Productions

V, V, ©, 7 , A, =, 0, 9*,

~, D, a,
0,^,1, -, 3, A.
Al. Aa.
A2. ( = (.

(, ), G, 3,

) = ).
E = E3 = 3.
=
3 = D-

~

a.= a.
v = v.

Y((vaaa)((vaaa E va)

sa (vaaa E vaa)) D
((vaaaaa G va) D ((va E vaaaa) D
(vaa G vaaaa)))).

Pl. Aa —> Aaa.
P2. A a —► 7va.
P3. 7a -* Ta.
P4. Ta, Tfi -» ©(a G 0)
P5. ©a, 70 -> Tfi 3 a.
P6-P7. P7-P8 of L'2
PB. ©a, 70 -> ©(0)a.
P9. PIO of L'2
PIO. h«, Vfi -»" h(0)a.
Pll-P2l. Pl2-P22of U2
P22. Va, Tfi 3 y -> a ?± fi 3 y.
P23. Va -+ aOa.
P24. Va, Vfi,a 9± fi -» aOO.
P25. Ta, Tfi, Vy, yOa -* 7 0(a G 0).
P26. Ta, Tfi, Vy, yOfi -> 7 0(a G 0).
P27. Ta, 7 0, 77 , 70a, 7 00 -♦ 7 0(a G 0).
P2B. ©a, 70, 00a -> 00 a
P29. ©a, 70, 00a -> 00 ~a.
P3O. ©a, ©0, 77 , 70a -> 70(a 3 0).
P3l. ©a, ©0, Vy, yOfi -> 7 0(a 3 0).
P32. ©a, ©0, Vy, 7 0a, 7 00 -> 7 0(a 3 0).
P33. ©a, 70 -> 00(0)a.

.

.

.

~.
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P34.
P35.
P36.
P37.
P3B.
P39.
P4O.
P4l.

P42.
P43.
P44.
P45.

©a, 70, Vy, 00a, 0 7 -* 0O(7)a.
©a, 70, 77 , 00a, M7-^ 00(7 )a.
©a, 70 -> 000 3 a.

*

Data of P34
Data of P35

0O7 3a.
007 3a.
Ta, Vfi, 00 7 -> s(a|o| 7) =y.
Ta, Vfi -» s(a|o|o) = a.
Ta, Vfi, Ty, TS -* S(a\fi\(y E 8)) =
(s(a|o| 7) G s(a|o|s)).
Ta, 70, ©7
7 ) = ~s(a|o| 7 )
Ta, Vfi, © 7, ©5 -+ s(a|o|(7 3 5)) =
(s(a|o| 7 )3 s(a|o|s)).
Ta, Vfi, Vy, ©5, a y, fi 9+ y-*
s(a|o|(7 )5) = (7)s(a|o|s).
Ta, Vfi, Vy, ©5, a 5* y, fi 9* y ->
s(a|o| 7 3 5) = y 3 S(a\fi\B).
->
-+

P46. a = fi, Ya -> YfiP47. ©a, ©0, 77 , 7 0a -» K(7)(a 30) 3
(a 3 (7)0)).
P4B. Ta, Vfi, ©7 -> h((0)7 3 s(a|o| 7 )).
P49-P54. P53^P5B of L 2
P55. ©a, 70->©(3o)a.
P56. ©a, 70 -» h(( 30) m ~(0) ~a).
P57. ©a, 70, 77 , 75, 0 7, 0
5, 7
5,
00«-+K30)(7 )((7 GO)
((7 G 8) A a)).
P5B. ©a, 70, Vy, 75, 50a, 7
5-*
5, 0
K(7 G 0 3 a) = ( 3 5)((7 G 8) A
(0)((0 G 5) see a)))
P59. ©a, 70, Vy, 75, 50a, y 9* 8, fi 9* 8 -*
K(0 3 a G 7) « ( 3 8)((8 G 7) A
(0)((0 G 5) EEE a))).

.

a

-

Interpretation: "7a" means "a is a variable"
'Ta" means "a is a term".
The rest as before.
In order to put L 3into canonical form it would be simplest to
use Hailperin's formulation [IX] 1.
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APPENDIX 2

ALGEBRAIC APPROACH TO LANGUAGE.

CHU.RCH's

THEOREM

Just as the notion of a logic of classes or propositions (and

presumably of logic, in general) can be framed as a deductive
science, so can the concept of language be profitably studied
from that point of view. If we consider strings, including the
null string, in a given alphabet, and their behavior with respect
to the operation of concatenation (the formation of afi from a and
0), then we are led to the study of a special type of algebra. We
shall now formulate this notion as a deductive science.
Undefined terms. A class C, a binary operation, denoted by
juxtaposition or a dot, and a binary relation =

.

Postulates.

Pl.
P2.
P3.
P4.
P5.
P6.
P7.
PB.
P9.

Dl.
D2.
PIO.
Pll.

If a is in C, then a = a.
If a = b, then b = a.
If a = 6 and 6 = c, then a = c.
If a = b and c = d and a, 6, c, d are in C, then ac = bd.
If a and 6 are in C, then a 6is a uniquely determined
element of C.
If a, 6, and c are in C, then (a6)c = a(6c).
= ac, then 6 = c.
If a, 6, and c are in C, and a6
If a, 6, and c are in C, and 6a = ca, then 6 = c.
If a, 6, c and d are in C, and a6= cd, then either there
is an x in C such that ax = c dr such that cx = a.
A unit is an element x of C such that a.a; = x.
A pnrae is an element p of C which is not a unit, and
such that if xy = p, then either x or y is a unit.
There is a unit in C.
If a is in C and is not a unit then there are primes p and
a and elements x and i. in C such that a = px = yq.

We shall call a triple (C, = ) satisfying these postulates a
sm'p.. A language is a script together with certain relations
which define a synte. The alphabet is simply the class of primes,
which play the role of the primitive signs. In order to charac-
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terize the usual types of language it is convenient to introduce
some other algebraic notions.

D3. a is a part of 6 (in symbols "a C 6") if there are elements
x and y in C such that xay = 6. We say that a is a
proper part of 6 (in symbols "a C 6") if o C . and
a 9* 6.
D4. The descending chain condition is said to hold in Cif there
is no infinite sequence {an} of elements of C such that
Can for all n.
It is easy to show that the descending chain condition holds if
and only if each element of C has a factorization into a "product" of a finite number of primes. Such a factorization, if
possible, is unique, both as to the prime factors and their order.
Thus in a script with descendingchain condition, every element
can be spelled uniquely in terms of the alphabet. For our present
purposes, however, it is unnecessary to assume this condition.
We can formulate the notion of a script within L x Let "M"
denote the string "/1110", "C" denote the string "flO", and
"E" denote the string "/110", so that C, E, and M are functions
of degree 1, 11, and 111,respectively. We may interpret "Cx" as
meaning that x is in C, "Exy" as meaning that x = y, and
"Mxyz" as meaning that z - xy. The postulates are now expressed in L x as follows: (We supplement the language L x by the
usual definitions of "A", "V", "=", and " 3 " and adopt the
use of dotsfor brackets, and denote the strings "aO", "aOO", " " "
by 'V, vua 2", " " " .)

.

Pl.
P2.
P3.
P4.

(a x )(Cax 3 Eax a x ).
(ax )(a2)(Eax a2 D Ea2a x ).
(ax )(a 2)(a3)(Eax a2 A Ea2a3 3 Ea xa3 ).
(ax )(a2)(a3)(ai)(a 5)(a6 )(Cax A Ca2 A Ca3 A Ca4 A
Eax a2 A Ea3 aA A Maxa3a5 A Ma 2a4a6 3 Ea5a6).
Psa. (ax )(a2)(a3)(Ca x A Ca2 A Max a2a3 3 Ca3 ).
Psb. (ax )(a2)( 3a 3)(Ca x A Ca2 3 Maxa 2a3).
Psc. (a,)(a2 )(a3 )(a4 )((7a1 A Ca2 A Ma,a2a3 A Max a2 a4 D
Ea 3a4 ).

(a x)(a2)(a3 )(a4)(a5 )(a<i)(Ca x A Ca2 A Ca3 A Max a2a4 A
Ma4a3a5 A Ma2a3a6 3 Ma xa 6a5 ).
(ax)(a
P7.
2)(a3)(a 4)(Cax A Ca2 A Ca3 A Ma x a2a 4 A
Max a3a 4 3 Ea 2a 3).
PB. (a x)(a2)(a3)(a4)(Ca x A Ca2 A Ca3 A Ma2a xa 4 A
Ma3 ax a4 3 Ea2a3).
(ax)(a
P9.
2)(a3)(a4)(a5)(3a6)(Cax A Ca2 A Ca3 A Ca 4 A
Maxa 2a5 A Ma3 a4a5 .3. Ca6 A .Maxa6a3 V Ma3a6ax ).

P6.

We use "U" to denote the string
the string "/10000".

"/1000" and "P" to denote

Dl. (a x )(Uax = Max ax a x).
D2. (a 1)(Pa 1 .= Cax A ~Ua x A .(a2 )(a3)(Ma2a3a x A
Ca2 A Ca3 3 Ua 2 V Ua3)).
(3a
PIO.
x )(Uax A Cax ).
)(3a
PH. (a x
2)(3a3)(3a4)(3aS)(Cax A ~Uax 3 Pa 2 A
Pa 4 A Ca3 A Ca5 A Ma2 a3a x A Ma5a4a x ).

.

Let "p" denote the sentence "51 A 52 A " " " A 59 A 7)1 A
D2
A PIO A Pll". We shall now adjoin some further components in order to express the language 532 (p. 177). Let "A",
U
A X", """ , "A 9", and "T" denote the strings "/10000",
"fl 00000", " " " , "/1000 " " 0", where the last has 14 o's.
■

"Aox" shall mean "x is "1" ",

"Axx" shall mean "x is "a" ",
"A9x" shall mean "x is "5" ",
"Tx" shall mean "x is a theorem".
Bla. (a 1)(A ia x 3 Pa x )- (i =0," " " , 9).
Bib. (a x)(a2 )(Aia x A A,a2 3 Eax a2). (i = 0, "
Blc. (a x)(Pa x 3 A a x V A xa x V """ V A 9a x ).
Bid. (ajia^lAia, A A& 2 3 ~Ea xa 2).
82.
83.
84.

""

(i,j = 0, """ ,9;**j).
(a x )(A5a x 3 Taj.
(a 1 )(a2)(a3 )(A 9a1 A A 0a2 A Max a2a3 3 To*).
(a l )(a2)(a3)(A9a 1 A A 2a2 A Max a2a3 3

, 9).
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85.
86.
87.

(ax)(a2 )(a3)(a4 )(a5 )(a6)(a 7)(as)(A sax A Ca2 A Max a2 a3 A
Ta3 A A 9a 4 A Ca5 A Ma4a5a6 A Ta6 A Ma4a 2a 7 a
Ma 7a&a8 3 Ta8 ).
(ax)(a2)(a 3)(a 4)(a 5)(A 9 ax A Ca2 A Ma xa 2a3 A Ta3 A
A 5a4 A Ma4a2a5 3 Ta5 ).
(ai) ■■ " (a X9)(A 9a x A Ca2 A Maxa 2a3 A Ta3 A A 5a4 A
Ca5 A Ma4a5a6 A Ta6 A Ca7 A Max a7a5 A Ta 8 A
A 6a9 A Ma 9a 2a l0A A x a xx A MaX0axxaX2A A 4a 13 A
Ma 12a 13 a14 A MaXia5 a15 A A 3a A Ma X5a 16 a 17 A
Ma xxa7a X8A Ma X sa 13a X93 Ta19 ).

Here Bla-Bld express that the signs 1, " " " , 5 form the alphabet of the script C. 82-B4 express the axioms of 532 85-B7
express thefirst three productions of 232 In a similar manner we
can write down three more sentences, 88, 89, 810, expressing
the last three productions of 532 Let "q" denote the sentence
Bla A Bib A "" " A 810. The equation z = atl "" " aik , where
for each j, atj is in the alphabet of 532 , can be expressed in L x
thus:

.

.

.

_

( 3 ax )( 3 a 2) """ (3 o2t 2)(A,- 1a 1 A"" " A A ik ak A Ma x a2 ak X
+
A Mak+x a3 ak+2 A " " " A Ma 2k^ 2ak z),

which we shall denote by "J az", where ais the corresponding
string in 532 Then the proposition that the string ais a theorem
in 532 is expressed by the sentence

.

PA q

.D. (a2k x )(Jaa2k^x 3 Ta2k^),

which we can denote by "©(a)". Then
h©(a)

.

is provable in L x if and only if a is a theorem in 53 Since the
2
class of non-theorems in 532 is not canonical, it is impossible to
give a mechanical procedure for deciding which of the sentences
©(a) is provable in L x This proves Church's theorem that the
decision problem for L x is unsolvable by any mechanical procedure.

.
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By the procedure of Kalmar and Suranyi [IVJI, to each sentence ©(a) we can construct a sentence of the form
(1)

( 3 ax )(a2)( 3 a3)(a4 )

"""

(a„)©,(a),

where ©^a) is a Boolean function of sentences of the form
"/HOa.a,", and such that h©(a) is a theorem of L x if and only if
the corresponding sentence of the form (1) is provable in L x
Thus the decision problem of L x , even for sentences of the comparatively simple form (1), is unsolvable by any mechanical
procedure.

.

BIBLIOGRAPHICAL AND OTHER

REMARKS

11. The first to attempt to formulate logic as a deductive science
with a precisely constructed object language was made by
Leibniz [I]. His work, though not very successful, was an important stimulus to others. The first systematic and comparatively successful treatment of logic from this point of view is
Boole [19]1. Boole used 4- (p. 3) as a basic operation, but
assigned a meaning to a 4- 0 only if a r\ fi = 0. For
treatments
of Boolean algebra with + as basic see Stone [499]3, Bernstein
[I]6B, Newman [V11]123.
The identity /(« KJ fi) KJ f(a H0) = f(a) U f(fi) holds in
generalPost algebras. (See p. 52). The generalproof
is similar.
This answers a question of MacLane [VII] 124.
12. The postulates used here are due to Byrne [Xl]Bs.
Others
have been given by Huntington [122]1, 3, Sheffer [196]2, Bernstein [239]1, 2, 24, Whiteman [lIJ9I, Hoberman and
McKinsey
[11.172. The last authors use T1.1.41 as the sole
"formal" law
See, however, Church's review [11J172. Church's
criticisms can
be met, at the expense of some extra primitives and postulates,
by means of a very simple device.
The notion of a deductive science was first brought
to the
attention of a large public by Hilbert in his work on the Foundations of Geometry. (English translation, 1902, Open Court Publishing Co., 111.). The germ of the idea, as applied to particular
sciences goes back at least as far as algebraists
like Peacock,
Galois, and Hamilton, and geometers like Gergonne, and
was
further developed in particular applications by many mathematicians such as Pasch, B. 0. Pierce, Peano, and Dedekind.
An excellent discussion, with emphasis
on the corresponding
object languages, will be found in Curry [Vl] 100.
A great deal of nonsense has been written
even by otherwise
194

195
competent authors, on therelation between Boolean algebra and

the Aristotelian logic of classes. Thefact is that the latter is consistent and can be formulated as a perfectly good deductive
science; see e.g. Curry [I]ll4. Many writers interpret Aristotle's
"all a's are o's" by "a C fi" and his "some a's are o's" by
"a(~\ fi 9± 0" for arbitrary elements in a Boolean algebra, and
then find that some of Aristotle's valid moods do not hold. This,
they say, shows that his logic is fallacious. There is, however,
no reason why this particular interpretation must be accepted as
the only one; rather, the consistency of Aristotle's system and
the failure of this interpretation show that this one cannot be
accepted. An acceptable Boolean interpretation has been given
by Smith [259]8, 24. (See also Miller [IV] 121.) A simplification
of his interpretation would be to consider the class C_ of all
elements of C except 0 and 1, and to interpret Aristotle's
"categorical forms" as above. The whole of Aristotle's logic of
classes holds for the elements of C_ It would be easy to set up
a deductive science adequate for the theory of classes on the
Aristotelian basis. (The logic of Aristotle is, in itself, not quite
adequate for the treatment of such operations as fY) The advantage of Boolean algebra is its simplicity and just its algebraic form. It is interesting to contrast the theory of Quine
[1]45 (no null class), that of Zermelo (L. in III3) (no universal
class), and that of Aristotle (neither null class nor universal
class). In the yon Neumann-Bernays versionof Zermelo's system
(yon Neumann [299]2, 5, Bernays [11]65, Godel [Vl] 112) there
is, indeed, a universal class, but there is a distinction between
classes and sets, and the universal class is not a set. (See Quine
[V]l63, p. 165.)
13. An account of finite Boolean algebras, with references, is
given by Bernstein [239]25. The structure and representation of
Boolean algebras was first investigated by Stone [I] 118 and
Tarski [285] 18, [I]7l, independently and from quite different,
but equivalent, points of view. In this section Stone's approach
dominates, while in 113 we give an account of some of Tarski's
ideas. Many of the results of this section have been generalized
by Birkhoff and others to lattices.

.

Theorem 7 was first proved by Stone [I] 118. The proof here
is adapted from Frink [V11]39.
We should like to call attention to the very interesting problems which arise when one attempts to set up the logic of
relations as a deductive science. See Tarski [Vl]73, McKinsey
[V]Bs, Everett and Ulam [Xl]Bs. There is also some recent
unpublished work of Lyndon.

111. The observation that the logic of classes and the logic of
propositions are different models of the same deductive science
is due to Boole.
The first systematic treatment of the logic of propositions
by means of truth tables (i.e. tables for the determinations of
the truth values of Boolean functions of propositions) was given
by Post [280] 1. This method was anticipated by Schroder [42] 10,
among others.
The distinction between the syntax and the object languages
mentioned on p. 31 is sometimes overlooked, even by competent
authors. This has led, now and then, to flagrant errors. (See
p. 50).

112. The postulate set Al"-A7" is Lukasiewicz' modification
of Frege's set (see Church [X]l9).
There is a widespread superstition that formulations of the
logic of propositions must be of the type Al"-A7", that systems
of the type Al'-AlO' are appropriate, say, for algebras and
other deductive sciences, but that the logic of propositions is
unique in that such systems are inappropriate for it. The
mystical virtues of using an undefined class (or "predicate") X
rather than an undefined relation E have been dogmatically
asserted without any cogent explanation. The rite of writing
"h" before a sentence instead of "is in V after a sentence
has also been attended with almost religious awe.
Assumptions of the type of A2" and A3" are called rules of
closure. Often a distinction is made between assumptions of the
type of A4"-A6" (called "formal laws") and those of the type
of A7" (called rules of inference). The distinction is rather
tenuous. In an exact analysis of the object language, as on
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p. 158-159, no obvious general difference appears, unless one
regards it as a serious logical matter that the premises of one
rule state that certain elements belong to the class C and the
premises of another state that certain elements belong to the
class -f Sometimes the situation is disguised by putting assumptions of the type of A2" and A3" in the form of preliminary

.

remarks and then omitting an explicit statement of the premises
in A4"-A6". Then theserules are called "axiom schemes", with
the convention that the letters "p", "q", and "r" may be replaced by names of arbitrary elements of C. The procedure may
again be given mystical connotations by the ceremony of using
German letters as names of names of arbitrary elements of C.
The use of dots as brackets was introduced by Peano [71]1, 21.
The simplification used here is due to Curry [11]26. See also
Turing [V11]146.
The set Ala-A3a, Rla, R2a, is taken from Church [X]l9.
The set Alb-AlOb, Rlb-Rl7b, is a canonical form of AlaA3a, Rla, R2a, in the sense of Post [VIII]SO. See also IV2. In
such a formulation the role of intuition is reduced to the preliminary instructions and the act of recognizing specific strings
as being in the forms of the data in a given rule.
A different method of incorporating the operation of substitution in a more general object language has been given by
Chwistek and Hetper [lII]I. In [lII]I2O, the reviewer confuses
the interpretation of substitution in the syntax language with
its meaning as determined by the formal properties within the
object language. This error is also committed in [ll]l7o.
113 The methods of this section and most of the material
ideas of
come from Tarski [285]18, [I]7l, supplemented by the
essentially
Stone. Concepts of consistency and categoncity
by
equivalent to those discussed here were already introduced
Carnap
LIVJB2,
in
Post [280]1. Related concepts may be found
[VIII]BI.
[V111]36,
[281]1, 2 and
A number of notions used by Wittgenstein
approach.
Carnap are very neatly explained by the algebraic naturally
arises
For example, the concept of a state-description
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from the device used by Tarski [285] 17 and Stone [111]47 for the
construction of atoms in a complete distributive Boolean
algebra.

The notion of truth value may be regarded as a special
case of that of probability, which is, in turn, essentially equivalent to that of measure. (See Kolmogoroff, Grundbegriffe der
Wahrscheinlichkeitsrechnung, Berlin, 1933, Cramer, Methods of
Mathematical Statistics, Princeton, 1946, Reichenbach [439]4,
Koopman [V]ls3, [Vl]34, [V1J163, Kleene and Evans [IVJI2O.J
In most of the precise treatments of probability the concept is
defined on an algebra of classes. Since propositions also form
a Boolean algebra, it should be easy and desirable to treat
directly the notion of the probability of a proposition.

114. The fundamental papers on many valued logics are Post
[280] 1, Lukasiewicz [186]4, Lukasiewicz and Tarski [407]1.
Further discussion of Post algebras may be found in Webb
[532]1, [1]42, [111]52, and Wade [X]loB. A set of postulates and a
development as a deductive science occurs in [V11]124. A method
for carrying this out is also indicated by Post, op. cit.
Rosser and Turquette [X]6l have presented as deductive
sciences many valued logics which are not necessarily functionally complete. Other treatments are given by Wajsberg
[437]1, Slupecki [11]46, [Xl]92, [Xl]l2B, Bochvar [IV]9B, [V]ll9,
[Xl] 129, and Frink [lII]II7. For a treatment of quantification
in many valued logic see Rosser and Turquette [XIII] 117.
In connection with the "paradoxes" of material implication,
Russell was once challenged to deduce that 2=l from the
proposition that Russell is the Pope. His proof was "If I am
the Pope, then the Pope and I are one. Since I am not the Pope,
then the Pope and I are two. Hence 2 = 1."
More detailed discussion of material implication and deducibility will be found in Lewis [215]9, Lewis and Langford [456] 1,
Nelson [411]1, 2, Bennett and Baylis [526]1, [IV]94.
The relations between the intension and extension of classes
are discussed by Carnap [X1111]237, Quine [V111]45, Church
[V]l62, [V]l63, [VII]IOO, [V111]45, Russell [Vl]29. The older

work of Frege [49]5, 8, 10, 16 and Russell [111]9 is of

great

importance in this connection.

Expositions of intuitionistic points of view are given by
Brouwer [155]7, 10, 20, Weyl [192]2, 9, [Xl]lo3, Heyting [385]2,
3, 10, Dresden [308] 1, 3, Lusin [403 1/2}. Interesting interpretations are given by Kolmogorov [314]2, Godel [418]11, 12. The
postulates given here are those of Gentzen [442]2. See also the
papers of Heyting, Godel, Glivenko [381]1, 2, McKinsey [IV] 155,
Wajsberg [111]169. Fundamentally important contributions to
intuitionistic logic have recently been made by Kleene [X]lo9
and Nelson [X11]93. Examples of proofs of a classical theorem
by intuitionistic methods can be found in the American Mathematical Monthly, vol. LII, 1945, p. 562, and the papers cited
there.
Huntington [ll]9l has given a detailed account of Lewis'
system, exhibiting clearly its relations to the Boolean logic.
Other papers on connected problems are Becker [351]7, Churchman [111]77, Vredenduin [IV]73, Parry [1V]137, McKinsey
[V]lld , [V1]177, McKinsey and Tarski [Xllljl, Dugundji [V]lso.
An important interpretation of Lewis' system has been given
by McKinsey [X]B3. See also Fitch [XIII]3B.
Miss Barcan, [Xl]l, 115, [XII]I2, has made the first attempt
to develop modal logic beyond the propositional logic. Another
approach (not yet fully worked out) is due to Carnap [IX]33,
[X1111]237. Some of the difficulties of interpreting such systems
are also discussed by Quine [X11]43, Smullyan [X11]139,
[XIII]3I, and the reviews by Church mentioned above.
Note that the version given here of Fitch's model of Lewis'
system is essentially the same as taking the system F, of 1112
such
and defining PA, for any A in fo , as the element 5 in &
that
YBa = (3y)(Ay)
elements, then this
for all a in 3. If 3 has a finite number of
coincides with the construction on p. 61.
111J43,
For expositions of Smith's ideas see Smith [259]27,
have,
the
author
Churchman [V111]53. Mrs. H. C. Doob and
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in an unpublished paper, presented Smith's system as a deductive science.
The investigations of Tarski and McKinsey are contained in
[Vl]ll7, [IV]26, [IX]96, [Xl]B3, [XIII]I.
The importance of discussing logical questions on the basis
of precisely constructed object languages is very aptly emphasized by Church [V]7B.
1111. For an excellent and not too technical exposition of
Godel's and Church's theorems see Rosser [IV]53. More detailed
accounts of these and related matters appear in Godel [418]3,
14, Gentzen [1]75, [IV]32, [IX]7O, Hilbert-Bernays [507] 1, [V]IQ,
Goodstein [IX]33, [XII] 123, Rosser [I]B7, [11]129.
1112. A similar approach to thefunctional logic has been given
by Notcutt [503]2.
Formulations of the corresponding object languages are to
be found in Hilbert-Ackermann [365] 1, Hilbert-Bernays, op cit
Church [X]l9.
The infinite list of postulates can be avoided in several ways.
For example, by the aid of devices due to Skolem [ll]B6,
Kalmar [ll]4B, [lIIJB6, [IV] 1, one can formulate the first order
theory of polyadic functions in terms of the diadic functional
logic. Or else one can combine the notions of this section with
those of combinatory logic, as has been hinted at on p. 87.
1113. It is possible to give a general theory of logics based
on Boolean algebra and of their description by languages of the
type discussed in this section. This involves a combination of the
methods of 13, 113, and the last chapter of this book. Such a
theory gives a rigorous treatment of the name-relation, logical
truth, extension, and intension, thus making precise the somewhat heuristic, but suggestive discussions of Carnap [V111]36,
[VIIIJBI, [X1111J237. We hope to publish the detailed development in the near future.
A fundamentally important attack on the problem of defining
an interpretation of a language has been published
by Kemeny
[XIII] 16. Although his solution cannot be considered completely
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satisfactory, it is a valuable point of departure for future work.
It would be easy to modify L x so that it would contain also
names of individual constants, propositional constants, and
function constants of all degrees.
The question as to whether it is legitimate to regard classes
and propositions, and other "abstract" entities, as existent in
some sense, so that signs purporting to be names of theseentities
really denote "something", goes back at least to Plato, and has
been raised again, in a particularly sharpform, by Goodman and
Quine [XII]IO6. One can, however, consider these entities as
"existing in space-time" by identifying them, for example, with
certain chemical reactions in men's brains. This is not the only
possible interpretation, but the existence of at least one such
interpretation shows that we can work with these entities without assuming any metaphysics like Platonic idealism.
The masterpiece of Whitehead and Russell [194]1-7 has been
the direct or indirect inspiration of most work on mathematical
logic in the last 40 years, even when it is openly condemned or
not mentioned explicitly. Some of the steps preliminary to that
giant undertaking were influenced by the work of Frege and
Peano cited above. One can see its influence very clearly by
comparing it, chapter for chapter, with such works as Lewis and
Langford [456] 1, Quine [458]5, [V]l63, Church [X]l9, HilbertBernays [507] 1. The later parts of the first volume and most of
the other two volumes have been unjustly neglected; a number
of modern developments in algebra and topology are anticipated
and their fundamentals treated quite fully. In charity we do not
mention by name some illustrious authors who have exhibited
their ignorance of the literature by not citing Principia Mathematica.
The devices of Wiener and Kuratowski appeared in Wiener
[238] 1, Kuratowski [433]0.1. Quine [X]9s gives a more complicated device, which applies only to special systems but has
certain technical advantages.
The present formulation of L 2 is due to Tarski [285]13. The
version given here is borrowed from Quine [1]45. Another version
will be found in Church [X]l9. An elegant formulation of the
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general theory of types without the Wiener-Kuratowski device,
has been given by Church [V]s6. Other approaches to the theory
of types are given by Quine [lII] 125, Newman [IX]5O, Turing
[XIIIJBO.
FIX is not called an "axiom of reducibility" by Quine, but
it plays the same role as that axiom in Principia Mathematica.
It avoids many of the philosophical objections to the axiom of
reducibility as originally formulated.
L 2is what we call in Chapter IV a conservative extension of
L 2 The analogues of Hailperin's theorems show that FX and
FXI constitute a definition of "3".
Other formulations of Zermelo's system have been given by
yon Neumann [299]2, 5 and Ackermann [lII]BS.

.

1114. The basic works on combinatory logic are Schonfinkel
[304] 1, Curry [396] 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, Rosser [546] 1. In the latter paper
a proof of the equivalence with Church's system of X-conversion
is given. The basic papers on Church's system are Church
[359]4, 6, 8, Kleene [497] 1, 2. Excellent expositions of these and
related matters may be found in Church [Vl]l7l, Curry [V11]49,
and Feys [X11]27. Thefundamental rules of combinatory logic
have been simplified by Curry [Vl]4l, 54, and Rosser [VIIJIB.
(Curry has noted an error in the latter in Mathematical Reviews.) A forthcoming book by Curry and Feys will undoubtedly
be an important contribution to the literature. We note also
the interesting papers of Fitch [1]92, [VII] 105, [IX]57, [IX]B9.
The device of writing the name of an operation before the
names of the operands in order to avoid parentheses is due to
Lukasiewicz. The analogous syntactical criteria for word formation in languages using parentheses are given by Kleene [497] 1,
and Church [Vl]l7l.
The system given here is equivalent to Curry's system of
combinatory logic with the postulate 57 = 7. (There is a misprint in the statement of Ax.BW (our T2l) on p. 521 of Curry
[396]2, but the statement, in abbreviated form, on p. 534 is
correct.) The equivalence of this system to the system of X-conversion defined on p. 123-124 is given by Rosser [VII]IB. The
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system without rule V on p. 124 is called by Church X-K-conversion, and the one with rules I-IV and the restriction in the
rule of word formation that "x" occur free in 51 for \x% to be
a word is called X-conversion. In the papers of Rosser postulates
are also given for these systems. In fact, Rosser gives a general
method for setting up postulates for combinatory logics and
proving their completeness. Our version is a slight modification
of Rosser's.
The theory of positive integers in combinatory logic is due
to Church [359]4, 6 and Kleene [497]2.
Curry proved a consistency theorem for combinatory logic in
[396]2. This was strengthened and generalized by Church and
Rosser [1]74 and Church [359]8. (See also Church [VI]171).
Curry [Vl]s4 has indicated some simplifications in the proof.
The development of the theory of quantification in Church's
calculus of X-5-conversion is published only in his rather inaccessible lecture notes [11]39.
The paradox of Kleene and Rosser appeared in [545] 1. Its
underlying meaning is clarified by Church [359]7 and Curry
[Xl] 136. The derivation of Russell's paradox is takenfrom Curry
[VII]IIS.
Curry's suggested remedies and announced consistency proofs
appear in Curry [VII]4I, [V111]52. We hope that the above
mentioned book of Curry and Feys will givefull details on these
questions.
His discussion of functionality and its use as a primitive
notion were published in [396]7, [1]65, [V11]49, and [V111]52.
1115 The fundamental ideas of this section are due to Frege
[49]1, 5, 10, 16 and Peano [71]2, 7, 14, 21, 45. These ideas were
amplified, extended and otherwise further developed by Russell
[111]4, 6 and Whitehead [99]3, 5. A detailed systematic exposition given by Whitehead and RusseU [194]1, 2, 3, from which
A
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provements have been given by

Quine [458]5, [V]l63, [X11]56.
The fact that a relation can be defined as a class of ordered
pairs does not mean, as some dogmatically assert, that a relation
must be defined as a class of ordered pairs. It is possible to
develop these theories independently, as in Principia Mathematica, or to take either as primitive and to define the other.
For example, in Bernays [11]65 a mixed procedure is used. In the
systems of Curry, Church, and Robinson [11]29, the notion of
function (a special kind of relation)is taken as basic. It is also
possible to take the general notion of relation as fundamental,
and to adapt the ideas of Tarski [Vl]73 to construct a logic in
which classes are defined in terms of relations. It is veryrisky,
in general, to make dogmatic assertions, especially when they
can be disproved. When, as we show so often in this book, there
are many different methods for obtaining certain results, it is
stupid to insist that there is only one correct method.
If a language adequatefor elementary number theory remains
consistent when a rule of the type of F_2 is adjoined, then the
language Is said to be co-consistent. This concept was introduced
by Godel [418]3. He and Tarski [285] 13 have given examples
of consistent languages which are not co-consistent. Rosser
[ll] 129 has investigated the completeness of logics which contain
rules of the type of FQ.
1116. Excellent and not very technical expositions of Godel's
and related theorems have been given by Rosser [IV]53 and
Skolem, [X111]169 (inNorwegian). In Godel's original proof that
such languages as L 3 are not categorical co-consistency was
assumed, but Rosser [I]B7 showed how that assumption could be
eliminated.
Kleene [ll]3B has shown how Richard's paradox leads to
theorems of the Godel type. (See also Church [359]7, Curry
[Xl] 136, and Rosser [IV]53.
For Burali-Forti's paradox see Whitehead and Russell [194]1,
Rosser [VII]I.

1117. Zermelo's fundamental paper [125] 1 is concerned with the
proof of (3) from the axiom of choice. Peano [71]4 observed,
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apparently for the first time, that a distinct assumption was
involved, but dismissed the axiom as obviously false. Levi
(Rend, del R. Ist. Lomb. 1902) pointed out the need for such an
assumption in order to prove that every infinite class has a
denumerable subclass.
It should be mentioned that there are several non-equivalent
weaker forms of the axiom of choice, some of which have
been declared acceptable by scholars who oppose the general
assumption. One would think, however, that once we admit such
non-constructive principles, we might as well go the whole way.
The implication and independencerelations between these propositions have been investigated by Fraenkel [269]2, 20, 27, [ll] 1,
Lindenbaum and Mostowski [IV]3O, Mostowski [IV] 129, [XIII]
45, Szmielew [X111]224. An excellent summary of propositions
equivalent to the axiom of choice and its consequences is given
by Sierpinski [V11]35.
Fraenkel's independence proof is given in T269]2. A much
stronger consistency proof is published by Godel in his important [Vl] 112.
A detailed discussion of Zorn's lemma and related principles
is given by Tukey, Convergence and Uniformity in Topology,
Princeton, 1940. The original papers on this principle are R. L.
Moore, Foundations of Point Set Theory, Am. Math. Soc.
Colloquium Publications, 1932, p. 84, Kuratowski, Fundamenta
Math., v. 3, 1922, Zorn [IX]56, Teichmuller [Vl]6s, and Wallace
[IX]55.
,
J
The theorem of Banach and Tarski appeared in Fund. Math.,
vol. 6, p. 244. See also Robinson, Fund. Math., vol. 34, p. 246.
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have important applications to the theory of language. He has
also rediscovered Schroter's theorem.
IV2. The basic concepts of this chapter were introduced by
Post [VIIIJSO.
The theorem of Church appeared in [1]73. Simpler proofs
were given by Kleene [ll]3B, Skolem [IX]2l, Kalmar [IX]24
Post[X]lB.
The general theory of canonical classes has been developed
by Post in his profound and beautiful paper [X]lß.
While the idea of recursive definitions goes back at least to
Peano [71]2, the first study of "recursive" arithmetic, i.e.
arithmetic based on recursive definitions alone, is due to Skolem
[247]4. A formalization of this theory as an independent science
has been given by Curry [V11]42. The notion of recursive
function (in a special case) was first brought to the attention
of the mathematical public by Godel [418]3. The general definition is due to Godel and Herbrand, but was first published and
studied by Kleene [ll]3B. Other important work was done by
Peter [466]1-4, Robinson [XIII]II3, and especiaUy Skolem
[Xl]26, and an excellent exposition of many of these results
will be found in Hilbert-Bernays [507]1, [V]l6.
Precise definitions of the concept of "effectively computable"
functions have been given by Church [1]73, Post [I]lo3, and
Turing [11]153. These definitions are easily proved equivalent
to the one given here, which is essentially an adaptation
of the
definition in Kleene [ll]3B to the ideas of Post [X]lß. It must
be said that we have really begun to understand the significance
of recursiveness only after this paper of Post. Many of his
results were rediscovered by Mostowski [XIII] 11 2, who was
unfortunately cut off from journals during the war.
The role of eliminability in the notion of definition was,
perhaps, first noted by Russell [111]9, in a different connection.
(There is, however, a famous maxim of Pascal!) It is emphasized
very clearly by Hilbert-Bernays, op. cit. The importance of
conservativeness was brought out by Lesniewski [202]11, 13,
[V]B3, 84. There is an interesting analogy between our criterion
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for definition and Church's criterion for meaningfulness. (See
Church [VI]171).
IV3. Normal languages were introduced by Post [VIII]SO,
where Theorem 4.3.1 appears.
The theorems and proofs of this section are taken either
directly, or with slight adaptations, from Post [X]lB.
A fairly general definition of the adequacy of a language
for arithmetic is given by Kleene [ll]3B, p. 740. It is rather
clear how this definition would have to be modified to take care
of the language 532
The proofs that L x , L 2, and L. can be put into canonical
form are given in Appendix 1. The proof that L x is adequate
for the expression of 532 is given in Appendix 2, using some ideas
of Markov [X111]52, 53, 170.
In an important series of papers, Post [X]lB, [X11]55, [XII]9O,
and Markov «[XIII]S2, 53, 170 have shown that several significant mathematical problems cannot be solved by mechanical
methods.
The language 532 is a kind of "universal" language since every
canonical language has a conservative normal extension and the
latter can always be translated into a two-sign alphabet. Its
basis is represented by a certain string 0 such that 50 is a
theorem in 532 , and its theorems correspond to the true sentences
of the form op7. Thus 532 is already adequate for practically all
of mathematics. Every mathematical problem which can be
formulated in some canonical language, say L 3 , is equivalent
to the question of whether a particular string of the form h OP7
is a theorem in 532 Thus 532 is a minimum calculus in the sense
of Fitch [IX]B9. There is an obvious analogy between the universal language 532 and the universal machine of Turing [11]42.
"luck" for
We remark that some authors have used the word
the
what we call brains or ingenuity. With that interpretation,
in
are,
history of science shows that the ones who have the luck
general, the ones who deserve it.
Hermann,
Wiener, in his recent book, Cybernetics, Wiley and
of the brain.
1948, has given a beautiful mathematical model
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This is a fundamental advance and must be considered as the
first significant breach of the frontier between mathematics and
psychology. It seems, however, that his definition must be supplemented in an essential way, since one can probably prove
rigorously that a machine can solve any problem which a brain,
according to Wiener's model, can solve. We may consider intelligence as the capacity for introspection, the faculty of
thinking about one's own methods of reasoning and what they
can accomplish. In mathematical terms this means the capacity
of using a syntax language for reasoning about an object
language. It is in this way that a brain can make use of such
rules as Fft in 1115. It seems altogether feasible to incorporate
this idea into a mathematical definition of a brain and to prove
that a brain can solve some problems which a machine cannot.
Theorem 4.3.4 shows that certain problems cannot be solved
by machines, i.e. that brains are necessary. A result of the kind
just suggested would establish rigorously that brains are useful.
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